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I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’
Gleams that untravell’d world, whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I move.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use!
As tho’ to breathe were life. Life piled on life
Were all too little, and of one to me
Little remains: but every hour is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer of new thing; and vile it were
For some three suns to store and hoard myself,
And this grey spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge, like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.

Alfred Lord Tennyson: Ulysses
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Editorial

... I too announce solid things;
Science, ships, politics, cities, factories, are not nothing -
   I watch them,
Like a grand procession, to music of distant bugles,
   pouring, triumphantly moving - and
   grander heaving in sight;
They stand for realities - all is as it should be.

Then my realities;
What else is so real as mine?
Libertad, and the divine average - Freedom to every
   slave on the face of the earth,
The rapt promises and luminè of seers - the spiritual
   world - these centuries lasting songs,
And our visions, the visions of poets, the most solid
   announcements of any.

For we support all, fuse all,
After the rest is done and gone, we remain;
There is no final reliance but upon us;
Democracy rests finally upon us (I, my brethren, begin it,)
And our visions sweep through eternity.
 
 (Walt Whitman: As I Walk These Broad, Majestic Days)
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Report of the Specialist Committee set up by the 
chairman of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
(HAS)

1. Introduction
In June 2007, a Specialist Committee1 was set up 
based on a proposal from Szilveszter E. Vizi, chair-
man of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS); 
the appointment of this Committee is related to the 
fact that the importance of knowledge and intel-
lectual capital is increasing both in operating the 
economy and social life. However, we may not talk 
about the emergence and efficient operation of a 
knowledge economy in Hungary even though the 
most important factor of substance is the well-pre-
pared professional who is able to renew and crea-
tively apply his knowledge, a community citizen 
capable of making his own decisions and propos-
als. The approach according to which learning is 
not finished by earning the first vocational qualifi-
cation or higher education diploma and that getting 
along today requires continuous learning, series of 
further and retraining also in adult age has only a 
partial presence. Albeit important steps have been 
taken, the institutional system that allows for this 

1 Chairman of the Committee: András Benedek, 
members: György Ádám, Valéria Csépe, Gyula Csoma, 
György Fábri, György Hunyady, Gábor Kertesi, 
Dénes Koltai, György Kósa Somogyi, László Lada, 
Eszter Piróth, Éva Tót, János Sz. Tóth.

has not yet grown roots in Hungary. The schooling 
system, which provides formal education, is rich in 
historical traditions and has a differentiated insti-
tutional structure. However, after schooling stages 
and compulsory schooling age, the opportunities 
for learning are chaotic; the individual’s opportu-
nities are determined by employment or the lack 
thereof, while there is a low number of systems 
capable of ensuring continued learning for not for 
the masses that have a pedagogical concept as well. 
Naturally, there have been initiatives during the 
last decade that represented progress. Andragogy 
appeared in university education; there is an andr-
agogy board and professional magazine in opera-
tion; increasingly significant research has started 
on the topic; yet, it is essential to provide a more 
efficient background for this professional activity 
and to ensure that the approach and scientific and 
research capacity represented by the HAS (econo-
my, education, physiology, sociology) should be re-
flected in the programmes of Lifelong Learning. It 
is remarkable also in international comparison that 
this topic has a relatively low representation in the 
Hungarian professional and scientific community, 
whether in terms of the number of independent 
professional or civil associations or their appear-
ance in scientific bodies or committees. This back-
ground and the lack of information and orientation 
channels significantly restrict professional efficien-
cy and catching up with international progress.

‘lifelong leArning’ (lll) in HungAry
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The HAS’s strategic commitment to this issue 
is reflected by initiatives that evoked a significant 
social and scientific reaction, such as Mindentudás 
Egyeteme (‘University of Omniscience’), the World 
Science Forum, and the Series of Events of Celebrating 
Hungarian Science). The mandate outlined for the 
Specialist Committee set up by the chairman to sup-
port the goals of Lifelong Learning and the develop-
ment of adult education was to promote continuous 
training and self-training and access to knowledge, 
which are indispensable for strengthening a knowl-
edge society. The Committee was to evaluate the 
above processes taking place in Hungary and to 
compare them against international trends,2 and to 
start communicating with the factors of government 
and science who prepare strategic decisions.

Meeting on a monthly basis in the second half 
of 2007, the Specialist Committee with a multi-
disciplinary background in science and practice 
attempted to review the Hungarian situation and 
had consultations with representatives and secto-
ral leaders of employment policy, education and 
culture. It commented the Government Report pre-
pared for the European Commission on the issue of 
Lifelong Learning, and obtained information about 
the priorities and programmes associated with the 
topic in the framework of the New Hungary Devel-
opment Plan. The Committee’s consultation and 
analysis work was supplemented by participation 
at the professional meeting that reviews the situa-
tion of andragogy training in Hungary year after 
year (19 January 2008, Esztergom) and consultation 
(18 March 2008, Debrecen) with higher education 
professionals, who implement training. This Re-

2 This Report covers only a part of the problems of 
interpreting Lifelong Learning. Each sectoral area – 
public education, higher education, vocational training 
and adult education – is addressed as institutionalised 
areas that can be directly influenced by government 
instrument, which are the venue of organising learning. 
Lifelong Learning (with the proposed expression – LLL)
 is in fact about much more. It is about social 
participation by independent learning and the 
entire continuum of learning situations outside the 
institutionalised sector. In this field, in recent years the 
European Commission has made continuous initiatives 
by involving the 27 Member States as well as associated 
countries. An outstanding exercise within that was the 
Commission Communication Adult Learning: It is never 
too late to learn (Brussels, 23. 10. 2006 COM 614), and the 
Action Plan on Adult Learning: It is always a good time. to 
learn (Brussels, 27. 9. 2007 COM 558) on implementing 
the recommendation, which were prepared for the 
Council, the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee as well as the Committee of Regions.

port was prepared for the Chairman of the HAS 
relying on the analysis done in recent months; fol-
lowing a brief analysis of the situation, this Report 
will explain our opinion on the perceptible and de-
sirable directions of the processes taking place, and 
formulate proposals of the Committee.

2. The situation of LLL in Hungary
When trying to give an understanding of the issue of 
Lifelong Learning in the broadest sense, one of the 
most essential revelations is that this issue cannot be 
addressed in a narrow disciplinary framework. The 
problem clearly affects the entire society, namely: 
looking at the relationship between individual and 
social learning and lifetime careers, it can be found 
that pedagogical and andragogical approaches are 
only partial approaches, as scientific analysis comes 
to face considerable economic issues – and within 
that, issues associated with employment and social 
security – and as pointed out by the latest analyses, 
issues of public health in addition to sociology or 
demography aspects. By the time of the Millen-
nium, Lifelong Learning has become the universal 
paradigm of education policy and science in devel-
oped countries and particularly in Europe. Diversity 
of objectives and hopes are associated with putting 
theory into practice, which were initially associated 
with comprehensive socio-political and economic 
objectives, such as education on democracy, human 
resources and human capital development.3 

In 2000, the European Commission’s memoran-
dum on Lifelong Learning set the direction: ‘Life-
long Learning is no longer just one aspect of education 

3 The harbinger of the international response to be 
given to the world crisis of education, the Lifelong 
Learning programme elaborated in 1967, was the theory 
of permanent education and learning raised during the 
UNESCO Conference held in Montreal in 1960. The 
principle of Lifelong Learning emerged as today’s most 
important paradigm in pedagogy from the education 
policy concepts of various supranational organisations 
such as the Council of Europe, the UNESCO, the OECD, 
and the European Commission. The Lifelong Learning 
programme was elaborated as the international response 
given to the world crisis in education determined by 
Philip H. Coombs in 1967. Ever since the European year 
of Lifelong Learning held in 1996, the Lifelong Learning 
programme has been considered the only possible 
response that may be given to the social, political 
and economic challenges of modern times in Europe. 
Although its intensions were realised only to a limited 
extent in recent years, the Lisbon Memorandum adopted 
in 2000 elevated the EU’s strategic goals for 2010 to the 
highest political level.
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and training; it must become the guiding principle for 
provision and participation across the full continuum of 
learning contexts. […] All those living in Europe, with-
out exception, should have equal opportunities to adjust 
to the demands of social and economic change and to 
participate actively in the shaping of Europe’s future.’ 
This strategic effort was actually reflected in the 
terminology used by Hungarian policies in strat-
egy documents and new legislation.

The traditional basic question of Lifelong Learn-
ing is how, when and why people learn. However, the 
current question in Hungary is: why does a signifi-
cant portion of people not learn? that is, the most im-
portant task is to change the evaluation associated 
with knowledge (that is, competitive knowledge), 
to modify individual motivations, as well as to de-
velop learning and teaching competences, conduct 
a change in methodology and approach, and to 
adopt new approaches in learning.

The major criticism of Hungary’s educational 
quality practice after the Millennium is based on 
the outcome of PISA surveys. The criticism on 
adult education policy is related basically to the 
results of the SIALS survey. They show that the 
education system has still not been opened up to 
education in an adult age. Currently, instead of re-
ducing, the Hungarian education system conserves 
and regenerates the social inequalities. In addition 
to the deficit in communication in the native lan-
guage, the problem of communication in commu-
nity languages emerged at the time of accession to 
the EU. According to statistics on the knowledge 
of foreign languages in the adult population, a sig-
nificant part of Hungary’s population is falling be-
hind in the European competition going on in the 
labour market, and is even unable to be accepted 
as a European citizen in everyday situations due to 
the lack of foreign language skills concerning pro-
fessional terminology.4 

Hungary is particularly characterised by an 
imbalanced situation regarding the various levels 
of education and in regional aspects. Emphasis is 
mainly on the formal education system, while little 
attention is paid to acquiring professional-practical 

4 According to the IMD World Competitiveness 
Yearbook of 2007, although Hungary ranks 11 based on 
expenditure on education, it ranks only at 52nd place in 
respect of foreign language skills. However, our position 
concerning the student/teacher ratio is ‘favourable’ at 
basic (2) and medium (13) level.

competences and informal learning. The main rea-
son for this historical approach of the society, which 
has become particularly solid in recent decades, is 
that teachers consider school education at an early 
age to be the essence of teaching, and recognised 
learning in an adult age no more than as making 
up for education that was missed in childhood. As 
long as their approach remains unchanged, Lifelong 
Learning cannot be expected to become a system in 
Hungary. The anomalies associated with both adult 
education in the schooling system and public educa-
tion are linked to the increasingly severe problems 
of functional analphabetism in Hungary as well as 
the problems of vocational training that stem from 
the lack of background as part of general culture 
society-wide. Neither has a process of creating a 
single education and cultural system enforcing the 
progressive aspects of Lifelong Learning emerged 
in the official community, which is supposed to ad-
dress this situation. Although Lifelong Learning has 
appeared in phraseology in recent years, its direct 
impact on public education to supplement public 
education and on school education for the adult, 
which has as much as disappeared over these years 
cannot be perceived. The process of creating a single 
education system that is comprehensive not only in its 
structure but in respect of ‘emancipating’ adults as 
well is not developed enough in Hungary, a major 
reason for which is that cooperation between minis-
tries is fragmented in this field.

It has a feature particular to Hungary that 20% 
of the population over age 15 has less than 8 grades 
of schooling. Although informal5, and non-formal6  

5 Informal learning is not necessarily conscious learning, 
as it takes place in the framework of daily activities (in 
the family, at the workplace, during leisure activities) 
and is a part of everyday life. These activities are often 
completely imperceptible, and do not have learning 
or self-development as their primary objectives, yet 
they allow for acquiring knowledge that may improve 
quality of life and chances in the labour market.
6 Non-formal learning takes place outside the 
mainstream education system and is not always 
characterised by certifying participation. The venues of 
non-formal learning: workplace, civil associations and 
societies or institutions set up to supplement learning 
provided in formal education systems. According to 
the Act on Adult Education of 2001 ‘education and 
learning organised by the workplace, social and other 
associations implemented outside education and 
training institutions based on the needs and proposals 
of the individual, which are not directly associated with 
obtaining an official document certifying a qualification, 
is deemed to be non-formal learning’.
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learning could considerably improve this situation, 
the official approach does not consider popular 
culture, cultural programmes, and the culture and 
knowledge acquired this way – which would sup-
port informal and non-formal learning – to be a com-
ponent of LLL. However, it is particularly local and 
regional information supply and popular culture 
that play an important role in acquiring the general 
culture and qualification contents of professional 
competences. The ‘exclusion’ of the popular culture 
system is partly explained by the fact – which need 
not be a reason for that exclusion – that historically, 
adult education and training and popular culture 
(free cultural education, then people’s education) 
have been set up and on operation as separate func-
tions and institutional systems in Hungary. This 
was presumably due to the separate system of insti-
tutions as well as the fact that the people working in 
these fields have always thought in terms of organi-
sational forms, institutions and the cultural contents 
to be transferred, rather than the people who were 
learning and acquiring education.

The ratio of adults taking part in education/
training should be increased to the 12.5% average 
of the EU by 2010. Hungary is in a rather bad po-
sition, particularly considering that this statistical 
indicator currently shows a negative dynamic. Ac-
cording to the most recent comparative figures of 
Eurostat – participation of adult population in edu-
cation and training - we still have a considerable 
backlog in this field. According to the conclusions 
drawn from OECD, Eurostat and HCSO figures, 
the adaptability of employees and businesses, in-
vestments into human capital and reforms should 
be enhanced, given that more and more employees 
are required in connection with the globalisation, 
economic integration and the quick ageing of the 
population. According to data on adult participa-
tion in Lifelong Learning (ages 25-64 – for the year 
2007) the EU’s average is 9.6%. The 3.8% shown for 
Hungary is extremely low.7 The statistical sources8  
show a lower proportion only for Bulgaria (1.3) 
and Romania (1.3). Despite the historical parallels 
in schooling systems, the proportion of 9.2% for 
Denmark or 15.6% for the Netherlands indicates a 
much more advanced level of adult education.

7 Presumably, our figures would be partly improved by 
a more consistent treatment of data on the participation 
in informal and non-formal learning programmes 
provided in popular culture from the perspective of 
LLL.
8 Source: European Innovation Scoreboard 2007.

In Hungary, there is a strong trend that training 
financed in whole or in part by the state is provid-
ed to a disproportionately large portion of those 
who are more qualified. The ratio of those with less 
than 8 grades of elementary school is rather high 
(around 20% in the population over the age of 15), 
and this ratio has barely modified in recent years. 
Only a very small portion of this significant group 
is able to step up to completing 8 grades and reach-
ing the lowest grade of vocational qualification, 
much less to the levels of secondary qualification. 
No improvement can be foreseen in this situation, 
all the more so because the group of people with 
only 8 grades of elementary school as their high-
est education qualification (that is, without even 
minimum vocational qualification) (the proportion 
of this group is around 60% in the population over 
age 15) remains stable and does not move in the 
direction of secondary school education with the 
aim of completing secondary school, vocational 
training subject to secondary school graduation or 
college or university education.9 Although there is 
a relatively lively movement in society in the field 
of secondary school education for the purpose of 
completing secondary level education, vocational 
training subject to completing secondary school 
and the field of college and university education 
can be perceived in statistics and is associated with 
learning in an adult age, in fact this movement re-
mains restricted within a 40% portion of the popu-
lation over the age of 15 years. That is why atten-
tion must be directed towards this group of society, 
which has the significant number of members and 
suffers a permanent backlog, which would be a 
special target group for a desirable programme 
aimed at promoting learning, to be supported also 
at government level. It is particularly important 
to call attention to the fact that this large group - 
which has different sub-groups in itself – should 
be addressed by providing more efficient learning 
possibilities and not traditional forms of organis-
ing education.

The fault lines in schooling and education that 
have developed point out that the government’s 

9 Adult education in the schooling system in Hunga-
ry looks like an upturned pyramid: in academic year 
2006/2007, 2.3 thousand young people and adults 
studied at basic level and 95.5 thousand at secondary 
level. In 2006/2007, the number of students in evening, 
correspondence and distance learning course of higher 
education was close to 178 thousand, although this is 
almost 15 thousand persons, nearly 8% less than it was 
in the previous academic year.
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labour management, education and cultural policy 
is, for the time being, unable to address the contra-
diction between the market demand that still exists 
for unqualified or low-qualification labour force on 
the one hand, and the difficult faith of these people 
in the labour market and structural lack of labour 
on the other hand in its total extent in society. All 
this affects the possibilities of social mobilisation 
through channels of formal education in Hungary. 
A significant portion of labour market trainings 
– which have evolved relatively quickly but with 
contradictions – and active instruments of employ-
ment policy are focused on training the young in 
active population (ages 18-30), and in doing so, it 
has created an excessive dominance of young age 
groups, distorting the proportions of education in 
adult age.

The criticism that the system of education and 
training is not adequately aligned to economic 
needs is voiced by both the government and the 
economy. On the other hand, there is agreement 
that training to be supported should satisfy real 
needs of the labour market, the goal and contents 
of training should match the opportunities of the 
given target group and teachers should have the 
appropriate methodology competences. Although 
the Hungarian situation is not fully known due to 
the fact that the relevant statistical figures are also 
only partial, the real problem is the lack of moti-
vation in the longer term at the level of the entire 
society. In contrast with countries having progres-
sive learning systems for adult age, in Hungary, 
no system has emerged that promotes individual 
learning motivation in an adult age, particularly in 
respect of financing (the idea of an Adult Educa-
tion Learning Credit and the institutionalisation 
of a voucher-system have been raised from time to 
time, without substantial development or even 
model programmes being developed, the most that 
was achieved was a feasibility study in 2005 on the 
implementation of the ‘Employee Training Card’ 
set out in Government Resolution No. 1057/2005. 
(V. 31.)). Given that no central or regional sources 
have become available for support systems to pro-
mote individual learning whether at the level of 
legal regulation or financial schemes, there have 
been no substantial initiatives other than theoreti-
cal analyses during the last three years. Thus, al-
though a differentiated system of central and re-
gional pilot programmes is taking shape in more 
developed countries with a significant impact on 
social learning and employment, the application of 

indirect techniques for adult-age learning appears 
only as a theoretical proposal in Hungary.

Following the Millennium, institutional changes 
have also started, particularly with the adoption of 
the first Hungarian Act on Adult Education (2001). 
The amendment to the Employment Act in 2001 
has a positive impact; the amendment allowed 
young mothers on childcare leave or childcare ben-
efit to participate in free training, thereby realising 
the intention to facilitate their return to the world 
of work from childcare. The National Adult Educa-
tion Council as a body to help the Minister of Edu-
cation then the Minister of Social and Labour Af-
fairs to perform his tasks related to adult education, 
to help prepare professional decisions, comment 
and make proposals on such decision was set up in 
2002, and was integrated into the National Council 
on Vocational Training and Adult Education from 
2007. The National Adult Education Institute was 
set up (which has been operating under the aus-
pices of the National Institute for Vocational Train-
ing and Adult Education since 2007). Combining 
adult education with vocational training slowed 
down the evolution of the methodology and docu-
mentation workshop for adult education that had 
a positive impact in the longer run, in respect of 
both research projects and the number of publica-
tions on results. Therefore, in addition to the main-
stream of significant reforms in vocational training 
– modernisation of qualification system, transfor-
mation of examination system -, adult education 
plays a perceptibly smaller or supplementary-type 
role, which is reminiscent of the focal points and 
hierarchies that existed two or three decades ago 
as regards the distribution of tasks and functions. 
Looking at this process, it is important to call at-
tention to these trends also because the shrinking 
of the activities of the National Distance Learning 
Council after the Millennium may also be evalu-
ated as a symptom, considering that there is a great 
need to improve the situation and efficiency of dis-
tance learning in Hungary.

The economic benefit of accreditations of adult 
education programmes that have emerged during 
the last five years can be felt only in a few sectors. 
Excessive bureaucracy, the ambiguous require-
ments, the high lack of information and slow ad-
ministration following the first wave of accredita-
tion represent problems. The heterogeneity and 
intransparency of the support system further ag-
gravates the uncertainty in adult education. Also, 
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the sectoral approach (expressing different pro-
fessional interests by ministries) and regional ap-
proach (showing an increased autonomy within 
the framework of regionality), and a sectoral statis-
tical information system analysing the substantial 
characteristics of learning in an adult age also, the 
lack of arises as a problem. 

However, as part of the description of the Hun-
garian situation, it should be said that the supply 
market for instruments associated with distance 
learning and e-learning is taking shape (research 
and development innovation, production). A 
moderate demand for adult education has also 
emerged, which is ‘modified’ and changed by pos-
sibilities for applications, government subsidies, 
the reduction of prices and the possibility of using 
training and learning software free. The significant 
EU projects of the last decade are beginning to 
have an impact. The training of distance learning 
professionals and the network of distance learning 
professionals have been realised with international 
support (TEMPUS), and pedagogical and meth-
odology innovation started. International applica-
tions (MINERVA, LEONARDO) allowed for imple-
menting a significant number of distance learning 
and e-learning development projects. In connection 
with this, Hungarian applications and government 
supports (NYITSZAK, APERTUS, NSZI-NFI) pro-
vided an increasing range of opportunities for cur-
riculum and training development for winning in-
stitutions and companies. The development of the 
professional community is demonstrated by the 
fact that topical fora, conferences (such as AGRIA-
MÉDIA), nationwide networks and organisations 
have been established, allowing professionals and 
interested parties to meet and exchange experienc-
es year after year. The number of e-learning cours-
es has increased in Hungarian companies, trade 
literature dealing with open training (in hardcopy 
and electronic form) in the Hungarian and English 
languages is being disseminated. 

The massive impact of the large-scale ICT devel-
opments – shaped in the framework of the National 
Development Plan – that started in the education 
sector will presumably have an impact on the dis-
semination of the new learning medium only in the 
longer run. Support structures were aimed partly at 
individual financing and partly less at broadening 
access due to the quick and radical restrictive modi-
fications of the application conditions that affected 
civil associations, and their impact can be probably 

detected in the fact that Internet penetration10 is still 
relatively low and the fact that access is extremely 
imbalanced in social and regional respects poses a 
particular problem. There is a view that all the ben-
efits offered by the Internet can mostly be enjoyed 
by higher education graduates in Budapest, most 
of the funds went to serve the purpose of content 
development by companies and some institutions 
with strong interest representation, at varying qual-
ity standards, so this form of education became a 
form of learning for those already qualified. The 
evaluation of and support for the telehouse move-
ment, which started as a civil experiment, is rather 
mixed although there is no doubt that this is an ex-
isting and extensive structure that can potentially ef-
ficiently support learning, which could be utilised to 
a much better extent in the future.

Although it is generally accepted that develop-
ment funds are distributed in applications, the con-
flicts arising out of a lack of information may be 
listed as the shortfalls or ‘disturbances’ of the ap-
plication system. Applications mostly target larger 
enterprises and do not support the interested party 
directly; instead, provide support for organising the 
training. A problem of the application system that 
should not be disregarded is its complexity, intrans-
parent and bureaucratic nature, and ex post moni-
toring that requires applicants to meet the quickly 
varying new rules, disregarding earlier conditions.

3. Where are we going, what is our direction of de-
velopment?
In keeping with the traditions of the Academy, dur-
ing its meetings the Committee addressed the appro-
priateness of the expressions Lifelong Learning, ‘életen 
át tartó tanulás’ – phrases used by both the profession 
and the public – for linguistic and communication 
purposes. Following the discussions in this process, 
it came up with the proposal that for the future, a 
clearer reference should be made to the importance of 
learning activities by using the phrase ‘Tanulás életen 
át’ (TéT) - Lifelong Learning in the future.* It is rea-

10 In 2007, the proportion of broadband Internet access 
in Hungary was 7.5%, which is about half of the EU 
average (14.5%) and is significantly below the figures 
for Finland (24.9), the Netherlands (29), and Denmark 
(29.6), which can be deemed to be the leaders in terms of 
education.
* Translator’s note: the abbreviation of the proposed 
Hungarian phrase in English means ‘At stake’, implying 
the importance of learning: cca. it is the individual’s 
future that is at stake
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sonable to highlight the significance of the impact 
of learning on life processes, and to represent the 
importance of this topic more strongly, supported 
by science, thereby re-tuning social communica-
tion, providing relevant information at the level 
of public discussion with the participation of the 
media. Making use of our modest opportunities, 
the members of the Committee have been driven 
by this intention in recent months, when talking at 
the closing conference of the Celebrating Science and 
in media appearances.

Despite the unreliably increasing attention, 
some differences may be detected – between ap-
proaches, partly due to traditions and partly from 
management – concerning the LLL issue, which 
focus on the one hand on the benefit of learning 
in improving the quality and level of employment 
or more generally, its benefit in servicing economic 
development, while on the other hand, they em-
phasise individual development and the goals of a 
democratic society. There are also some views that 
interpret the impacts of globalisation on a wider 
basis and that restricted to the economy, and con-
sider it absolutely necessary to analyse the impact 
of complex changes on our social and natural en-
vironment. The more recent approaches out more 
emphasis on the non-labour market aspects of 
learning in an adult age, including the issue of im-
proving access to learning, equality of opportunity 
and strengthening social cohesion by supporting 
learning. It is a remarkable trend also indicated by 
international progress that a part of civil associa-
tions – primarily those who wish to play a role in 
reducing social disadvantages – have an approach 
that is very close to this. The situation is made more 
complicated by the fact that in Hungary, functional 
illiteracy does not characterise only the ‘excluded’ 
group that suffers social and existential disadvan-
tages. It is present also among the ‘more learned’ 
groups of society. The sources of functional illit-
eracy include the socio-cultural background, and 
the impact of very direct factors of this background 
(particularly the family environment, peer groups 
and friends) that generate functional illiteracy. The 
dominant role of the socio-cultural background and 
the strength of family impacts is demonstrated by 
the fact that parents have a great chance of impos-
ing functional illiteracy on their offspring. Having 
recognised this, one direction of the strategies for 
action should and must presumably be to prevent 
the emergence of functional illiteracy and to ad-
dress and eliminate it in adult age.

A related fact is that our vocational training as 
a particular ‘sub-system’ of education is strongly 
linked to the traditional regulation of public edu-
cation. Due to the failures associated with basic 
education and the significant dropouts from 
school, adult education has been traditionally 
complementary (remedying, that is, treating the 
consequences of unsuccessful choices in formal 
education or inefficient education to a significant 
extent). Also, more flexible and life-like forms of 
recognising learning achievement have evolved 
in adult education due to the dominance of train-
ing young adults (vocational training in an adult 
age is dominated by participants below the age of 
25). On the other hand, the analyses of the Edu-
cation Roundtable (2007-2008)11 direct attention to 
the fact that the impact of low-level education on 
employment, activity and health condition had 
and has an increasingly negative impact on the 
expected lifetime. This is a possible perspective 
from the point of view of long-term strategy, yet 
when considering the current alternatives of ac-
tion, one should not disregard the analysis of the 
issue of learning in adult age and proposals for 
making short-term measures.

Looking at the period of schooling in individ-
ual life, spanning ages 6 and 24/26, an important 
trend is that in Hungary, this stage is increasingly 
extended as a result of education reforms and 
the efforts to optimise individual formal learning 
paths, and may extend up to the age of 30 (an ex-
ample for this is the increase in the average age 
for starting careers of people with higher edu-
cation qualification, which took place in the last 
decades in the most developed OECD countries). 
Both Hungarian and international trends indicate 
that this ‘extension’ is more and more character-
istic of vocational training based on secondary 
school qualification. Young people quit the period 
of compulsory education usually after a duration 

11 Although the setting up of the Education Roundtable 
may be evaluated as a significant reform initiative, 
together with starting a critical professional analysis and 
communication, which makes its impact felt in a number 
of fields - such as measurement and evaluation, teacher 
training, organisation integration -, this investigation 
has not addressed the issue of learning in an adult age. 
For instance, the structural changes initiated by the 
Bologna process taking place in higher education or the 
relations and longer-term impact of the organisational 
restructuring taking place in vocational training with 
Lifelong Learning fails to appear prominently in 
political communication or practical initiatives.
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that exceeds the length of vocational training cy-
cles – 16+4 years in the past, currently 18+5 years 
-, and people with secondary qualifications tent to 
enter the labour market at the age of 22-23 years. 
To imply the role of higher education in this proc-
ess: for the time being, the institutions have not 
really taken serious strategic steps in the field of 
LLL even though this is an area with diverse fi-
nancial resources and broad opportunities.

One of the possibilities of the future is probably 
to use digital radio and television for education and 
knowledge dissemination as well as learning sup-
port purposes, which may develop new forms of 
communication in the coming years. This may al-
low for implementing social learning programmes 
of great importance such as the public health pro-
gramme, learning foreign languages, information 
technology literacy, and electronic administration 
for populations that are important for the purposes 
of knowledge dissemination (for instance, provid-
ed in a manner that can be utilised also for people 
with lower education). Such education could im-
prove the culture of citizen information much bet-
ter than today and could contribute to improving 
the public health situation by learning.

Electronic media (radio and television in gen-
eral, and more recently these opportunities were 
broadened to include Internet and mobile phones, 
which had a great impact on social communica-
tion) has always been a special terrain in the 
medialisation of learning, which is capable of 
informing the venues and channels of collecting 
information substantially particularly in adult 
age and for people with low levels of schooling. 
The fact that this remained only an opportunity 
is indicated by the contradiction that while aver-
age media consumption in adult age takes about 
4 hours a day and is present as passive entertain-
ment (listening to music, background radio and 
television), many people mention a lack of time as 
the obstacle to learning during surveys. Therefore, 
it could be formulated as a strategic approach to 
associate knowledge dissemination – direct and 
indirect - communication education programmes 
with radio and television channels in a supported 
manner, which could be put in the focus of pub-
lic attention, and which could efficiently reach a 
significant target audience for a significant part 
of daily media use. This raises the need to regu-
late the conflict between the programming policy 
developed by commercial channels and a public 

media offering high-standard edutainment out 
of public funds in the framework of reforming 
the Media Act. A positive example that could be 
cited is the highly successful television series of 
the HAS, which was a large-scale series and was 
very successful according to both professional 
and social evaluation; it was Mindentudás Egye-
teme (‘University of Omniscience’) that introduced a 
certified transfer of knowledge in daily media use 
as a media product. Although it may be worth-
while to compare Mindentudás Egyeteme against 
Open University in the UK – the regional consul-
tation centres of which regularly evaluate papers 
submitted by students and recognise successful 
achievements by a diploma – the fact remains that 
in recent years, the series amassed a recognisable 
quantity of knowledge, creating a modern link be-
tween media.

In the Committee’s opinion, radio and televi-
sion can make a significant contribution to dissem-
inating a progressive approach concerning LLL. 
The development of constant daily programming 
ranges may offer an opportunity to broadcast the 
Hungarian programmes, education contents and 
adapting foreign programmes that have already 
been established and successful. The efforts should 
be started to organise the benefits that may be 
reaped with the start of digital radio and television. 
Among the multitude of theme channels, one radio 
and television channel should be included that pro-
vides additional background information with the 
Internet, offering services that potentially support 
learning and learning in an adult age. The public 
service status of this channel – to ensure that it is 
broadcast also to cable viewers – should be fixed in 
the amendment to the Media Act. 

4. Proposals of the LLL Committee 
- For the coming period, the government strat-

egy adopted in September 2005 that interprets 
Lifelong Learning as an indispensable and effi-
cient means of improving the country’s competi-
tiveness and creating opportunities throughout 
the entire society in the course of comprehensive 
human resource development may and should 
be treated as the starting point. After two years, 
however, one should be critical and find that de-
spite European and Hungarian priorities, these 
principles have been enforced only to a limited 
extent in practical development. Therefore, in 
the opinion of our Committee, more coordinated 
and more efficient programmes are required for 
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the purposes of professional and social commu-
nication as well. The obligation to report to the 
EU every two years also requires the develop-
ment of a form of work and organisation that 
expresses the combination of professional and 
civil responsibility. In this process, we propose 
to offer an independent scientific approach and 
form of body initiated by the HAS in the course 
of preparing government decisions and support-
ing the programmes to be implemented.

- We believe it is essential that the New Hun-
gary Development Plan should make a reference to 
the need for Lifelong Learning as more than just 
one of its comprehensive goals. The possibilities 
for specific measures may be offered primarily 
by operational programmes; from this perspec-
tive, the framework offered by the SMOP and the 
SIOP is only partial, and it is a particular prob-
lem that the subsequent allocation of develop-
ment items that are otherwise important – EQF, 
the Bologna process, competence development 
in public education and vocational training – 
the interactions originally conceived cannot be 
demonstrated. In the opinion of our Committee, 
further development and institutionalisation of 
the recognition of non-formal learning will play 
a special role, so continuous attention should be 
paid to the achievements of learning venues be-
yond the traditional formal schooling and train-
ing (secondary, higher and adult education), 
which will have increasing significance, also in 
an institutional form. Presumably, the frame-
work for supporting learning in an adult age may 
be created by turning the projects dealing with 
the issue of informal and non-formal learning 
and launching new learning programmes into a 
network. The institutions of the HAS should get 
involved in this process in a more targeted and 
coordinated manner than before, and participate 
in the programmes as sources of knowledge and 
information with the considerable professional 
knowledge held in these institutions. 

- In order to increase learning activity, the Com-
mittee proposes to launch a new writing and read-
ing development (alphabetisation) programme, which 
would mean starting a language learning pro-
gramme in an adult age that is compatible with the 
EU and not only to make up for the shortfalls of 
school education but also to enhance digital litera-
cy and up-to-date IT knowledge. The basic venues 
for this could be the municipality and civil institu-

tions of knowledge dissemination and cultural ed-
ucation operating at regional and local level, which 
are able to provide the opportunities for non-for-
mal and informal teaching and learning. 

- We propose that based on collaboration be-
tween the Ministry of Education and Culture and 
the Ministry of Social and Labour Affairs, Hun-
gary should joint the OECD’s PIAAC (Programme 
for International Assessment of Adult Competencies) 
programme that assesses adult competences and 
skill profiles and their return in the labour mar-
ket. By involving the best experts worldwide – in 
a joint venture -, the programme allows for pro-
ducing relevant and reliable information based 
on which education policy and employment 
policy together can take more reasonable and ef-
ficient measures for implementing the strategy 
of Lifelong Learning. A decision of this should 
not be postponed because the programme has 
already started and 2008 is the last year, when 
we can still join development – in line with our 
interests and situation.

- We propose to investigate how the Act on 
Adult Education treats the sectors of adult educa-
tion and training with its complete approach and 
planned specific decisions and not only in terms 
of its declared objectives. Does it take into account 
all branches of adult education and training, or in-
stead, highlights or neglects certain fields of adult 
education and training? How does it interpret the 
role of adult education and training in Lifelong 
Learning? On the other hand, it should also be in-
vestigated how the current government measures 
and their expected consequences will comply with 
the provisions of the Act?

- Employment policy should strive to call out 
to the groups that are currently in the background, 
the ‘reserves’ of labour supply. In connection with 
this, the Committee proposes to look at practice in 
the countries where a system was introduced to 
entitle employees to a certain number of hours per 
year for learning (in the form of annual study vaca-
tions). The practice of countries (France, Italy, Por-
tugal) where employee and employer agreements 
were concluded for a longer period in order to 
eliminate the education deficit of the population.

- For the purpose of work to be done, the Com-
mittee considers it reasonable to compare labour 
market and education research,12 to monitor and 
12 In the field of research, the Committee considers it 
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strengthen the position of Lifelong Learning the 
NDP II, to identify points for intervention and to 
propose new research programmes for analysing 
the relationships between learning and the labour 
market. In connection with this, we propose to 
elaborate an education policy programme aimed at 
boosting adult education in basic schools, a review 
of the adult education and adult training functions 
of popular culture, and to analyse the programmes 
in operation, and to integrate the popular culture 
function and institution system in the framework 
an LLL strategy.

- The Committee proposes that the government 
strategy should be analysed on a recurrent basis 
for the purposes of how the government meas-
ures concerning the conditions and programmes 

important to research the following topics:
- Analysis of the relationships between the eight key 
competences recommended by the European Union and 
the Hungarian labour market, in connection with this, 
the relationship between adult-age learning and active 
citizens capable of acting responsibly.
- Career model research should be started to analyse 
the changes in the Hungarian situation in social 
and professional terms, which will investigate 
and evaluate the planning and introduction of 
marketable competences to date. This could contribute 
to broadening the Hungarian learning tracks, 
elaborate transparency between education paths and 
institutionalising customised, personal career advice. 
Making such a system accessible on the basis of 
citizenship would strengthen the connection between 
new types of information systems such as the labour 
customer service, the National Training Framework 
System and may also be linked to the introduction of 
recognition procedures taking shape following accession 
to the EU. 
- In the course of renewing the contents and organisation 
of teacher training, the issue of LLL and knowledge 
and methods presenting the related international and 
Hungarian progress should be an important task in 
developing both training requirements and the curricula 
for training subjects.
- In the process of renewing teacher training, subjects 
should be extended to include special modules that 
create the methodology foundations for assisting and 
catching up for adults struggling with learning problems 
(dyslexia, dysgraphy).
- Attention should be paid to learning at the workplace, 
on which we have only partial information in Hungary. 
The Hungarian participation in CVTS2 gave a high-level 
statistics on the backlog in terms of quantity, while the 
world of work – which is the main terrain for learning 
in adult age - is barely known, and we have little 
information on how Hungarian employees are able to 
exercise their learning rights that have been in place for 
a long time.

of Lifelong Learning are aligned to the principles 
as set out in the government strategy documents 
and the political decisions planned. The civil sec-
tor as a potential operator as well as factor of de-
velopment and mobilisation should be given a 
considerably greater role, strengthening the civil 
initiatives that serve the purpose of learning. They 
show the greatest willingness to find new ways 
and to experiment, and this is where resources are 
more flexibly mobilised compared to government 
level. This approach is compatible with the EU’s 
progressive efforts, and allows for initiatives that 
are not present in the current framework – such as 
concerning the recognition of knowledge gained in 
the voluntary sector and treating 3rd age – at point 
that cannot be covered by the attention or energy 
of the government and where citizens have the 
greatest chance of tailoring learning and commu-
nity forms of learning to their own body. It is also 
possible that civil bodies should evaluate the learn-
ing opportunities in the country and the progress 
made each year; the HAS could provide the pro-
fessional framework for this activity, assisting and 
recognising the work done by these bodies, setting 
an example by laying the scientific foundation for 
the system of social learning and teaching that spans 
our life.

András Benedek 
Head of Institute, University Faculty Team
www.benedekandras.hu 
BME GTK

Institute of Applied Pedagogy and Psychology
Technological Pedagogy Faculty
1111 Budapest, Egry József u. 1. Building E, 4th floor, 
room 407
Tel.: 00-36-1-463-2651 Fax.:00-36-1-463-1697
www.appi.bme.hu  www.mpt.bme.hu
E-mail: benedek.a@eik.bme.hu 
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History
Among the EU states Hungary was one of the 
firsts which switch to the Bologna type of educa-
tion system. Its main aim is to establish uniform 
Region of European Tertiary Education. In Hun-
gary the previous, dual (college and university 
level) higher education was replaced by a more 
permeable, four-stage tertiary structure based lin-
early on the stages and is able to adjust better to 
the labour market.

The stages of the system are: four semester terti-
ary professional training, six semester basic train-
ing (BA, BsC), four semester master training (MA, 
MsC) and PhD training as the academic part.

The characteristics of the system was indicated 
as more sensitive and faster reaction for the de-
mand of the economics and more output ensuring 
passage to the labour market beside the permeabil-
ity and building  on the stages.

At the start of the new system in 2006 the number 
of the majors decreased. Contrary to the previous 
more hundred majors the Hungarian Accreditation 
Board (MAB) approved merely one hundred basic 
major sin the first stage.

They admit the subsidized candidates and the 
candidates paying tuition fee making some 40 % of 
the generation registering higher education. 

In Hungary the number of the applicants to the 
tertiary education decreases year by year thanks to 
the demographic downturn, in the autumn of 2008 
less then one thousand hundred freshmen started 
their higher studies in the university.

The new training system basically affected 

the cultural professional training, since the cul-
ture organiser college and university major ret-
rospecting a fifty-year history stopped. It was 
supplanted by major of andragogy BA serving 
uniform culture mediator professional training as 
one orientation of pedagogy- psychology training 
in the humanities. 

The new major was drawn up by a consortium 
of tertiary institutes concerned in the training of the 
culture organisers before. The training of andrag-
ogy BA started in more than 10 Hungarian tertiary 
education institutes in the autumn 2006, the first 
students will graduate at the end of the 2008/2009 
term. The consortium elaborated plans of three Ma 
based on the andragogy BA. These are the follow-
ings: andragogy MA, HR adviser Ma, cultural me-
diator Ma.

The andragogy BA and MA trains the students 
in the adult education profession which impor-
tance is shown partly by the urgent demand for re- 
and further training on the labour market, partly 
by several Council of European Union documents.

Bachelor of Andragogy (on specializations of culture 
manager, adult education manager, HR manager)
The concept of the bachelor of andragogy is based 
on the necessity of the Lifelong Learning -being 
obvious for everybody these days. The importance 
and the training volume of the adult education 
sector has been increasing faster and faster due 
to the fact that the life long learning is becoming 
general. This increase demands the training of new 

tHe new wAy of tHe professionAl 
trAining: AnDrAgogy bA AnD mA 

mAjors in tHe uniVersity

Maria Szokoly Kraici
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type culture mediator professionals, among them 
training of adult education managers with new ap-
proach and knowledge.

In the past fifty years one could practically be 
trained in the adult education profession only in 
self-taught way, adult education managers were 
not trained in the higher education. Adult educa-
tion institutes usually employed teachers working 
in the public education. These professionals had 
nor training in the adult education neither practise 
in the adult education methods.

However, helping and managing the learning 
process of an adult differs from the teaching of the 
schoolchildren from many points of view. It is not 
accidental that the Adult Education Act in 2001 or-
ders qualification in adult education as a require-
ment for the leaders of adult education institutes. 
Among others it is considered as the labour market 
background of the andragogy BA.

The professionals graduated andragogy BA are 
the participants of helping the transformation proc-
ess in the economy and society turning the Life-
long Learning into general results in the approach 
of the formal, informal and non-formal education 
systems and disappearance of the borders between 
the learning scenes. The meaning of the Lifelong 
Learning not only means the life long extension of 
the people’s learning time but it expands the aims 
of the (adult) education (adjusting to the labour 
market, emphasis on the continuous development 
and management of the human resource, ensuring 
a possibility for the democratic public life, paying 
attention to increasing importance of the tourism, 
free-time recreation etc.).

The new challenges make new demands on the 
people working in the adult education, even on the 
trainers of the trainers in the adult education that is 
the people working in the higher education.

The adult education professional is able to me-
diate between the education system and the world 
of the labour, and to play a mediator role proving 
human approaches outside the formal institutes 
of the education (public education and vocational 
training). He can provide help not only on the field 
of the man and labour, man and profession, and 
profession choosing but life leading and creating 
the conditions of resourceful human life. This way 
prospectively a more harmonious and treatable 
structure than present will come off  among system 

of the economy, the individual and the labour mar-
ket. It can help levelling the regional inequality.

From this point of view the training, the professional 
training and the adult education training not only ques-
tion of the education but of economy, social welfare and 
region development. The professionals graduated an-
dragogy BA consider their duty to help the citizens 
in a professional way – either as a citizen or as an 
employee- to gain and to continuously renew their 
skills and knowledge necessary to take part in the 
public life and the labour market and be able to ad-
just to the continuously changing requirement of 
the Lifelong Learning and the world. 

To make the aim and the content of the andrag-
ogy BA, it is an important fact that the founders 
designed it according to the requirements of the 
competency basement.

The content of the training and the specialisations
The education structure of the andragogy BA is 
built to make the students learn the topics of the 
basic and the professional training during four se-
mesters from the beginning of the training. They 
deal with their thesis and the chosen specialisation 
in the fifth and sixth semester.

For the topics to acquire the basement of the 
trainings are the humanities: philosophy history, 
education and cultural philosophy, pedagogy, 
psychology and social welfare module. The most 
important fields of the social welfare module are 
basis of sociology, researching methods, communi-
cation and organisation, management studies. The 
students are coached from the EU studies and get 
acquaint with the systems of the international and 
national adult education institutes. 

The education starts with a history of culture 
module, then the student get acquainted with the 
theoretical and historical base of andragogy, the 
comparative andragogy and economic and legal 
commands vital to adult education, and manage-
ment, marketing, human resource development 
and labour market trainings.

On andragogy BA student can choose between specifica-
tions of culture management, adult education manager, 
employment adviser and human resource manager.

The students graduated on specification of 
culture manager are trained to fulfil the cultur-
al tasks and challenges in connection with in-
creased free time and to help in the challenges 
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of the up growing generation. The previous cul-
tural professional training has already proven 
that the cultural professional- call it anyway- has 
a special and indispensable intellectual role in 
every value – creating, accumulating, mediating 
and mastering process. His activity plays an in-
dispensable part in the global society, he works 
as an identifying, skills-developing, dynamic as 
well as stabilising power and he is very impor-
tant in the fulfilment and explore of the plural 
social-cultural necessity.

The adult education manager deepens the com-
petencies necessary to practise the profession and 
the knowledge of andragogy from the previous 
four semesters by preparing them for professional 
activities on the adult education market. During 
the training the students learn the methods to as-
sess the market and the demands for the adult ed-
ucation. They get an overall knowledge and gain 
competency in the methods and planning of adult 
education and on the field of evaluating results of 
the trainings and quality insurance.

The specifications of employment advisor and 
human resource manager are willing to meet the 
requirements for the professional dealing with hu-
man resource of the skyrocketing labour market in 
the millennium. The human resource management 
is an indispensable element of the knowledge and 
information based society.The specification takes 
the practical and theoretical requirements of the 
human resource becoming global by following in-
ternational trends and reacting for the new social-
economic demands. These are the adviser, integra-
tive approach and knowledge, having information 
technology knowledge and human resource man-
agement.

Who can start andragogy BA training and where can 
the graduated students of andragogy carry on with their 
studies?
Anybody with a GCSE can apply for the andrag-
ogy BA and reach the centrally established limit 
according to the results gained in the GCSE and 
in the secondary school by taking the actual en-
trance limit counting into consideration. Inquirer 
already having a degree can request their admis-
sion, shortening the academic years is possible for 
them according to the decrees in cultural manager 
and human resource manager, they will not have 
to complete the specification, so the candidate can 
shorten the academic years.

In Bologna system the students graduating BA can 
carry on with their studies on Ma master training if 
they fulfil the ordered requirements.

The consort elaborating the andragogy BA drew 
up the conception of the three connecting master 
(MA) majors. These are the followings: 

- Andragogy MA
- Human resource adviser MA
- Cultural mediator MA

Master of Andragogy (Master in adult Education)
The aim is to train masters of andragogy who are 
ready to support catching up with the developed 
countries and the European Community by the 
means of the Lifelong Learning and knowledge-
based society; to manage to gain  the skills, compe-
tencies and qualifications necessary for the study 
and employment of the potential employees; to de-
velop differentially the conditions of the training 
and the adult education; to support the social con-
formity of underprivileged layers and groups; to 
develop the quality of the trainings; to fulfil tasks 
in connection with research, development and 
trainer in the field of adult education; to latch on to 
the PhD studies.

Master of Human Resource 
The aim is to train professionals having knowledge 
in economics and human resource with interdisci-
plinary approach who are able to support to meet 
the world of the labour and the system of the further 
training, the training and the appropriate schooling 
and plan them. They are able to help individuals in 
making decisions in connection with their carrier 
and tasks of pre-decision by systematising and un-
derstanding the human resource management and 
the education processes on macro level. As a result 
of the training the human resource adviser must be 
able to manage social relations and plan and man-
age problem-solving processes in world of labour.

Master of Culture Mediator
The aim of the training is to train masters of culture 
mediators who, on the social and professional basis 
of their BA, MA and MsC studies are ready 

- to analyse socio-cultural processes and to real-
ize the changing demands of them, to perform the 
demands of the participant of these processes and 
to mediate them professionally;

- to solve the special (managing) tasks of  check-
ing, organizing, planning, targeting, drawing up 
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diagnosis, analysing, informing determining the 
cultural value-mediation;

- to develop means and methods of value-medi-
ation and influence and to support the virtual and 
physical access to the cultural chance;

- to manage different community, regional, or-
ganisational  and settlement forms in macro-, mez-
zo-, and micro network;

- to assist processes of creating social-community 
integration on the verge of cultural dimensions, to 
initiate modernizing, innovating and transfer cul-
tural processes on the basis of universal, national 
and European human value ad their interferences.

- to help and mediate modernising, innovating 
and transfer cultural processes on the way of de-
velopment, rising attention, creating conversation, 
orientating and organising resources.

***

On the andragogy MA and human resource 
developer MA the training started this academic 
year (2008/09), the culture mediator MA is about 
to be announced in the 2009/10 academic year. It 
is a very important step in the respect of andrag-
ogy becoming a science and profession that andr-
agogy PhD subtraining was started to operate in 
2008 within the PhD School of Pedagogy ELTE by 
ensuring possibility and prospect for adult educa-
tion professionals who would like to develop their 
knowledge on a higher level.
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reseArcH of tHe History of 
HungAriAn ADult eDucAtion

Erika Juhász

Brief
In our study we intend to give a brief outline on our 
research summing up the history of the Hungarian 
adult education as well as we to illustrate one of 
its segments, mainly the first phase, with some of 
its major features. To realize the objectives of this 
research we have chosen both horizontal and verti-
cal analyzing aspects. The horizontal aspect of our 
work is the linearity of time dimensions: we have 
defined the different chapters of the Hungarian 
history with respect to adult education. From this 
point of view we differentiate eight periods in the 
history of the Hungarian adult education: the an-
tecedent era, the age of enlightenment, the age of 
reforms, the transitory period of conciliation, the 
years of liberal education, the time between the 
two world wars, the decades of socialism, and the 
period after the political transformation. The verti-
cal analysing aspect of our study in each of the time 
dimensions is the outline of five significant conten-
tual points: the general social features influencing 
adult education, the characteristics of teaching and 
those of the teaching of adults, the role of culture 
in adult education, the important institutions and 
organizations of adult education of the given era, 
the characterization of the work of some outstand-
ing people concerning adult education.

The methodology of the research
The motive of our research is the fact that most of 
the Hungarian researches of andragogy ventures 
to give a deep analysis of a only a segment of the 
science, though it is true that several examples of 
comprehensive historical analysis are also present, 
which are in many cases sketchy, outlining only 
some significant events or people. There was a 
conference in Debrecen on 6-8 October 1997, which 
undertook the summing up of these researches. 
Its name shows it too: The history of the Hungar-
ian adult education. (conference volume: Maróti – 
Rubovszky – Sári 1998). On this conference Mátyás 
Durkó, one of the founders who made Hungarian 
adult education become a university major, drafted 
a possible methodology for the theoretical sum-
ming up of the history of andragogical researches. 
He set up a system of co-ordinates and along its 

vertical axis he placed periods, along its horizontal 
axis he put analytical parameters. By the evaluat-
ing these data it is possible to make a comparison 
between the ages of history (vertically) and (hori-
zontally) to assess a given period (Durkó 1998). 

Taking this methodology for a basis of her doc-
toral dissertation, Juhász worked out a system, 
which could be suitable for summarizing the history 
of Hungarian adult education. (Juhász 2005). In this 
we followed the age classification of Mátyás Durkó, 
extending and modifying it to a certain degree. The 
main reason for this was the fact that the historical 
overview of the Hungarian adult education is much 
more complex and lengthy than the historical order 
of the researches of adult education. On the basis of 
this we figured out a system which is continuous 
in time, but as for its contents there can be some 
pauses. In this division we deviated somewhat from 
the periods of the history of politics, and first of all 
we drew the chronological borderlines along the 
steps and developments made in adult education. 
In the historical works minor differences can be ob-
served as for the exact definitions and names of the 
periods. Taking this into consideration we basically 
took over the periodization of the history of culture 
which is recognized by the majority of historians 
and represent wider frames of adult education dur-
ing longer periods. On the basis of this the periods 
to be examined together with indicating the adult 
education tendency are the following: 

1. The antecedents of the Hungarian adult edu-
cation (-1772)

2. The appearance of cultural initiatives and 
those of adult education at the turn of the XVIII.-
XIX century (1772-1825.)

3. The widening of the scope of the organiza-
tions of adult education in the first half of the XIX 
century (1825-1849.)

4. The movements organising from below in the 
second half of the XIX century (1849-1890.)

5. The age and ideas of liberal education at the 
turn of the XIX and XX centuries (1890-1919.)

6. The growing folk education in the first half of 
the XX century (1919-1945)

7. Centralization and public education in the 
second half of the XX century (19451989.)
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8. Education of adults – vocational education – 
adult education at the turn of the XX and XXI cen-
turies (1989-)
In these periods the analytical parameters differ 
from the ones used by Mátyás Durkó, since here it 
is not the history of the research of adult education 
we concentrate on but the history of adult educa-
tion itself. On the basis if these we want to examine 
the main contents:

a. the most important political events, general 
social features (only if it is indispensable for the 
interpretation of the educational and/or cultural 
situation);

b. principles of the politics of education and 
culture, regulations, laws and events relating adult 
education;

c. institutions of education and culture “serv-
ing” adult education: the institutional system of 
adult education;

d. noted figures of the politics of education and 
culture, thoughts and works of researchers con-
cerning adult education.
Thus we can hopefully get an overall picture of the 
history of the Hungarian adult education from the 
antecedents through the main historical ages to the 
political transformation. The presentation of the 
historic background is important from the point 
of view of problem history in the first place: we 
can look over the events leading up to the founda-
tion of the present forms and institutions of adult 
education. In our research reaching completeness 
seems impossible, since the science of history can 
never be considered to be closed, it is a continuous 
process of acquiring knowledge. 

The major episodes of the history of adult edu-
cation can be found in some comprehensive works 
(Csiby 1987; Zrinszky 1996; Benedek – Csoma – Ha-Csiby 1987; Zrinszky 1996; Benedek – Csoma – Ha-
rangi 2002), but our aim was a more detailed and 
exploring way of making a basis by showing the 
essential events chronologically. The limitations 
of length prevent us from direct evaluation of the 
data, we cannot expound the supporting reasons, 
because it is only a unit that states the problems. 
We wish to make it clear early in this examination 
that the fields of adult education were connected 
- at some points it is still so - to the fields of edu-
cation (compare Mészáros 1981). As for the devel-
opment they were linked to the basic tasks of the 
educational institutions (for example the education 
of the illiterate, spreading scientific knowledge, so-
cial activities, literary pursuits) as an addition, and 
it was also present theoretically in the writings of 
writers, thinkers. Therefore the institutional system 

and a thorough and scientific attitude which only 
concentrates on adult education as its primary task 
formed slowly. There is another conception that 
should be mentioned here, namely adult education 
has a tradition in Hungary: it serves the develop-
ment of the whole human being, helps him to find 
his way in life, it helps to get along and gives a cer-
tain feeling of being part of a family and society. 
We believe that it was important to look over all of 
this, so that the Hungarian researchers and foreign 
scholars studying the history of adult education 
can get to know these methodological frames. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to present the re-
sults of the whole research in this study, however we 
plan to show some key elements of the first phase. 
This period considerably determined the history of 
the Hungarian adult education in its foundation, 
principles, attitude, that is why its research is not 
to be neglected, even if only few theories, institu-
tions, regulations etc. can directly and primarily 
be connected to adult education from this era. The 
reason why we present this particular time period 
is the fact that it is relatively underexplored: many 
authors regard the age of conciliation (1867) as the 
beginning of the history of the Hungarian adult ed-
ucation, whilst the antecedents can be traced back 
to the birth of the Hungarian history.

The antecedents of the Hungarian adult education
In Hungary adult education played a support-
ive role of the religious work of the churches for 
many centuries. Saint Stephen ensured this in a bill 
– namely the village people – mainly adults could 
benefit from the educational work of their clerics 
(Mészáros 1981). It lived on in the feudal society, in 
the age of Matthias (or a little earlier), so this could 
be our starting point as for outlining the anteced-
ents. (Novák 1980:11). The Hungarian reformation 
used the native language in its ceremony and writ-
ings (Bertényi 1998a:359-360). They were able to 
pass the knowledge to a large number of people 
by their teachers and the colleges founded in the 
XVI century. In this “fight” they had an important 
tool, that is the printed book (the first Bible printed 
in Hungarian was the translation of János Sylvester: 
The Bible of Sárvár) (Bertényi 1998a:361). The ini-
tiatives for adult education relating the church ap-
peared very early, so for example in the XVI-XVII 
century there are references to many self-educating 
circles in the history of the Reformed College of 
Debrecen, though they only became widespread 
mainly in the XIX century. (Barcza 1988:700-702) 
In the meantime we can talk about deliberate edu-
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cational tools in the XV-XVI century, which clearly 
served expanding the knowledge of the adults. 
One of them was Sebestyén Tinódi Lantos, who 
wrote about historical events in the form of poems 
or songs, so this way it could be popular among 
the illiterate as well. (mouth by mouth) (Koltay 
1998). Gáspár Heltai’s collection of fables had a sim-
ilar role (1556 – Száz fabula), in which he told eas-
ily digestible and imaginable stories. The origins 
of these were mostly foreign works, which were 
translated by Heltai and adapted into the Hungar-
ian circumstances. The fables end with a moral so 
the less educated could also understand them. His 
name can be connected to the press of Kolozsvár 
too, which played a vital role in standardizing the 
Hungarian orthography, and it published many so 
called popular books as well (Kelemen 1999). The 
appearance of polemic drama as part of the theatri-
cal arts was also significant, being an important 
tool of shaping people’s mind at that time with its 
convincing dialogical form. This genre produced 
some outstanding works such as Élektra by Péter 
Bornemissza, which can be considered the overture 
of the Hungarian secular drama. In this the author 
urges us on the opposition against tyranny – here-
by it can be seen that this genres is not only meant 
for reflecting but for encouraging people to act. 
(Nemeskürty 1959). By the end of the era pamphlets 
became widespread and these could represent the 
main social problems in a short but effective way, 
and it played an important role in motivating peo-
ple. (Novák 1980:13). 

Transylvania was a fine ground for experiments 
on the field of the education of the people , so that 
of the education of adults. Beginning from the 
reign of Gábor Bethlen this started to develop (Nagy 
1964). It was partly due to subsidization, which 
could be felt especially on the field of education. 
Foreign scholars were invited (for example to the 
College of Gyulafehérvár), and their teachers were 
sent abroad on study-tours (mostly to the Nether-
lands and England). The notable figure of this age 
was János Apáczai Csere, who returning from abroad 
from his theological and philosophical studies 
became an instructor of the College of Gyulafe-
hérvár, and after he was suspended from teach-
ing by II György Rákóczi because of his progressive 
ideas (e.g. his thoughts in Magyar Logikátska and 
Tanács), he worked as the headmaster of the school 
of Kolozsvár. The biggest achievement of his was 
the Hungarian Encyclopaedia, which is the first sci-
entific compendium in Hungarian. Basically it 
was the translation and adaptation of the selection 

of works of foreign authors (like Heltai’s fables). 
Similarly to a schoolbook the topics were the fol-
lowing: epistemology, dialectics, logic, arithmetic, 
geometry, physics, astronomy, nature, technol-
ogy, agronomy, history, ethics, politics, pedagogy, 
theology. Besides discussing these topics ha gave 
a guide for teaching them. Another point worth 
mentioning in his life is the fact that he proposed 
prince Árpád Barcsay setting up an academy on the 
basis of western pattern (Nagy 1976:80-84).

János Tolnai Dali had a similar importance, who 
with the support of Zsigmond Rákóczi and Zsu-
zsanna Lórántffy urged on the education of the il-
literate and the agricultural training of the farmers. 
As a professor of Sárospatak he invited John Amos 
Comenius, who wrote Gentis felicitas after becom-
ing acquainted with the social and cultural situa-
tion of Hungary, in which he considered culture as 
the most effective tool to lead people out of back-
wardness. (Koltay 1998; Csorba 1999). 

At this time schools also got an important role, 
public and adult education basically took place 
there. These schools were maintained by the 
church, so the church carried on a wide-ranging 
teaching work.
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In 1996, preparing for the Fifth UNESCO Inter-
national Conference on Adult Education (CON-
FINTEA) to be held in 1997, based on the mandate 
of the Hungarian UNESCO Secretariat, András 
Benedek, Gyula Csoma, László Harangi, László 
Lada, Andor Maróti and Andrea Priszter reviewed 
changes having occurred in Hungarian adult edu-
cation since 1985. As a key guide, the review fol-
lowed the questionnaire sent by UNESCO Direc-
tor-General Mr. Frederick Mayo. Replying to each 
question, we identified the key trends and signifi-
cant events that had characterised Hungarian adult 
education since 1985.

In general, we established that Hungarian 
adult education had become more pragmatic in 
terms of both its content and system of goals and 
society orientation. In proportion and weight, 
the humanistic values of general education, 
personality formation took up a smaller place 
than before, and were subjected much more to 
the existential, lucristic (utalitarian) interest of 
the individual, the community, the whole of the 
society. 

Furthermore, we established that the histori-
cal circumstances that justified the setting up 
of primary school as means of domestic formal 
adult education when workers’ schools at el-
ementary and secondary level were organised 
in institutional education were phasing out. 
”In our country workers’ schools corresponded 
to the institutes of formal adult education. The 
system of workers’ schools was founded in 1945 
by the Decree No 11.130/1945. M. E. of the Tem-
porary National Government on school studies 
of ”adult workers who have not received school 
education for reasons beyond their own fault” 
signed by Minister of Culture Dezső Keresztúri. 
The objective of setting up the workers’ school 
system was – as the Decree states – to ”make it 
possible for adult men and women, working in 
useful branches of occupation, who – although 
having proper competencies – have not been able 
to obtain school degrees for reasons beyond their 

own fault, to continue school studies at elemen-
tary and secondary level.”1  
Basically as early as from the 60’s, it could be ob-
served that students attending workers’ schools 
“were getting younger”, the rate of students actu-
ally in adult age decreased. It is important to note 
that in addition to assisting persons who had not 
completed their school studies and in the mean-
time had become adults, workers’ primary schools 
fulfilled another function too; in particular, they 
took over pupils who discontinued their studies 
and young people who passed the school age with-
out completing school studies; workers’ grammar 
schools admitted those who dropped out of gram-
mar schools, at the time of dropping out or after a 
few years’ interruption.

Since then, their tasks had modified, in the 90’s 
they more and more served to offset the distur-
bances in the operation of the school system, to 
subsequently balance the equality of opportuni-
ties. As after 1945 the large group of persons not 
completing their studies, or completing only pri-
mary school studies had continuously regenerated 
in each age group.

In 1990, 57% of persons aged 16-19, in 2001 49 
% of persons aged 16-19 belonged to this social 
group.2  

The first prime shift in creating the conditions 
of adult education was effected by the 1993 Act on 
Vocational Training, and the implementing decrees. 
The Act created the frameworks of a more flexible 
adult education system. It abrogated a part of lim-
iting rules, although subject to having completed 
primary school studies, it made possible for eve-
rybody to join vocational training, and opened the 
way to obtain a major part of vocations for adults. 
The National Qualification Registry issued on the 
grounds of the act regulates the terms of national 
qualifications through setting vocational and ex-

1 See: Csoma, Gy.: Dolgozók iskolái. [Workers’ Schools] 
in: Falus, I. (editor-in-chief.): Online Pedagógiai Lexikon 
[Pedagogical Lexicon]
2 (Central Statistical Office - National Census Records)

from tHe recent History of tHe
 implementAtion of tHe concept of

“lifelong leArning” in HungAry
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amination requirements. The period of training is 
determined by training institutes themselves based 
on adults’ previous experience, practice.

The 1991 Act on the Promotion of Employment 
and Benefits for the Unemployed formulated the 
State’s employment policy principles and instru-
ments. It ranked, among others, support of train-
ing, retraining programs, to be financed from the 
Employment Fund, among employment advanc-
ing supports (labour market instruments).

Although in 1993 the Public Education Act creat-
ed the plurality of founding and operating schools, 
at that time non-governmental organizations and 
rapidly increasing educational businesses were yet 
unable to join – at required level of efficiency – the 
implementation of the tremendous tasks that adult 
education, adult training faced. (Retraining the 
unemployed; further training programs necessary 
for maintaining place of work; training programs 
to provide knowledge.) It, however, was apparent 
that the actors of adult education, adult training in 
Hungary operated in a rather isolated situation. 
Relations between them are characterised by ri-
valry aimed at obtaining share in the “quasi” mar-
ket operated by Job Centres that continue to act as 
state entities which place orders. The State slowly 
withdrew form financing formal adult education 
leaving room for “rationalising attempts” imple-
mented by municipalities, primarily based on fiscal 
arguments. The first victims of this process were 
the Workers’ and Adults’ primary schools; then, 
contractors were found to operate Adults’ Second-
ary Schools under market conditions in the form of 
courses preparing for secondary school leaving ex-
aminations. The splitting up of the TIT [Society for 
Disseminating Scientific Knowledge] into decen-
tralised associations also reduced the opportuni-
ties of non-formal, informal studies. As a result of 
these – although the State fulfilled its role assumed 
in financing labour market training, retraining 
programs – masses of undereducated people were 
forced out of this training, retraining. Among many 
other factors, this was one of the causes of the de-
velopment of lasting en masse unemployment and 
structural lack of workforce.

To the accumulated problems, adult education, 
adult training and the public education system in 
Hungary – still stuck in various folk and cultural 
movements examining television watching, read-
ing habits – was unable to give relevant replies.

Perhaps it might have been due to this that the 
Decree of the Fifth International Conference on 
Adult Education produced the impact of revelation, 

which focused on the scope of tasks of ”Lifelong 
Learning” – or as translated by professor Györ-
gy Ádám’ linguistic resourcefulness “Learning 
Throughout the Whole of Life” [“Tanulás életen át”], 
where the word “learning” takes the first place al-
ways emphatic in Hungarian – and the many ways 
of facilitating access to studying, knowledge.

The International Conference formulated rec-
ommendations too for the participating states 
that have signed the official documents – includ-
ing Hungary. These recommendations identify the 
scope of interests and responsibilities of the actors 
in adult education, adult training in 22 sections, 
and also touch on the rudimentary education of 
growing up generations and the challenges for 
education, training in old age. 

“Recommendations for the future”
1. Greater acknowledgement should be given to 
the role that non-governmental organisations play 
in developing citizen’s self-confidence, which is 
very important in practising democracy in every-
day life, peaceful settlement of conflicts, develop-
ing society. Their activity in their approach to adult 
education of those in need should be especially ap-
preciated.

2. Through legislation and other suitable means 
better collaboration between the sectors and organ-
isations of adult education should be advanced; it 
is expedient to set up proper intersectoral and in-
terministerial relations.

3. The Conference recommends to the Member 
States to develop their coherent and legitimate 
mechanisms to officially acknowledge former 
studies pursued under various circumstances, thus 
ensuring that credits should be transferable, that is, 
could be taken over across institutes, sectors and 
states. The gates of formal education of persons in 
normal age should be opened from primary school 
to university for adult education. Formal adult 
education should adjust to the specific features of 
adults’ age, life and work conditions, needs: there 
is a need for flexibility, openness, creativity.

4. To enhance general education and learning ac-
tivity, local and national organisations should an-
nounce the movement ”Learning an Hour Each 
Day”. At the proposal of the English “National 
Adult and Continuing Education Institute”, the 
Conference accepted that from 1998 the ”Global 
Adult Learners’ Week” campaign should be intro-
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duced, which has been and is organised by several 
European, American, African, Australian states, 
with excellent results, based on the experience of 
the UK ”Adult Learners’ Week” held since 1992.

5. Through better selection, higher level basic train-
ing and regular further training as well as more ap-
propriate work conditions and by ensuring better 
wages conditions it should be advanced that vo-
cationally more experienced experts in theory and 
practice capable of higher performance should be 
available for adult education. As a part of formal 
education, systematic further training of educators 
should be ensured.

6. There is a need to foster adult education poli-
cy- and action-driven national and international 
researches, scientific work on the scope of effect, 
participants, content, methods, institutes, econom-
ic and social context of adult education. There is 
a need to make the appraisal of adult education 
services more systematic, especially in view of the 
demands of each layer of society.

7. Coherent monitoring of each sector of adult edu-
cation, that is, ongoing exploration of current con-
ditions, should be developed. In the development 
and operation of the information system, collabo-
ration between key actors of sectors is required. In 
addition to quantitative (statistical) information, 
there is a need for qualitative information too, in 
order to make it possible to put in place appraisal 
that covers each branch of the complexity of the 
process – in spite of the heterogeneous nature of 
adult education 

8. To improve adult training related to the world 
of labour, the Conference proposes that employers 
and employees should engage in closer coopera-
tion; furthermore, that safety-at-work and health-
at-work requirements should be complied with 
more consistently. Also, there is a need to comply 
with the agreement entered into by the Internation-
al Labour Organisation (ILO) in 1974, which pro-
vides for paid leave for pursuing studies. Employ-
ers should more extensively support basic training 
at place of work, catching-up programmes.

9. It should be ensured that work related adult ed-
ucation should provide specific competencies and 
skills for joining the labour market, mobility and 
should develop individuals’ capability for partici-
pating in the diversified model of employment. In 

the course of that, knowledge obtained in informal 
conditions, that is, out of the school should be fully 
acknowledged.

10. General education opportunities at places of 
work should be enriched; individual and collective 
activities should be promoted.

11. Non-governmental organizations should be 
helped to able to take part in environmental protec-
tion, in solving development problems with great-
er activity. By adult education programmes it must 
be facilitated that those taking part in them should 
be bale obtain vocational knowledge necessary for 
protesting, environmental activity.

12. In health education active, participating health 
preservation and illness prevention activity should 
be achieved; health education should advance de-
velopment of healthier way of life, raising clean-
ness and hygiene to a higher level, protection of 
mental health, combating against AIDS.

13. Through better cooperation between adult edu-
cation and the media, the adult education, general 
education function of the media should be rein-
forced – in this respect three types can be distin-
guished: (1) direct general education programmes; 
(2) programmes to help to develop the ethos of 
self-education; (3) programmes to raise interest in 
active opportunities of learning.

14. Open and teleeducation systems, new informa-
tion and communication systems should be made 
available to a wider scope of students. Through 
their use new, alternative forms of learning should 
be explored. Through training adult educators and 
general education workers, development and more 
efficient use of the new instruments and resources 
of adult education should be advanced.

15. Through ongoing and targeted financing and 
acknowledgment of their work, museums, librar-
ies, theatres should be reinforced as cultural insti-
tutes that are important sources of general edu-
cation. Preservation and use of cultural heritage 
should be helped as a source of Lifelong Learning 
and general education.

16. Regarding special groups of the population, 
the Conference calls the attention to the tasks to be 
fulfilled in relation to Gypsies. There is a need to 
ensure that Gypsies should be able to satisfy their 
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general education and cultural needs, preserve 
their traditions, use existing adult education and 
general education institutes.

17. Convicts’ rights to learn should be respected; 
they should be informed about various opportu-
nities and levels of learning. At penitentiary fa-
cilities educational programmes should be imple-
mented with the assistance of convicts. It should 
be made easier for adult educators and adult edu-
cation organisations to organise programmes in 
prisons.

18. Statements made at plenary sessions and espe-
cially thematic groups have touched on the issues 
of financing adult education too; they have been 
formulated in recommendations too. The Confer-
ence proposes that bilateral and multilateral finan-
cial institutes should take part in funding adult 
education in collaboration with various ministries, 
social organisations, the private sector, municipali-
ties and students themselves.

19. There is a need to find possible ways – as it is 
proposed by the 21st Century International Edu-
cation Council – for the UNESCO Member States 
to spend at least six percent of their gross national 
product (GDP) on education, of which a lawful 
amount should be earmarked to adult education. In 
addition to that, each sector of development (such 
as industry, agriculture, health care, environmental 
protection, etc,) should provide proper amounts to 
support adult education so that the development 
programme of each sector (agriculture, industry, 
health care, environmental protection, etc) could 
contain adult education elements. The costs of 
adult education and training should be taken into 
account by each company that belong to the sector 
as production investment 

20. There is a need to promote adult education 
through various movements of creative nature, 
which mobilise society’s material and spiritual 
forces. Companies that join adult education should 
be urged to spend a part of their budget on adult 
education purposes.

21. There is a need to explore opportunities of re-
investing taxes imposed on exported goods and 
spent on adult education in countries where the 
goods arrive from. It is proposed to apply the 
recommendation of the United Nations’ Organi-
sation that a certain proportion of increased GDP 

should be earmarked to education, adult educa-
tion purposes.

22. Each state should be increasingly aware of the 
fact that investment in adult education will always 
be less than the funds that should have been spent 
– in case of failure to accomplish this aim – in order 
to cover the costs of unemployment, crime, deterio-
rated health condition, environmental pollution.”3 

Owing to the impact of the CONFINTEA and as 
a result of OECD and European Union formulated 
decrees, resolutions, standpoints and recommenda-
tions, from the late 90’s instead of the terms ‘adult 
education, adult training’ the concept of ‘Lifelong 
Learning’ has gained ground. 

The concept of Lifelong Learning 
”Lifelong Learning comprises – from preparation 
for school to the age after retirement – all formal, 
non-formal and informal learning. So the concept 
of learning during the whole of life is to include 
all learning activity that is carried out in order 
to improve knowledge and competencies from 
a personal, citizen’s, social and/or employment 
perspective.”4

”Lifelong Learning” is more and different than 
adult education, adult training in the traditional 
sense. Its set of objectives contains, in a simpli-
fied form, partly raising the level of schooling of 
growing up generations, partly enhancement, 
renovation of the qualification of the population 
and extensive vocational training, retraining of the 
employed.

The core organising factor of ”Lifelong Learn-
ing” is how knowledge, competencies, practical 
experience obtained through various formal, non-
formal and informal ways can be integrated into 
a body of useable knowledge, and how they can 
be acknowledged by, documented for the labour 
market.

International data reveal that education be-
coming an en masse process brings along the ex-
tension of adult education, adult raining, Lifelong 
Learning too. This is usually explained by several 
reasons. One of them is that developed economies 
and societies fundamentally depend on the man-

3 Account given by László Harangi: Beszámoló az 
UNESCO V. Felnőttoktatási Világkonferenciájáról 
[Report on the UNESCO Fifth International Conference 
on Adult Education] Hamburg, 14-18 July 1997
4 The European Council (2002/C 163/01) on Lifelong 
Learning
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agement of knowledge, information and thoughts, 
which makes their citizens’ ongoing education in-
dispensable. Technological changes and the rate 
at which knowledge and information grow justify 
the need for Lifelong Learning. Also, social cohe-
sion makes Lifelong Learning indispensable since 
the importance of learning in knowledge-based 
societies is increasingly greater, and people who 
are left out of learning will sooner or later suffer 
social segregation.

In the past 12 years we have had to face the 
shocking fact that the age of informatics opened 
up a new phase of scientific/technological revo-
lution. We must see it all the more clearly that the 
driving force of the development of the cultures 
of the Earth in the New Age has been a series of 
scientific/technological revolutions, which com-
menced in the 18th century through the industrial 
revolution, and we have reached its recent phase, 
information revolution in the past 20 years. The 
follow-up of today’s technological changes warns 
us that scientific/technological revolutions have 
always been closely related to the transformation 
of societies’ everyday life. The machine age in the 
18th/19th c., more specifically the development 
of machining iron, internal combustion engines 
and later electric engines, and then the atomic 
and space age in the 20th c. transformed not only 
transport, work and plant organisation, the pro-
duction and distribution of physical assets and 
food but also created specialised branches of sci-
ence, transformed settlement structures, changed 
daily human relations, widened accumulated hu-
man knowledge to an immense size. At the same 
time, they created tourism, modern national lan-
guages, that is, they have changed the culture of 
communication between people, what is more, the 
world of emotions. Similarly, in our age, IT, then 
the mobile technology and the Internet alters the 
whole system of production and communication 
of the cultures of the Earth. This recent phase of 
the development of the world reinforces globali-
zation not only in the economy: in the organisa-
tion of production, trade, regional administration 
but also in cultural communication. These days it 
is not only scientific/technological changes but 
simultaneously with them social/cultural trans-
formation that are taking place. 

In the autumn, winter of 1999 and in the spring 
and summer of 2000, the Central Statistical Office 
of Hungary carried out a ”Way of life - time scale” 
investigation. Based the findings of earlier mobility 
researches, as one of the new facets of this investi-

gation, the figures of social statuses in 1983-1992 
and 2000 were compared. Using this comparison, 
investigation results were produced from which it 
was established how social mobility had changed 
in the past decade in Hungary. 

One of the key findings of the investigation 
was that in the past two decades labour and em-
ployment in Hungary had shifted towards intel-
lectual work. Simultaneously with that, the rate 
of physical work had dropped. It is a fact of com-
mon knowledge that plenty of places of physical 
work had terminated in Hungary; on the other 
hand, new jobs had been created that required 
much more intellectual expertise, and in a certain 
sense competencies developing at a higher level 
of general erudition. Also, the investigation re-
vealed that among the male population the rate 
of skilled workers had decreased to a fairly high 
extent. While among women this social group had 
more or less stagnated, this rate had drastically 
had decreased among men. 

The rate of agricultural workers had also 
changed; their number had significantly decreased 
too. However, a new social layer had evolved, 
which is called in the literature “the social layer of 
those who provide simple services”. Routine like 
services are ranked among this group such as sim-
ple office work, work performed in trade, catering 
industry, services, and this is the social group that 
has significantly grown in the past decade. It is pri-
marily women where belonging to this group can 
be observed but the ratio of the male population is 
also dynamically growing. The investigation shows 
that reproduction of specific social groups takes 
place more and more from its own social group. 
That is, at the turn of the Millennium children of 
entrepreneur parents became entrepreneurs them-
selves to a greater extent than earlier. Figures show 
that in 1983 only 5% of the sons of entrepreneur 
fathers became entrepreneurs, while in the late 90’s 
20% of them.

The manager layer, i.e., in the layer of manag-
ers/intellectuals/officials now 56% of the children 
of fathers with such occupation fulfilled positions 
in some kind of manager, intellectual, official job. 
On the other hand, a rather high level of passing 
on can be observed in the scope of unskilled work-
ers too. While in 1992 35% of the sons of unskilled 
fathers, in 2000 already 41% of them became un-
skilled workers too. 

Consequently, taking patterns of mobility be-
tween layers into account, a definite hierarchy 
between groups of employment is getting clearly 
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visible. And results unambiguously indicate that 
the layer of executive intellectuals, officials stand 
alone. This means that it is those who belong to 
this layer of employment that make the greatest 
effort to pass on their positions to their children. 
In the past period this has been highly emphatic, 
and actually, in view of the findings of the inves-
tigation, this will result in increasing closing up 
of this group. 

The middle posts of the employment structure 
are taken by the group performing routine like in-
tellectual work and the self-employed. The social 
distance between them was of a minimum extent 
in all three points of time; so, it can be demon-
strated that restructuring among them is current-
ly the typical movement in mobility in Hungarian 
society. 

Changing positions by skilled workers in the 
past two decades has been extremely interesting. 
While, in terms of their mobility features, in 1983 
they yet belonged to the middle classes, by 2000 
they had become close much rather to the group of 
agricultural physical workers. 

In summary the research states, and I prefer ex-
actly quoting it, that ”While the openness of Hun-
garian society in the period between 1983 and 
1992 somewhat further enhanced, processes of 
mobility were moved by the economic and social 
changes in the 90’s towards closing up. All these 
changes will result in the employment structure 
sort of crystallising. Various social groups seem 
to be separated definitely, and the borderline be-
tween white collar workers and physical workers 
is getting sharper, and groups of workers with 
different training and of different type are actu-
ally able to switch from one layer to another only 
between each other.”5  

To all this we can add that in the given period 
due to the economic restructuring not only our 
social status of perhaps merely prestige value but, 
given the threat of losing our job, our entire capac-
ity to earn a living had become endangered.

Not only was there a need to adjust to all these but 
the point of changes had to be understood too.

In view of the above, it is worth considering the 
CONFINTEA recommendations one by one, and exam-
ine which are those from these theses that have already 
been implemented and what tasks we need to fulfil in 
the future.
The impact of the Fifth International Conference on 

5 Central Statistical Office ”Way of Life - Time Scale” 
investigation 2001.

Adult Education 
If we carefully review the recommendations of the 
conference, we can see that it interprets Lifelong 
Learning in a highly wide spectrum. From combat-
ing illiteracy to further training of graduates, from 
training at places of work to training at peniten-
tiary facilities. What is more, adult education, adult 
training tasks have been discovered even in health 
preservation too. To achieve all these they recom-
mend sources of funding, leaving it up to each state 
which one they can realise. The documents of the 
Fifth International Conference on Adult Education 
and the fact that our country intended to become a 
member of the European Union has started a proc-
ess during which huge changes can be observed 
in adult education, adult training in the period 
1996- 2008. These changes, as a matter of fat, do 
not draw a curve of unbroken development – since 
there were backing outs too. They can be presented 
along a waving curve instead where phases point-
ing upwards can be always considered the conse-
quences of some kind of external impact, usually 
Union policy-driven decisions, standpoints.

In Hungary, following the conference, an exten-
sive professional debate evolved on the interpreta-
tion of the results of the conference. Owing to the 
impact of analyses, papers with scientific demand 
published one after the other, and especially of 
the document of the European Council adopted in 
2000 in Lisbon, an understanding between politi-
cal decision-makers and professional leaders was 
reached on the need for a shift in paradigm, and 
in the meantime experts and decision-makers had 
obtained extensive information on the EU Lifelong 
Learning strategy. 

Political, legal frameworks of Lifelong Learning
The Hungarian strategy of ”Lifelong Learning” was 
adopted by the Government in September 2005. 
Section 1 of the Govt. Decree that belongs to the 
strategy states that ”the Government, being aware 
of the fact that overall development of human re-
sources is indispensable and effective means of the 
country’s competitiveness, creating opportunities 
across the entire society, accepts that until 2013 the 
document of Lifelong Learning strategy should be 
the guideline of action.”

Building the system of Lifelong Learning is 
closely connected with the content, organising and 
organisational aspects of other, simultaneously 
running overall tasks such as the development of 
the European Qualifications Framework System 
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and the nation level tasks arising from it as well 
as the designing tasks of the 2nd National Devel-
opment Plan and the professional policy dialogue 
carried out around it with the involvement of ac-
tors of various levels and with different interests. 
The logic of Lifelong Learning permeates all these, 
that is, the set of objectives of the strategy can be 
implemented by using several existing processes 
too. For this reason, it is highly important that the 
coordination, implementation of Lifelong Learning 
by professional policy should be integrated also 
on organisational level to innovative intersectoral 
processes having already commenced, and should 
produce further impact on their development.”6  

The innovative processes referred to in the re-
port had started long before. As a result of profes-
sional analyses the most important document on 
the past 12 years of adult training in Hungary has 
been drafted. Lead by Dr. András Benedek, at that 
time state secretary, the work team developed and 
in December 2001 the Parliament adopted Act CI 
of 2001 on Adult Training, one of the fundamental 
objectives of which is to ensure – in a uniform regu-
lation – consumer protection of those participating 
in training, and to provide the possibility to screen, 
control the system of adult training, furthermore, 
to regulate – under a framework – the system of 
state subsidy of adult training.

In the summer of 2002, the institute system to 
control adult training, determined in the Act on 
Adult Training, was set up. The National Adult 
Training Council (OFkT) was founded, which op-
erates as a national – decision preparing, comment-
ing and proposal making – body assisting in the 
fulfilment of the tasks related to adult training of 
the Minister of Employment Policy and Labour. 
To ensure the quality of adult training, the Adult 
Training Accreditation Body (FAT) was set, which 
is an independent professional body empowered 
to carry out accreditation of institutes that perform 
adult training activities and of adult training pro-
grammes; to control the adult training activity of 
institutes that perform accredited adult training. It 
is related to changes in law that the National Adult 
Training Institute (NFI) was founded in August 
2002, which carries out – as part of its key activity, 
among others – professional, methodological im-
provement of adult training activities, and fulfils a 
coordinating function in adult training researches 

6 Report Az egész életen át tartó tanulás stratégiája Ma-
gyarországon 2007” [The Strategy of Lifelong Learning 
in Hungary 2008]

and services. (In 2006, the National Adult Training 
Institute was merged with the National Vocational 
Qualification Institute.)

In the institute system of trainings outside the 
school system a four-pole system was developed: 
public training organisations, which contain re-
gional labour development centres; non-profit or-
ganisations; business organisations that perform 
training as their key object; and employers.

After that, in a relatively short time, the rules of 
law that determine the frameworks of adult train-
ing activity were enacted.

The most important amended rules of law on 
adult training are as follows: 

- Act CI of 2001 on Adult Training as several 
times amended

- Govt. Decree No. 206/2005. (X. 1.) on the de-
tailed rules of normative support of adult training.

- Govt. Decree No. 294/2006. (XII. 23.) on the 
amendment of Govt. Decree No. 22/2004. (II. 16.) on 
the rules of accreditation of institutes that perform 
adult training and adult training programmes 

- Govt. Decree No. 292/2006. (XII. 23.) on the 
National Institute for Vocational Qualification and 
Adult Training

- Govt. Decree No. 291/2006. (XII. 23.) on the 
State Employment Service 

- Decree No. 1/2005. (I.19.) FMM of the Minister 
of Employment Policy and Labour on the penalty 
that may be imposed during controlling institutes 
that perform adult training 

- Decree No. 23/2005. (XII. 26.) FMM of the 
Minister of Employment Policy and Labour on the 
tasks, management of regional training centres; the 
utilisation of the training budget separated within 
the employment basic part of the Labour Market 
Fund; and the cooperation between regional train-
ing centres and county (metropolitan) job centres. 

In domestic adult training, the act made in 2001 
represents a significant shift forwards. It stipulates 
that each organisation that is engaged in adult 
training shall be registered. The institutes record-
ed in the register may request the accreditation of 
their institutes and their training programmes. The 
accreditation of institutes and adult training pro-
grammes is carried out by the Adult Training Ac-
creditation Body (FAT). 

One of the significant achievements of the act 
is the formulation of the frameworks of state sup-
port. Adult training is supported by the state; the 
sources in the state budget of that are as follows: 

a) the central budget, 
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b) a part of vocational training contribution that 
may be accounted for adult training, 

c) the employment, development and training 
basic parts of the Labour Market Fund, 

d) tax allowances. (They were withdrawn rela-
tively soon.)

The Government may disburse normative sup-
port for accredited training carried out at accred-
ited institutes – for the scope of specially defined 
adults. So far this support has remained mostly an 
opportunity rather than significant actual support.

It is unfortunate, however, that in the hectic 
waves of amendments to the Act, during the short 
period of its existence the National Adult Train-
ing Institute having lost its independence was not 
able to produce the integrative effect that would 
have made cooperation and networking pos-
sible between the State and other adult training 
businesses and general education institutes, and 
thereby the enhancement of their scope of effect 
and efficiency. Also, the series of Adult Training 
researches taken care of by the Institute seems 
to come to a halt; the Labour Market Researches 
launched to replace it are not certainly able to 
substitute – for lack of adult training information 
database – the diagnoses, appraisals made by the 
Adult Training Researches.

Positive initiatives in adult training
Promising attempts seemed to be made in 2004 
by the central programme entitled ”Working out 
and applying modern adult training methods” 
launched under the HEFOP [Human Resources 
Development Operative Programme – HRDOP] 
measure no. 3.5 and the call for proposals entitled 
”Systematic involvement of general education in-
stitutes in adult training”.

The project 3.5.1 aimed at the ”Development of 
adult training” was implemented under the lead-
ership of the National Adult Training Institute in 
consortium partnership with the Employment Of-
fice and the nine Regional Training Centres. The 
development projects focused on the development 
of programmes and curricula to be applied in the 
Regional Training Centres network – acting as adult 
training institutes funded by the central budget, in 
accordance with two relevant needs.

One of the groups of development projects is as 
follows:

- the increased enforcement of current, specific 
employers’ and users’ (layer) claims laid against 
the RKK’s [Regional Training Centres], 

- the general application of modern education 

and training technology (e-learning), 
- the need for maximum satisfaction of individ-

ual needs (taking previous level of knowledge into 
account); and 

- the implementation of introducing uniform 
network of equal value. 

This development program group basically con-
sists of three partial programs.

As part of one of the partial programmes the 
development of the content and curricula of voca-
tional training programmes was carried out that 
satisfy the needs of local and regional employers 
functioning in the network of RKK’s. 

The development of 98 x training programmes 
and curricula makes it possible to obtain voca-
tional qualification indicated in the OKJ [National 
Qualification Registry]. 

Since the target groups of adult training ex-
tremely vary in terms of age, experience and 
knowledge, the programmes should be accord-
ingly flexible; on the other hand, identical final 
knowledge should be provided for (and successful 
examination should be ensured to) adult students. 
To this end, a preliminary knowledge assessment 
model and set of tools has been worked out and 
introduced, which is mandatory to be used prior 
to the vocational training programme, thus, meet-
ing the relevant requirements set forth in the adult 
training act. 

The other partial programme contains the de-
velopment of training programmes that satisfy the 
needs of local and regional employees in disadvan-
taged layers, which is aimed at the development 
of approx. 40 vocational training programmes, not 
requiring completion of primary school, indicated 
in the OKJ, or outside it. 

As the third partial programme, career orienta-
tion syllabus and training materials, and catching-
up program development projects are related to 
the previous layer programme. 

In the course of the implementation of the par-
tial programme, 5 x publicly known catching-up 
programs and curricula were worked out from 
the scope of basic subjects indispensable for learn-
ing vocations (Hungarian language, mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, biology). 

The other direction of development was aimed 
at the development of a programme and curricu-
lum that satisfy new employer’s and labour mar-
ket needs, which training centres have so far not 
been able to complete, or there has been no oppor-
tunity to carry out a development project of equal 
value that can be applied across the entire network 
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uniformly; but now this support makes it possible. 
This development programme group basically 

consists of two partial programmes. 
As part of one of the partial programmes, the 

content and syllabus of vocational training pro-
grammes are developed that satisfy needs of local 
and regional employers operating in the network 
of RKK’s but the given vocational qualification is 
not indicated in the OKJ. These vocational train-
ings were realised on the grounds of job analysis 
based, modular, structured programme and sylla-
bus development projects. The planned number of 
these programmes is 51, which will be accredited 
after experimental testing and corrections, as part 
of the project.  

Under a further partial programme, e-learn-
ing programme and syllabus will be developed 
for vocational qualifications that are the mostly 
sought-after in terms of teleeducation, and Inter-
net based learning, and has, of course, not been 
developed yet. 

The planned number of these programmes is 25. 
It is noteworthy that through this kind of learn-

ing method it is possible to involve persons in 
learning – thus providing them with equal op-
portunities – who are hindered in motion, have 
reduced capacity for work due to their illness, are 
bound to their place due to their individual condi-
tion of life, or do work that makes it impossible for 
them to attend points of training. Since in addition 
to the above advantages, e- learning programmes 
set the requirement that it should provide vari-
ous ways for learning, and it should make current 
knowledge immediately measurable – through 
practising and controlling tests – it can maximally 
adjust to students’ manifold needs, much more 
than traditional syllabuses.

The project aimed at the development of adult 
training included a significant partial programme 
to provide teacher further training for those who 
perform teacher’s, educator’s activity outside the 
school system, which was aimed at two objectives:  
on the one hand, it disseminated the results of the 
entire project in the draw area of the nine training 
centres; on the other, it worked out and implement-
ed further training curricula and conference pro-
grammes in four key subject areas, in a total of 17 
partial topics. This partial programme system was 
implemented through the professional collabora-
tion of the NFI [National Adult Training Institute] 
and the RKK’s. 

As part of the project, under the supervision of 
the Employment Office, an information system has 

been built that will operate the adult training data-
base, a digital library, film archives and e-learning 
framework system.”7 

The other component of measure 3.5, the one 
numbered 3.5.4., provided general education insti-
tutes with the opportunity to take part in call for 
proposals – up to a limit amount of HUF50 million 
per applicant – to enable them to create personnel 
and physical conditions locally capable of integrat-
ing and operating the results of the development 
of adult training.

If we compare development projects with the train 
of thoughts of the CONFINTEA recommendations, 
it can be seen that by 2005-2006 the profession had 
fully processed the approach engaged by the Inter-
national Conference, which had earlier seemed quite 
new; what is more, after fine tuning and as a result of 
that a new, developed labour market institute system 
evolved that was able to ensure high level of active 
measures in handling labour market tensions.

Measures were taken also to help disadvan-
taged layers too. As part of that the Employment 
and Social Office launched a programme entitled 
”Take a step forward”.

“The key objective of the project is the training 
of adults with low level of schooling or untrained 
adults. The programme offers the opportunity 
for them to obtain basic level qualification free of 
charge, and to obtain vocational qualification that 
meets labour market needs. In 5 months more than 
33.000 applicants were registered by the Employ-
ment and Social Office. The number of supports 
granted was 15.511. 54% of those supported were 
women and 62% of them persons with no job. 

Students who have completed studies so far 
amount to 9.043 persons.

Upon successfully taking the examination, the 
participants of the programme were sent ques-
tionnaires inquiring about to what extent their life 
conditions had improved after they obtained vo-
cational qualification. 48% of repliers stated that 
within less than 1 month their labour market po-
sition improved (took up a job; were given salary 
rise; or were promoted). On a 5-degree scale stu-
dents evaluated training fairly good in the aggre-
gate, placing it at 4.61 based on the aspects defined 
(level of facilities at the point of training; teachers’ 
preparedness; available instruments; accessibility; 
time schedule of education; rate of theoretical and 
practical classes).

Setting out from the success of the first pro-

7 Based on the summary of dr.László Zachár NSZFI 
deputy executive director
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gramme, the TÁMOP [Social Renewal Operational 
Program] 2.1.1 ”Take a step forward II” programme 
commenced.

In the course of the implementation of the pro-
gramme, it was possible to support more than 22 000 
adults.

The available framework amount was HUF 10 
665 million, which was supplied from the Europe-
an Union Social Fund and the sources of the Hun-
garian State. Participation in the programme does 
not require own funds. 

Eligible adults for supporting their training are 
those who:

- have a certificate confirming the completion of 
at least the 6th form, and intend to attend training 
aimed at obtaining elementary qualification; 

- do not have a certificate confirming completion 
of the 6th form of the primary school, and intend 
to attend catching-up training aimed at obtaining 
general knowledge and vocational competencies 
necessary for beginning vocational training, and 
vocational training thereafter,

- have completed their primary school studies, 
but do not have vocational qualification, and in-
tend to attend vocational training aimed at obtain-
ing vocational qualification;

- have a secondary school leaving certificate but 
do not have vocational qualification, and intend to at-
tend training that is looked for in the labour market;

- The adults who already have some kind of pre-
liminary qualification will be given the opportunity 
to obtain higher level vocational training focusing 
on vocations in high demand;

- For adults having outdated vocations the pro-
gramme provides the opportunity to obtain new 
vocational qualification that is in demand on the 
labour market.

Those having completed maximum primary lev-
el school studies will be granted pecuniary support 
equal to one monthly amount of current minimum 
wages (those having a job in the form of training 
support, while those without any job in the form of 
aid for cost of living) after having completed each 
150 hour training period.   

Each adult participating in the programme are 
entitled to textbook aid in the amount of maximum 
HUF16,000.”8  

In search of possible ways in formal adult education 
”Today we believe that the real objective related 
to disadvantaged students can be nothing else 

8 Based on the presentation of dr. Adrianna Soós FSZH 
Deputy Executive Director

than that the school should organise and operate 
social programmes with the aim of development 
(projects) that are suitable for

a. forming/shaping the identity of the commu-
nity (local society), 

b. harmonising local (national) and global cul-
tures (glocality) 

c. ensuring requirements of equity/justness/
creating opportunities (education, general educa-
tion, taking up jobs) extensively. 

Realistic solution is represented by the glocal-
ised school (that can be characterised by global 
way of thinking and local activity) that meets (lo-
cal) needs. This is nothing else than (one of) the lo-
cal society’s knowledge centres, which – in addition to 
passing on knowledge and information, traditional teach-
ing in the traditional sense – fulfils the function of con-
sultancy and supporting in relation to obtaining knowl-
edge throughout the whole of life and, in general, conduct 
of life, career building, etc. Its participation in local and 
regional cultural life may advance individual and group 
attempts that focus on furthering the enrichment of per-
sonality, using free time for enriching knowledge. 

For schools that meet local needs three scenarios 
can be reckoned with: 

1. Scenario one outlines an unfavourable future. 
A part of schools will not change its practices fol-
lowed so far; leaving everything unchanged, they 
trust that help coming “from outside, from top to 
bottom” will solve their problems. Apparently, 
this conduct will immediately result in incapacity 
to stabilise even the present conditions; therefore, 
a long, irreversible ”breaking down” process will 
commence. In this case we deal with non-coopera-
tive schools that close into themselves, being ”non-
learning organisations”. For the local community 
it will become senseless to maintain the institute, 
students will start to migrate to the schools at neigh-
bouring settlements that provide more. 

2. Schools operating in accordance with sce-
nario two will recognise the grave danger im-
plied by scenario one. Therefore, they will make 
an effort, in the first place, to integrate ICT in 
the present structure of the institute and teach-
ers’ daily practices, thereby advancing the de-
velopment of local and global cooperation and 
communication. They will try to behave like a 
learning organisation; therefore, in addition to 
enhancing their profile, they will strive to devel-
op a student and user friendly environment. To 
decrease failure at school, they will implement 
changes in content and organisation at the insti-
tute, in order to be able to ensure differentiated 
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student’s life courses and in connection with 
that to improve the quality of education. Sup-
porting local society will accompany changes at 
the school because they recognise that ensuring 
social cohesion and the integration of disadvan-
taged social groups endangered by backward-
ness, getting marginalised can be achieved only 
in this form. The supporting web of NGO’s (non-
governmental organisations) operating at the 
settlement will create a new kind of cooperation 
with the professional community of educators in 
and outside the school. The result of all this will 
be that schools will be embedded in local society 
in a quality different from earlier stages, through 
synthesising global and local values. 

3. Schools implementing scenario three will 
make great efforts to build education on the ICT 
with a view to becoming participants as soon as 
possible of knowledge-based society—based on 
multidisciplinary intertwining and related inter-
active impacts—that will be of prime importance 
in terms of improving quality of life.  Virtual 
schools operating in networks will be developed 
that are able to satisfy learning needs of persons 
with different conditions calling for identical 
quality, and to provide learning courses no longer 
tied to localities. At the institutes so operating the 
work and function of traditional educators will 
dramatically change. Classroom processes will be 
forced in the background; mediation of the sylla-
bus will be replaced by a role based on partner-
ship, controlling learning. Motivation indispensa-
ble for learning will be supported by coordinators, 
tutors, mentors and trainers to advance learning 
in these systems. 

A school that indeed satisfies needs of the local 
society will fulfil a determining role in increasing 
the competitiveness of society, consequently the 
economy. This cannot happen in any other way 
than through using the complex, interactively sup-
porting forms of learning (formal, informal, non-
formal training). That is how it can become natural 
that the common goal of the school and those who 
use the school will be to create (local) society that 
joins forces through using school resources and re-
sources available in the environment of the school 
jointly.”9 

Changes in higher education
The bases for launching of the directives of creat-

9 József Mayer: Az iskolák társadalmasítása [Making 
Schools Social] Felnőttoktatási Akadémia [Adult 
Education Academy] 2005.

ing the European Higher Education Area, launch-
ing of the ”Bologna Process” was established by 
the Bologna Declaration in 1999. Hungary joined 
the Process in 1999. The countries that have joined 
the objective to develop the uniform European 
model of higher education have elected to harmo-
nise their higher education policies. As a result of 
the process each country’s higher education sys-
tem would become part of a large European sys-
tem, the European Higher Education Area until 
2010 as planned. The key objectives of the Process 
include the following: 

- advancing student’s and educator’s freedom 
of movement through developing comparable cri-
teria and methods, 

- Supporting European cooperation in quality 
assurance;

- Manifesting European interests and values in 
higher education;

- Supporting Lifelong Learning; 
- Increasing students’ participation in the devel-

opment of the European Higher Education Area; 
The first level is a 6-8 semester basic training; 

this is the “gateway” to higher education. The first 
cycle granting basic degrees provides professional 
knowledge that can be utilised on the labour mar-
ket for taking up jobs after completing studies; si-
multaneously, it provides proper theoretical foun-
dations for continuing studies, that is, obtaining 
the master degree.

The master training consists of 2-4 semesters, 
except for teacher training, which takes 5 semes-
ters. In the multi-cycle system students have the 
opportunity to continue their studies in other 
fields than they have completed them at basic 
level. The admission requirements of the master 
training will be determined by higher education 
institutes.

The basic degree is the “Bachelor” or “baccalau-
reus” (in abbreviated form: BA, BSc). 

The master’s degree is ”Master” or ”magister” 
(in abbreviated from: MA, MSc). Those having 
master’s degree will use the denomination “quali-
fied” before the qualification (qualified engineer).

The title of physicians, dentists, veterinarians, 
lawyers are dr. med., dr. med. dent., dr. vet., dr. jur. 
On doctor’s raining: PhD, DLA.

In terms of Lifelong Learning, the change of re-
ally great importance in Hungary is that andrago-
gy has been included, beside pedagogy, in the basic 
subjects in the Higher Education Act.
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Under the leadership of dr. Dénes Koltai, Dean 
of the Adult Training and Human Resources De-
velopment Faculty of the PTE [University of Pécs] 
16 universities and colleges have founded a con-
sortium with a view to working out the bachelor 
and master level documents of training in andrag-
ogy. The materials developed were submitted to 
MAB [the Hungarian Accreditation Committee], 
which has given its authorisation to launch the 
course. 

”At BA level: The objective of training in andra-
gogy is to prepare experts in basic training who—
in addition to being given rudimentary training 
extensively in social science, pedagogical and psy-
chological knowledge—have knowledge of the 
history of adult training, its special characteristics, 
the operation of its institutional and extra-institu-
tional forms, its economic and legal environment, 
the connection between adult training and human 
resources development.

At MA level: The objective of training is to train 
andragogists who, in the possession of social sci-
ence knowledge obtained, are suitable for support-
ing catching up with the European community, de-
veloped countries, and improving the conditions 
of adult education and training in a differentiated 
form. They are aware of the scope of problems of 
the social integration of the most disadvantaged 
layers and groups, and are able to develop edu-
cational/training institutes, their instruments and 
methods, and support physical and virtual access 
to opportunities of learning. They are prepared for 
continuing their studies in doctor’s training.”10   

Hopefully, the students of the 16 universities 
and colleges, who will later on complete their 
studies, are going to further strengthen the cut-
ting edge of the profession, and will effectively 

* Excerpt from the addendum to the Higher Education Act
10 PTEFEEK major subject foundation document

contribute to disseminating the concept of Life-
long Learning in Hungary.

And the future?
Before I would make an attempt to outline some 
kind of positive vision of the future, I could enu-
merate plenty of activities that have all contributed 
to making the concept of Lifelong Learning wide-
spread in Hungary.

- The television and Internet based general edu-
cation series of the Hungarian Academy of Scienc-
es and MATÁV entitled ”University of Knowing 
All”;

- The increasingly powerful movement organis-
ing activity of the Hungarian Society of People’s 
Colleges, especially in introducing ”Adult Learn-
ers’ Week in Hungary”;

- The work done by the Alliance of Adult Train-
ers in preserving, improving the quality of train-
ing;

- The LLL project of the TEMPUS Public Foun-
dation;

- The devoted activity of schools still working in 
adult education and adult training;

- The work of the committees that are work-
ing on the development of the Uniform National 
Qualification Framework System based on the 
EQF [European Qualification Framework System], 
or on the measuring and acknowledging system of 
preliminary obtained knowledge;

- The activity of teachers’, researchers’ teams 
who are working on the user friendly version of IT 
tools that help new learning;

each of them would deserve a profound historic 
treatment.

So, having reviewed the events that have taken 
place in the past 12 years, it seems that we have 
done plenty in order to accomplish the recom-

Field of training Branch of training Basic subjects
humanities Hungarian history Hungarian history

modern philology English studies (English)
German studies (German)

Roma studies (French)

Pedagogy and psychology andragogy

pedagogy

liberal arts liberal arts/ethics*
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mendations of the Hamburg Conference. Howev-
er, in order for this work to produce the required 
results—that is, to achieve that Hungarian society 
become a learning society—it is absolutely neces-
sary to put in place a coherent Lifelong Learning 
strategy legitimate for the whole of society and 
an institute system assigned to follow up, coordi-
nate and document the implementation thereof, 
to stabilise the legal and financial background. 
For lack of them, it is vain for us to make tremen-
dous efforts; all attempts will remain experiments 
flickering for a short period and then buried in 
their ashes. 

”Since for a rather long time we will need to 
reckon with 

- the insufficient level of basic competencies, la-
bour market skills, social competence of Hungar-
ian human resources, 

- the low ratio of those participating in adult 
training compared to EU figures, 

- the under-representation of those with low 
level of schooling, the elderly and the inactive, 

- the low key participation of formal educa-
tional, training systems in Lifelong Learning, espe-
cially in adult training, and the development of key 
competencies, 

- the low rate of those who participate in higher 
education, in natural sciences and technical train-
ing, and PhD and doctoral training, 

- the significant drop-out rate at schools (espe-
cially at vocational secondary schools), 

- the weakness of institutional cooperation 
between the formal educational system and the 
labour market: - the content of training does not 
meet economic requirements – the composition of 
graduates does not meet labour market expecta-
tions,

- the weakness of career orientating and career 
consultancy, 

- the rate of the people with higher education 
degrees among the population of active age lower 
than the EU average, 

- at regional level, the insufficient nature of the 
cooperation between actors concerned, 

- the insufficient standards of human and infra-
structural conditions necessary for disseminating 
modern learning culture as extensively as possi-
ble, 

- the lack of a uniform, modern national meas-
uring, appraising and career follow-up system, 

- the relatively low extent of participation of the 
sphere of entrepreneurs and individuals in financ-
ing the costs of Lifelong Learning, 

- significant shifts in the number of studying and 
active population due to demographic processes, 

- the process of social groups fighting with dif-
ficulties of backwardness and segregation.

If we are unable to overcome all these factors, 
then, due to further deterioration of the quality of 
human resources, Hungary’s international com-
petitiveness will decrease; the society’s willingness 
to invest in learning will reduce; due to the slack-
ening EU’s internal cohesion, economic dynamism 
Lifelong Learning policy will decrease—we can 
reckon with decreased commitment to support it 
and rise in the digital gap.”11 

Finally, let me describe a tragicomic case which 
might well exemplify the level of our usual con-
ditions in general education, the point where we 
should take a leap forward. In recent days the 
international road cycling race “Tour de Hungr-
ois” has been arranged. Not sparing time, money 
and work, the organisers attempted to create the 
best conditions. Perhaps in their remote desires it 
emerged that once this race could reach the rank 
of ”Tour de France”, or ”Vuelta”. Then it happened 
that the colour signs showing directions placed at 
forking of roads were stolen by “collectors” of col-
our metals; due to that one half of the field started 
to ride in the wrong direction. Then, when they 
were shouted at: “not that way”, they suddenly 
braked. The outcome was having a spill en masse, 
several injured persons; the one with most serious 
injury of broken collarbone was taken to hospital. 
I do not know who won the race finally but Hun-
gary has lost it, I am sure.12 

                   
László Lada
Researcher of Adult Education
Secretary of the Adult Educational Subcommettee 
of HAS

11 Report „Az egész életen át tartó tanulás stratégiája 
Magyarországon 2007” [Strategy of Lifelong Learning in 
Hungary 2007] based on Swot analysis
12 Based on the news broadcast of Sláger Rádió
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The UNESCO Adult Education World Conference 
in Montreal declared the concept and unavoidabil-
ity of lifelong, permanent learning quite long time 
ago, in 1960. The Conference also concluded that 
Lifelong Learning was already a fact (in 1960!). It 
was present in the national societies with various 
degree of intensity and unevenness, though.1 

Since then, the issue of Lifelong Learning has 
been mostly attached to adult education and adult 
training, becoming a complex issue of the complete 
human life. These days it also includes the learning 
of emerging generations. On the other hand, in a 
few decades Lifelong Learning slowly moved from 
the theoretical and conceptual fields to political 
fields, and even from the fields of political slogans 
to the practical fields of government policies.

The tasks of Lifelong Learning have become po-
litical tasks, although they are clearly more diversi-
fied than their political aspects. They require an ed-
ucational policy strategy and strategically founded 
educational political programmes that fit in with 
complex educational policy, economic policy and 
social policy correlations. This is how the European 
Union views Lifelong Learning. It also encourages 
the elaboration of strategies and government pro-
grammes. At the same time, focusing on the essence, 
it requires an approach that correlates with each oth-
er, the political tasks associated with public education 
coupled with kindergarten education, vocational train-
ing, higher education and adult education and training.

The four educational and teaching functions 
and types of institutions or the educational and 
teaching system in fact belong together. Public 
education involves vocational training functions 
and institutions, higher education typically pro-
vides specialised education, public education, vo-
cational education and higher education are parts 
of adult education and training and adult educa-

* Studie for work of the Specialist Committee set up by 
the chairman of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
(HAS)
1 Declaration de Montreal. In Etudes et documents d’ 
education.  No. 46. UNESCO Paris, 1963.

tion and training is part of public education, vo-
cational training and higher education. On the 
other hand, adult education and training also has 
other, so-called formal and informal versions. All 
four have their own specific character, yet they can 
perform their tasks in co-operation with each other 
following and complementing each other. Conse-
quently, the European Union provides a complex, 
complete national educational and training system 
for Lifelong Learning. In the EU approach, the po-
litical strategies and government programmes of 
‘Lifelong Learning’ are development strategies and 
programmes of public education coupled with kin-
dergarten education, vocational training, higher 
education and adult education and training as they 
form the strategies and government programmes 
of complex and universal development of institu-
tional national education and training.

However, the clearly complicated political task 
cannot be reduced to only ‘per se’, merely ‘echt’ 
political considerations which, not because of their 
political nature, are also suitable for reflecting closed 
ideologies, doctrinaire political doctrines and prag-
matic political interests. We simply must confront 
the policy taking on the issue of Lifelong Learning 
with more complex aspects looking at a wider hori-
zon. Special stress must be put on the right and obli-
gation of professional intervention and criticism.

The current and official Hungarian educational 
policy strategy and government programme (as 
education, as a whole, universally affects culture, 
economy and the society), is contained in several 
documents reflecting different areas. These docu-
ments are the following: the National Development 
Plan 2004-2006, the New Hungary Development Plan, 
the Social Renewal Operational Programme, the Social 
Infrastructure Operational Programme and the Na-
tional Development Plan 2006-2012. It is obvious that 
the current educational policy government strategy 
and government programme may be interpreted 
reasonably only if we look at all of them together. 
We must also add that the intentions for the period 
of 2004-2006 and the degree of their implementa-

Aspects for tHe eVAluAtion of 
eDucAtionAl policy progrAmmes 
for lifelong leArning*
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tion and the plans for the period of 2006-2012 are 
related to each other.

Without aiming for complexity, yet trying to 
propose some aspects, below we shall describe 
Hungarian problems that must be reviewed and 
solved, or at least attempts must be made for their 
solution, otherwise it is not possible to assume any 
political task in relation to the issue of Lifelong 
Learning, or prepare an educational policy strategy 
or government programme.

1.
On the European Guiding Principles
The transnational European Documents, from the 
White Paper of the European Commission to the 
Lisbon Declaration and others – have defined five 
guiding principles for Lifelong Learning with regard 
to all educational and training tasks. In these prin-
ciples, education and training are reflected 

a) the cardinal condition and driving force of 
economic development – with special regard to 
sustainable development and the competitiveness 
of Europe; 

b) a mobilisation channel contributing to the 
equalisation of changes in the society for the pur-
pose of retaining and enhancing the openness of 
the society (in a sociological sense);

c) the keeper and mediator of culture and, as 
such, an aspect forming social coherence and self 
identity;

d) a condition of politically aware democratic 
and social operation; 

e) a way for the enhancement and socialisation 
of the personality and the formation of community 
and individual quality of life.

These guiding principles are sometimes de-
scribed theoretically, other times analytically and 
strategically, and sometimes in the form of an ac-
tion programme. The stress is moved from here 
and there but the five guiding principles belong to-
gether. It is notable that the aspects of equalisation 
of economic and social chances were stressed more 
than the others soon and the requirements of the 
economy and the labour market were selected even 
from the latter too. The application-based support 
system of the EU, through which it intends to in-
fluence the national educational policies, clearly 
intends to stick to the guiding principles and their 
social and even more economic aspects thereof.

Is it possible to analyse the relationship between 
the tasks assumed in the Hungarian politics, es-
pecially the current actual and official educational 
policy strategy and government programme and 

the guiding principles not only in their declared 
objectives but also in their approach and the envis-
aged specific decisions? Do they follow the require-
ments of all guiding principles or do they focus and 
point specifically to one or another? Does and to 
what extent does the Hungarian educational policy 
tasks, especially the currently actual official strategy 
and government programme, both generally and 
in their complexity, comply with the educational 
policy spirit and approach of the European Union? 
On the basis of these issues, would it be possible to 
analyse also how the current and actual government 
actions in the process and their expected conse-
quences comply with the government strategy and 
the government programme comparing them to the 
guiding principles of the European Union?    

2.       
On Education and Economy
There is no doubt that education and training are 
indispensable conditions of economic development. 
The labour market operates as a knowledge market. 
The economy of the 21st century (at least theoreti-
cally) is a knowledge-based economy. Education and 
training are ‘an investment into human capital’.2  

At the same, time, it is also clear that the econ-
omy, more specifically, the labour market, do not 
set clear demands to knowledge, learning and the 
training behind. 

There are and there will be some areas which 
already clearly require knowledge, moreover, con-
tinuously changing and enhancing knowledge, 
learning and training, which requirement will 
most probably increase even more as a result of 
economic changes. Naturally, the changes will take 
place in several ways to various degrees and peri-
odically changing intensity, both at the top and the 
bottom of the hierarchy of jobs.

However, there are and assumingly there will be 
some areas, although at the lower levels of the hier-
archy of jobs, which do not require special educa-
tion or their demands sometimes are clearly against 
learning. Even if there are constant changes, the 
knowledge required for performing work can be 
acquired with the most modest versions of educa-
tion and training (e.g., one or two years of a primary 
school and a few hours of technical training), or it 
represents knowledge acquired through informal 
learning. Such a situation exists and will develop in 
work processes partly remaining at a low technical 

2 Theodore W. Schultz: Investment into human capital: 
role of education and reseaerch.  New York, 1971. In 
Hungarian, Budapest, 1983.
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level and partly operating at a high technological 
level, or in some phases and jobs thereof.

The knowledge demand of the knowledge com-
pares to the knowledge to be acquired in two ways. 
Sometimes, and not only at the lower levels of the hi-
erarchy of jobs, it requires competent knowledge and 
not the process of acquiring it, without any interest 
even in the certificate. However, at other times there 
is a requirement to formally certify the knowledge 
acquired in the institutions of formal education.

This is all important because the economy gener-
ates only such learning motives both in the lives of 
growing and adult generations which clearly lead 
to it. This causes motivation problems for those 
who are already impeded in the development of 
motives required for institutional learning because 
of their socio-cultural disadvantages. On the other 
hand, this also influences the educational function-
al and institutional systems: their functions, subject 
materials, programmes, the nature of their institu-
tional types, their operating finances, the establish-
ment structure of their institutional network, etc. 
The economy needs only such educational con-
tents and programmes for the growing and adult 
generations that comply with their needs currently 
or within a foreseeable future. The main aspect of 
consideration is the recovery of the educational ex-
penses (with a profit, if possible). Not only at cor-
porate, but also at national economy level.

In such a situation, economists usually draw at-
tention to the risk of so-called excessive training. In 
other words, to teach more students and provide 
higher qualifications or other and/or more knowl-
edge than the economy needs currently or within 
a foreseeable future. This is an expensive price of 
education and training for the national economy. 
It is an investment without a return. It costs too 
much for the national economy. On the other hand, 
excessive training also disturbs the labour market 
and increases the chance of unemployment, more 
highly qualified people will be forced to take low-
er-level jobs for lower wages, generating tensions 
in the society.3 

It complicates the situation more that the economy 
and the labour market as a knowledge market are un-
certain in the predictions of not only the longer-term 
knowledge requirements, but more or less also in the 
3 The problem is described by János Tímár in: Mun-
kaerőhelyzetünk jelene és távlatai. (Present and future 
of the Hungarian labour market.) Budapest, 1964.,   
Theodor W. Schultz: Investment into human capital, etc. 
Budapest, 1983., János Tímár - István Polonyi: Tudás-
gyár vagy papírgyár? (Knowledge factory or paper 
factory?) Budapest, 2001.

predictions of the current knowledge requirements, as 
they are changing dynamically. They are uncertain 
in predicting not only the quantity and professional 
structure of their needs, but also the exact contents of 
the knowledge set of the occupations. Usually only 
theoretical, rather abstract and generalised knowl-
edge needs or tendencies may be stated in advance. 
(These ideas are expressed, among others, in the so-
called competence-based training theory.)

On the other hand, it is also proven that qualifi-
cations, more specifically, the increase of the level 
of qualifications, significantly improves the chance 
of employment.

On the other hand, it is also proven that the 
scope of movement of groups without the re-
quired general education or low or incomplete 
qualifications (see, e.g., functional illiteracy) on the 
labour market is very limited. It is impossible to 
train, further train or retrain them professionally, 
or the efforts will not lead to real results. How-
ever, this requires general and even improvement 
of the efficiency of public education in the form of 
additional education of the relevant adult groups 
(based on European examples) and some sort of 
specific connection between the general education 
and vocational training programmes of adult edu-
cation and training in time and in space. Unless 
the economy refuses to improve their chances, be-
cause such people may be employed and employ-
ers intend to employ them as they are, without 
qualifications or incomplete and low qualifica-
tions at various times to various degrees, at a very 
low cost. There is demand for them on the knowl-
edge market.

However, the labour market generates perma-
nent unemployment in various degrees and in vari-
ous structures. On the other hand, at least current-
ly, there is a so-called structural shortage of labour on 
the market.

Finally, the complete problem is covered by 
the often stated abstract, yet consistent economic 
and educational training principle whereby vo-
cational training must be based on general skill 
development (see the theory of key competencies), 
which then may be continued with the satisfac-
tion of needs of variable and varying profession-
al knowledge.

In its White Paper, the European Commission 
thought it was desirable to note the following in 
1996: ‘There is therefore a risk of a rift in society 
between those that can interpret; those who can 
only use; and those who are pushed out of main-
stream society and rely upon social support: in 
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other words, between those who know and those 
who do not know.…’4  

Could it be analysed how the Hungarian political 
tasks, especially the currently actual and official 
educational policy strategy and government pro-
gramme relate to the contradictions accumulat-
ing in the relationship between education and the 
economy in the Hungarian situation not only con-
sidering the declared objectives, but also its overall 
approach and planned specific decisions? What 
can the economy and the labour (knowledge) mar-
ket expect during and after the implementation of 
the official educational policy programme? And, in 
view of their economic determinations: what eco-
nomic tasks will be allocated to public education, 
vocational training, higher education and adult ed-
ucation training, separately and in correlation with 
each other during and after the implementation of 
the government programme? Will the impact and 
expected consequences of the educational policy 
government programme restructure somewhat the 
relationship between educational training and the 
economy and, if so, what restructuring will take 
place but, if not, why not? Together with all these, 
could it also be analysed how the current govern-
ment measures in the process and their expected 
consequences comply with the government strat-
egy and the government programme?

    
3.
On Education and Society
The social correlations of the Hungarian education-
al, training, functional and institutional systems or, 
in other words, the educational and training sys-
tems and also the overall national system make 
their position and tasks even more complicated, 
most probably not independently of their contra-
dictory relationship with the economy. The social 
aspects definitely and certainly regulate their role 
in the area of Lifelong Learning.

3.1.
The sentence quoted from the White Paper also has 
aspects affecting the structure of the society.
Concerning the current Hungarian society: the 
lowest level of the Hungarian social pyramid, seg-
mented into four categories in the social structure 
model prepared by the Social Research Institute (Tár-

4 European Commission: To teach and learn. Towards 
a cognitive society. White Paper. (European Year 
of Lifelong Learning and Education.) Issued by the 
Ministry of Labour, Budapest, 1996. The quotation is 
from page 36.

sadalomkutatási Intézet – Tárki) is the so-called lower 
class, which represented 33% of the population in 
2005. Together with many other people, this cate-
gory contains the majority of the Roma population 
and the homeless people. In 2005, the per capita 
net income of the lower class (by one consump-
tion unit) was HUF 703,000 a year. The next, sec-
ond level up in the pyramid consists of the trained 
physical workers of the service and production sec-
tor. In 2005, they represented 41% of the popula-
tion. Their annual average income/consumption 
unit was HUF 969,000 for workers employed in 
the service sector and HUF 867,000 for workers em-
ployed in production. The third highest level of the 
pyramid is the social category described as middle 
class in the model. Its group represented 23% of the 
population in 2005. It has two segments: intellectual 
employees and small and medium-sized entrepreneurs. 
The annual average income/one consumption unit 
in the first category was net HUF 1,362,000, while 
in the latter category it was net HUF 1,299,000 in 
2005. The fourth level from the bottom, the top of the 
pyramid, consists of the ‘upper class’. This category 
contains large entrepreneurs, executive managers 
and leading intellectuals. Their share in the popu-
lation was 3% in 2005. The average net income/one 
consumption unit in this category was at least net 
HUF 8-10 million in 2005.5 

It is known that there are various criteria and 
concepts for the analysis of the income positions in 
this field as well as poverty and wealth. On the oth-
er hand, the Tárki data also include data indicating 
9% decline in the first (lowest) level, yet 3% growth 
at the second, 5% at the third and 1% growth at the 
fourth level between 1995 and 2005 (in 10 years). 
This shows that there has been and perhaps there is 
still some growing trend in the Hungarian society.

We could also refer to data according to which 
on the threshold of the systemic change, in 1980, 
there was 390% income gap between the richest 
and poorest deciles of the Hungarian population, 
which increased by nearly 6 times by 1993. And 
(according to similar calculations as those referred 
to before), in 2005 the per capita income of the 
top segment of the Hungarian society (5-6%) was 
27 times higher than the per capita income in the 
lowest segment (approximately 30%). (Sociologists 
often refer to this 30% of the society as ‘wreck soci-
ety’.) According to other calculations, the one-time 
10% population group living below the subsistence 

5 Tamás Kolosi - Blanka Dencső: Feketén, fehéren – Mo-
nitorjelentések (Black and white. Monitoring reports.) 
Tárki - 2005.
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level has increased to 30%. Or: at the bottom of the 
society, 700,000-800,000 people live on benefits and 
one tenth of the families are left with HUF 3,000-
4,000/person to cover their needs after paying all 
their monthly expenses. In this aspect, the Roma 
society is overrepresented, but we are not focusing 
only on them.6 

On the basis of all these, we can therefore ask the 
question whether or not the data point to a so-called 
two thirds-one third type structure within the soci-
ety. This is a structure where, according to Rudolf 
Andorka’s projection made in 1993, two thirds of the 
society live in misery and poverty and suffer from 
durable needs, while one third of the society has 
an acceptable existence living in various degrees of 
wealth. In other words, the data do not even point 
to a so-called one third-two thirds type society with 
reversed ratios.7 At Tárki in 2005: at the bottom the 
first and second levels together - 74%, and at the top 
the third and fourth levels together - 26%!

The mobilisation options currently existing in 
the Hungarian society and the prospects pointing 
towards an ) open or closed society with them (in a 
sociological sense) may be integrated into the social 
structure that may be drawn based on, or at least 
similarly, to the data referred to above. These point 
to a structure of society where the distance between 
the social classes and strata has not yet been fixed fi-
nally and the class and stratum borders are transfer-
able with a good chance and a high degree of social 
mobility within and between generations upwards 
and, as declassification, also downwards. So these data 
point to a structure of the society where the border-
lines between the social classes and strata have been 
fixed with rather limited transfers between them in 
the form of mobility between and within genera-
tions, especially upwards in the social hierarchy, or 
it may even be impossible. Adding the sociological 
hypothesis, according to which an open society is 
better balanced and is more viable, a closed society 
is more vulnerable, or even explosive.

This cannot be avoided either when we discuss 
the role of the educational systems in the society es-
pecially with regard to the European intentions of 

6 Éva Tall: Úton a “legvidámabb barakktól” az Európa-
ház hátsó udvarába. (On the way from ‘the happiest 
barrack’ to the backyard of the house of Europe) In 
Társadalmi Szemle, 1996. issue 12, and Ferenc Gazsó 
- László Laki: Fiatalok az újkapitalizmusban. (Young 
people in new capitalism) Budapest, 2004.
7 Rudolf Andorka: Bíztató tendenciák és égető problé-
mák a magyar társadalomban.(Promising trends and 
burning issues in the Hungariran society) In Magyar 
Szemle, February 1993.

the equalisation of social chances involving also the 
balancing of disadvantaged situations in education.
3.2.
The disadvantaged situation, embedded in the cor-
relations of education explains the uneven chances 
integrated among the educational correlations fol-
lowed by the problems of equalisation of uneven 
chances in education.

As it is known (among the educational correla-
tions) the contents of the disadvantaged situation 
concept (on one side) result from the relationship 
detected in the socio-cultural background of peo-
ple studying at a growing or adult age and (on the 
other hand) their level of development, preliminary 
qualifications required according to the educational 
standards, learning motives, behavioural and com-
municative competencies and study performance. 
This concept is based on the recognition that the 
socio-cultural background has a strong influence on 
the development of the individual characteristics of 
students and forms their career in the educational 
institutions, although it is not the only factor.

In the educational correlations, those are in a dis-
advantaged situation for whom the socio-cultural en-
vironment, which is their background, providing the 
social and cultural basis of their personal live, makes it 
difficult or limits, and sometimes makes it completely 
impossible for them to join the systems providing 
educational services. Such an environment may also 
generate studying difficulties for them, impeding 
those people and sometimes making it even impossi-
ble for them to develop their individual characteristics 
required for complying with the current educational 
standards and the development of their motives and 
learning capabilities associated with institutional edu-
cation. Such triggered failures will then lead to moti-
vations against learning. All these factors restrict their 
characters into a unilateral personality and limit their 
scope of movement in the society and economy.

In terms of educational correlations, the disad-
vantaged situation is analysed traditionally (for 
the time being) mainly for the career of the growing 
generations at kindergartens and schools. The grow-
ing Hungarian educational sociology and pedago-
gy literature has included the following among the 
disadvantages since the 1960s:

a) living condition of families, restricted fund-
ing (low per capita income and bad housing con-
ditions); 

b) disadvantages of the place of residence (insuf-
ficient economic, cultural and transport infrastruc-
ture, mainly in terms of job opportunities, cultural 
and, more directly, educational options and, on top 
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of all, situations where the centre of the settlement 
offering jobs and schooling services is difficult to 
access from home and, in addition to the access 
problems, a degree of poverty at which it is impos-
sible to pay the cost of transportation); 

c) anomalies of family lifestyle (insufficient care of 
children, disorderly lifestyle, psychological tensions 
of family members driven by unemployment, devia-
tions in the family – e.g., alcoholism, drugs, crime);

d) low qualifications or complete or functional il-
literacy of parents, the limited set of cultural values 
and habits of the family.

These characteristics and their impact, either 
separately or forming various groups, even aggre-
gately, may be present in various formations. And 
most probably, they are also reflected among the 
conditions of adult education and adult training.8 

The ethnical and nationality minority dimen-
sions of the disadvantaged position are also 
stressed. In this context the socio-cultural minority 
‘difference’, and the related majority preconceptions 
or the willingness to be different ethnically as a 
minority can come to the forefront, although they 
may also be combined with one or all of the four 
characteristics listed above.

The disadvantaged position has also got another 
meaning, fundamentally different from the above: 
it has been extended to the disabled people.

The mentally handicapped, the individuals with 
impaired vision and hearing, people with speech 
impediment and emotional, behavioural and per-
formance disorders are also in a disadvantaged po-
sition in educational aspects compared to those who 
do not have such impairments. The origin of their 
disadvantaged position must be separated from 
their socio-cultural conditions. It is true that such 
impairments may be combined with socio-cultural 
disadvantages. About 5-6% of the Hungarian popu-
lation are impaired either with or without socio-cul-
tural aspects. In summary, the school qualifications 
of individuals with impairments are lower than the 
qualifications of the entire population. One third of 
them have not completed eight years of the primary 
school, only 25% of them have vocational qualifica-
tions and 5% possess high school or university de-
grees. Only one third of the individuals with impair-
ments can find a job on the labour market.9    
8 This topic is mainly covered in the book by Tamás 
Kozma, A hátrányos helyzet (The disadvantaged 
position), Budapest, 1975.
9 See Jelentés a magyar közoktatásról – 2003 (Report on 
the Hungarian public education – 2003). Editors: Gábor 
Halász and Judit Lannert. National Public Education 
Institute, Budapest, 2003.

3.3.
The Hungarian society is segmented by two educa-
tional division lines
Those are on the unfavourable side of the first divi-
sion line who did not attend school at all or com-
pleted fewer than eight classes at school. They 
represent approximately 30% (together) of the pop-
ulation aged over 15. The other, more favourable 
side contains around 70% of the population (aged 
over 15): those who have completed eight classes 
of primary school or have even higher qualifica-
tions, an occupation without a GCSE, those who 
hold a GCSE or higher educational degrees.

The first educational division line divide the 
population between 30% and 70%.

The more unfavourable side of the second division 
line contains approximately 60% of the population 
(aged over 15): those who are completely unedu-
cated, including also those who have qualifications 
lower than eight classes of primary school and, as 
the only eight classes of primary school suggests 
limited competencies (including, among others, 
functional illiteracy) leading to limited scope of 
movement on the labour (knowledge) market, also 
those whose highest school qualifications include only 
eight years of primary education. The other, more fa-
vourable side contains approximately 40% of the 
population (aged over 15): those have higher quali-
fications than eight years of primary education – 
such as vocational qualifications without GCSE, 
GCSE or a higher educational degree.

The second educational division line is between 
60% and 40% of the population.

The picture is complete if we also add that in 
younger ages the representation of individuals with 
higher qualifications increases at each level of quali-
fications, while in higher ages the contrary tendency 
may be observed.10  

In this context it is promising that until the age 
of 15, 95-96% of children stay in public education 
and 94-96% of them complete eight years of prima-
ry education (at least formally) until the age of 16.

On the other hand, it is not promising that 
the individuals of the society living on the unfa-
vourable side of the first educational division line 
hardly move.

Crossing the first division line and reach at least 

10 László Lada: A kettészakadó magyar társadalom. 
(The divide of the Hungarian society) In Új pedagógiai 
Szemle, February 1995; Gyula Csoma: A magyar isko-
laügy és a hiányos képzettség problémája. (Problems 
of Hungarian school education and insufficient 
qualifications) In Társadalmi Szemle, 1996. issue No. 1.
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the second an almost impossible venture. This 
means that the 94-96% competing eight years of 
primary education until the age of 16, indicated 
above, means 4-6%, i.e., 5,000-7,000 boys and girls 
without the qualifications of eight years of primary 
education a year on the other side. However, these 
days there are approximately 2,000-3,000 people 
studying in primary education in the form of adult 
education, although their number was higher than 
20,000 a year in the 1970s and much above 10,000 
even in the first half of the 1990s, although individ-
uals without any qualifications are continuously 
reproduced each year. On the other hand, official 
vocational training sets a requirement higher than 
eight years of primary education, or at least that 
for its applicants. The analyses in this field show 
that the disadvantages in the group of individuals 
with low school qualifications are so heavily con-
centrated, primarily due to the low level of edu-
cation itself, that such people can only very rarely 
and exceptionally overcome them on the basis of 
their own or family resources.11 

On the other hand, maybe it does not even both-
er the knowledge market. As there is demand on 
the labour market for people with incomplete or 
low education and the risks of excessive training 
need to be eliminated, this situation seems reason-
able and to a certain extent happily preserved on 
the basis of economic considerations.

Crossing the second division line is also dif-
ficult. It is true that there are rather extensive 
and strong efforts of the growing generations to 
gain a GCSE and then move on to higher educa-
tion. It is also true that there has been a spec-
tacular increase in demand for the programmes 
offering general and vocational training at GCSE 
level, and adult education and adult training 
programmes launched in higher education. On 
the other hand, a hypothesis may also be established 
whereby the majority of people studying further, ei-
ther as members of growing or the adult generations, 
originate from the more favourable side of the second 
educational division line. Most individuals study-
ing further come from the social block forming 
(approximately) 40% of the population. The (ap-
proximately) 60% block of the society usually 
does not make any movement. Many signs indi-
cate that the schooling channels of social mobil-

11 József Mayer: Az alapfokú és befejezetlen általános is-
kolai végzettséggel rendelkezők tanulási útjai. (Learning 
paths of individuals with primary qualifications 
or unfinished primary education) National Public 
Education Institute, Budapest, 2005.

ity are used mostly by the members of the block 
starting from the more favourable side (40%) for 
their internal upward social movements.

Most probably, the educational division lines do 
not cover the existence division lines of the Hun-
garian society in every aspect. And it also seems 
that the educational hierarchy of social mobility 
and the hierarchic economic and labour market 
stages of the division of work within the society 
do not fully correspond with each other. It seems 
that the mobilisation requirements and paths of 
the open society to be achieved through education 
cannot or could not always be co-ordinated with 
the hierarchic requirements and hierarchy paths 
of the economy.
3.4.      
The role of the educational systems in equal op-
portunities has come to the forefront as education 
and training has become a ‘mass phenomenon’, 
extending to the society. In the ‘World Crisis of 
Education’, Philip H. Coombs concludes that there 
has been a rapid increase in the mass demand for 
education from the end of the Second World War.12 

The spread of education in society has been 
gradually increasing for centuries, at different 
rates and to different degrees, yet the dichotomy 
of the so-called elite education and mass education, 
which also has long traditions in the duality of 
the ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ education turned 
into a real problem as mass education emerged. 
Typically, elite education applies to a smaller por-
tion of the society. Higher education intends to 
define the primary and secondary subject mate-
rial of public education and selection parameters 
from the aspects of preparation for higher edu-
cation (university) based on the requirements of 
higher education. Consequently, in order to lay 
down the foundation of high-level professional 
knowledge, it applies the ‘top down’ approach. 
On the other hand, mass education intends to 
convey basic culture more and more extensively 
in the society and, in relation to that, mediate 
practical knowledge required in everyday life, 
moving on from there to the communication of 
basic and secondary professional knowledge. 
Therefore, it builds its subject material with the 
‘bottom up’ approach and operates with ‘mass 
production’ selection parameters. and it does not 
wish and cannot rise as high as higher education. 
According to the applicable theory, historically 
the spread of popular education brought this du-

12 Philip  H. Coombs: World Crisis of Education, Ox-
ford, 1968,  Budapest, 1971.
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ality to the surface, which in fact evolved in the 
industrial societies.13  

The prepared education politicians are most 
probably aware of this tradition and recognise and 
interpret its actual message.

In terms of public education, Roger Gal recog-
nised, as early as in 1961, that while ‘earlier only 
the elite was educated, the members of which were 
predestined to receive education much higher than 
the fundamental knowledge based on their social 
environment or natural characteristics, these days 
the task is to offer minimum advanced education 
to the entire youth. The comfortable distinction 
between talented pupils whose further studies 
were supported and those lacking any talent who 
could not continue their studies and were pushed 
into the acquisition of practical skills or into a 
closed framework of vocational training… Educa-
tion must be designed which is more general than 
ever before, yet it takes into account the individual 
distinctions.’14  

The problem of dichotomy in the second half 
of the 20th century and here in the 21st century is 
about how elite and mass education can be im-
plemented simultaneously (if at all) in the edu-
cational systems, using the same functional and 
institutional system and services. The tasks re-
quired for providing equal opportunities cannot 
be successfully performed by making a distinc-
tion between elite and mass education, between 
and within institutions. Ultimately, the problems 
of the educational services in relation to equal op-
portunities lead to such issues in the dichotomy of 
elite and mass education. We may justifiably say 
that the democracy of systems providing educa-
tional services, more specifically, their pedagogi-
cal and andragogical operation depends on the 
co-ordination of elite and mass education.

Consequently, it is a rather traditional issue and 
to date only ambiguous solutions have been found 
to the problem. 

3.5.      
E.g., it indicates the difficulties in solving the di-
chotomy that the intensive standardisation of the 
eight-year primary education, and subsequently 
the Hungarian school system starting in 1945, 
definitely brought along results in the extension 

13 See Iván Berend T.: Öt előadás gazdaságól és oktatás-
ról. (Five lectures on economy and education) Budapest, 
1978.
14 Roger Gal: How far has pedagogy reached? Paris, 
1961, Budapest, 1967. The quotation is from pages 39-40..

of institutional education and training in the soci-
ety and mitigation of the historic contrast between 
the elite and mass education but, at the same time, 
it also ‘produced’ new contrasts. Among others, 
‘de jure’ it put the human grammar school and 
real grammar school and grammar school and 
vocational secondary qualifications at the same 
level, although they were not absolutely identi-
cally legally. Or, the workers’ schools established in 
the adult education branch of public education in 
1945 issued ‘de jure’ equivalent certificates identi-
cal with the certificates of the corresponding regu-
lar institutions at all school levels and in all school 
types of public education. However, the ‘de facto’ 
equivalence and social equalisation impact of 
grammar school and vocational secondary qualifi-
cations and the qualifications of regular students 
and workers have always been disputed. The so-
ciology studies introduced intensively in the 1960s 
indicated stronger socially selective tendencies of 
elite and mass education not only among the levels 
and types of schools, but also within them. 

On the other hand, Act LXXIX of 1993 on pub-
lic education and subsequent amendments thereof 
led public education further away from the solu-
tion. The act of 1993 and the amendments thereof 
lowered down the threshold of the first pedagogi-
cal and social choice, i.e., selection, arising from 
the segmentation of the school system, again to 
ten years of age, the end of the first four years, from 
where it moved up with difficulties after 1945. 
Although it is well known that our knowledge of 
children never justified this threshold at the age of 
ten. In addition to the obvious educational policy 
intention, this explained the establishment of a 
standard primary school of eight years in 1945, 
based on which and the segmentation of the school 
system, the first selection threshold was moved up 
to the age of 14-15, where it was at a better position, 
although it was still undoubtedly too early. In ad-
dition to the threshold at the age of ten, the new act 
also introduced two other selection thresholds in 
the process of general basic education: at the ages 
of 12 and 14/15, after the sixth and eighth years, 
with a constraint/opportunity to change schools, 
and with different prospects for further studies. 
(We can pose a question about the pedagogical 
principles justifying the selection steps laid down 
in the act of 1993 and the educational policy inten-
tions behind them.)

In the 1960s, so-called comprehensive schools were 
introduced in Western Europe as an attempt to find a 
solution and provide equal opportunities in the prob-
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lem of elite and mass education. Such schools have 
been operated also in Hungary as alternative schools 
from the 1970s.15 One of the motives of the Hungar-
ian movement promoting the development of a type 
of institution described as an educational centre, and 
later as general cultural centre (GCC) in the 1970s was 
also the problem of elite and mass education.16 In the 
so-called Bologna process of restructuring of higher 
education, the three-degree segmentation of higher 
studies is also aimed at finding a solution for the 
problem of dichotomy. (Successfully? Not success-
fully?) Recently, the ‘Freedom of Learning’ conference 
held in Pécs on 14-15 November 2007, marking the 
centenary of the Liberalised Teaching Congress in 
1907 discussed also the dichotomy of elite and mass 
education, critically comparing the Bologna process 
and the other free educational systems. 

We may accept that the assumption and im-
plementation methods of the attempts to provide 
equal opportunities or the lack thereof practically 
indicate the quality of each educational system and 
the overall educational system formed by them.

We can accept that the social relevance of the 
overall educational system and all its segments are 
achieved through all the following factors:

a) the relationship between the owners, opera-
tors and suppliers of the institutions, 

b) the structure of the institutional system, in-
cluding the selection thresholds and their use,

c) the institutional network of the country: the 
geographic distribution of educational institu-
tions,

d) sharing of the burden of institutional educa-
tion within the society, and

15 A comprehensive school teaches all children of a 
particular district without taking into account any social 
differences. However, inside it is strongly differentiated 
in terms of the organisation and methodology of studies: 
it tries to take into account the individual differences 
in the students’ characters, their different interests and 
pace of progress. It assumes the tasks of several types 
of schools as the total comprehensive system integrates 
general education and vocational education. See Ferenc 
Lóránd: Egy épülő komprehenzív iskolamodellről. 
(About a developing comprehensive school model) In 
Iskolakultúra, 1994. issue No. 9.
16 General culture centres are complex institutions 
performing public education, vocational education, 
adult education and training and general cultural task 
at the same time. By adjusting their internal activities to 
each other, they operate with diversified, differentiated, 
yet integrated effects. These centres can perform all local 
training and cultural tasks in a particular settlement or 
district. See János Vészi: Alfa születik. (Alpha is born) 
Budapest, 1980.

e) pedagogically and andragogically appropriate 
operation of educational and training institutions.

Ultimately, their overall impact determines where 
and at how many points the overall educational sys-
tem should draw the borderline of disadvantaged 
situation. And the way how the overall educational 
system treats elite and mass education. This is an is-
sue especially with regard to the segments of the so-
ciety and the socially distinguished groups it selects 
the social and intellectual elite, i.e., how deep it goes 
into the society for making a selection.

Could it be analysed how the Hungarian politi-
cal tasks, including especially the current official 
educational policy strategy and government pro-
gramme relates to the current status of the Hungar-
ian society not only in their declared objectives, but 
also through their overall approach and specific 
planned decisions. In this context, we must also ask 
what impact the current official educational policy 
strategy and government programme may have 
on the mobility of the society as a result of their 
implementation by making the society (in a soci-
ological sense) more open or rather more closed. 
The following specific questions may be posed in 
this context. What will the Hungarian educational 
policy tasks, especially the official educational pol-
icy government programme do about the so-called 
wreck society? What measures can be expected for 
the schooling and vocational education of adults 
without eight years of primary education? Can the 
educational division lines be reduced? Will there 
be any change in the relationship between elite and 
mass education on the basis of the tasks related to 
equal opportunities? Comprehensively: will the of-
ficial educational policy government programme 
adjust a) the ownership, operation and supply re-
lations of institutions, b) the structure and selection 
system of the institutional system, c) the institu-
tional network, d) the sharing of the social burden 
of learning to its tasks related to equal opportuni-
ties in the educational systems and, if so, how will 
it be achieved, and e) whether or not the conditions 
of pedagogically and andragogically appropriate 
operation of educational and training institutions 
will be put in place in line with the tasks associ-
ated with equal opportunities. In summary: will 
the Hungarian educational policy tasks, especially 
the impacts and estimated consequences of the of-
ficial educational policy strategy and government 
programmes somehow restructure the role of edu-
cation in the society and, if so, how, or, if not, why 
not. On the other hand, could it also be analysed 
how the actual government measures integrated 
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into the process and the estimated consequences 
thereof comply with the government programme.

4.
On competence-based education  
The pedagogical and andragogical adequacy of the 
operation of educational and training institutions 
will probably depend mainly on the approach to 
competence-based training. And this aspect will most 
probably apply to all educational systems contain-
ing the institutions. The competence-based training 
has become a key educational policy issue upon the 
inspiration of the European Union. It seems that the 
philosophy of competencies requires a change of 
paradigms in pedagogical and andragogical think-
ing and the European educational policy. Therefore, 
the tasks to provide equal opportunities must also 
somehow be adjusted to it. With the same process, 
the competencies are put into the centre of Lifelong 
Learning.

On the other hand, the technical literature 
dedicated to competencies and competence-based 
training, and the educational policy communica-
tion about it struggles with some interpretation dif-
ficulties. You might read, for example, about “the 
concept of key competencies, which is not less con-
tradictory, or difficult to define than the concept of 
competence”,17 and also the statements that “there 
are no key competencies”,18 or that “it may also 
be observed that the term key competencies is often 
used as a synonym of educational objectives”.19  

Sometimes the competence literature confidently 
suggests that competencies give a response to “the 
important challenges of life”.20 – This approach ig-
nores the uncertainty, which consistently exists in 
the technical literature and educational policy com-
munication. This originates from the fact that there 
is no agreement on what competence is in fact, or what 
competency-based training is?21 

Even the definition and classification of the con-
17 Doninique Simone Rychen: Key competencies: 
response to the important challenges of life. In 
Competence – Challenges and interpretation. Edited by: 
Kinga Demeter. National Public Educational Institute, 
Budapest, 2006.
18 Gyula Gergely: Key competencies do not exist. In Új 
Pedagógiai Szemle, 2004. No. 11.
19 Dominique Simone Rychen, the same as quoted 
before. See in the previous footnote.
20 See the title of the Rychen study.
21 See: Competence - Challenges and interpretation. Edi-
ted by: Kinga Demeter, etc. as above. Excellent collection 
and understanding summary of the competence 
problem. See also the study by Gyula Gergely Gyula, 
referred to above.

tents of competencies indicates some uncertainty in 
the technical literature and educational policy. The 
clarification of the relationship between the formed 
competencies is not simple even in systems seek-
ing an identical distribution base for themselves. 
The task is almost impossible in systems that vary 
their distribution base.

The current key competencies can be defined on 
the basis of high level, primarily political, agree-
ments: 1. communication in the native language, 2. 
communication in a foreign language, 3. mathematical 
education, 4. capabilities required for the use of infor-
mation and communication technologies, 5. capabilities 
associated with the capacity to learn, 6. capabilities as-
sociated with interpersonal relations and citizen tasks, 
7. entrepreneurial spirit, 8. capabilities associated with 
cultural awareness. (NB. In terms of terminology, 
sometimes culture, sometimes capabilities, some-
times spirit is indicated, and at other times, none 
of them. How can these differences be interpreted? 
What subject materials and teaching practices can 
and should be derived from the key competencies 
indicated above separately and as a whole?) 

The interpretations in the technical literature are 
more or less the same, by stating that competence 
“as such” (perhaps all key competencies, too) is re-
flected in the suitability to perform actions and ac-
tivities, and is aimed at the performance of more or 
less complex tasks. In addition: each competence 
(mostly, but not at all certainly) is a system of capabili-
ties. However, each competence (including all key 
competencies) is a comprehensive knowledge of some-
thing. In addition, there is more or less agreement in 
that each competency – if a competency is a system 
of capabilities (!) – means knowledge, experience, skills, 
emotions, motivations, attitudes, action and behaviour 
forms, thinking and action algorhythms, schemes, stere-
otypes, or, on a different distribution basis: experi-
ences, values and dispositions. It is a new aspect that 
therefore, the competency interpretations assign 
motivation and attitudes (which are already present 
in the motives and attitudes) emotions, and value 
hierarchies to competencies, and therefore, attach 
the affective sphere of the personality to the cogni-
tive and motoric sphere. Thus, competencies become 
clearer also as an educational factor. The traditional 
pedagogical and andragogical concepts of capability 
is undisputably narrower and drier. It is not affected 
by motivation, attitudes, emotions, types of behav-
iour or the hierarchy of values. In this context, the 
concept of competence definitely points to a more 
universal horizon, much broader than the tradition-
al pedagogical and andragogical aspects.
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The relationship of the concept of competence 
and the so-called procedural knowledge, a term used 
also (referring to knowledge “in process”, reflected 
in activities), the so-called assets knowledge, or the 
so-called performing knowledge, which are also ca-
pabilities and capability systems. Although knowl-
edge is a recognised accessory of competence, the 
most uncertainty can be observed in the relation-
ship between competencies and knowledge. This is 
the biggest problem among the uncertainties of the 
competence interpretations.

In relation to the knowledge definitions and 
competence concepts listed above, the modern ba-
sic problem of education training definitely comes 
up: the distinction between “know something” and 
“know how”. 

This dichotomy refers to the problem of the du-
ality of so-called material education and so-called 
formal education, going back quite a long time. This 
problem has always added a major influence on 
the educational and training practice. The original 
question was whether the knowledge (information 
the “material” or the information contents of the 
“ways” of thinking), or the thinking itself (the “forms” 
of thinking) should be taught. (In this context, the 
“formal” and “form” are concepts and expressions 
taken from formal logic. According to formal logic, 
it means a form of thinking and thinking activities 
with forms, which, in logic, have a specific relation-
ship with the contents of thinking.)

These days, we operate with the duality of 
information and thinking activities and actions are 
also assigned to them. But we also know that in-
formation and operations cannot be separated 
from each other in teaching or educational train-
ing. At least, in the height of didactics, knowledge 
is the knowledge of information and thinking actions 
that cannot be separated from each other, consti-
tuting knowledge, application, thinking ability 
and an ability to act.

However, in the pedagogical and andragogical 
approach and common speech, both within and 
outside the profession, the conveyance of informa-
tion is considered teaching, and reproduction of the 
information is considered knowledge. (“To know 
something.”) The education and training practice 
is criticised claiming that it still only teaches, i.e. 
conveys and demands information (considered 
only information) instead of developing capabili-
ties and competencies (“know how”). On the other 
side, though, the knowledge (“know something”) 
is feared of competencies as such critics see a com-
petence only as a unilateral and empty reflection of 

not even any thinking, but only practical actions 
without any contents. Such critics consider compe-
tence-based education the return of the unilateral 
formal educational theory.

We must admit that for the time being the in-
terpretations of the concept of competence describe 
the relationship between knowledge and “suitabil-
ity for something” for competence-based education 
differently.

What is then a competence? How should we 
look at competence-based training? How will be 
subject materials and knowledge contents con-
veyed in competence-based education be difference 
from the subject materials and knowledge contents 
of non-competence-based education? How will the 
teaching and learning processes of competence-
based education (described in the language of di-
dactics) be different from the teaching and learning 
processes of non-competence-based education? For 
the time being, we are unable to give a clear answer 
to such questions, primarily because of the uncer-
tainties of the concept of competence in contents 
and scope. But pedagogy and andragogy is still 
full of competencies and competence-based train-
ing. What is more, these days, the competences of 
students are surveyed regularly. What is measured 
on such occasions? (For example, what relation-
ship is assumed between the knowledge and ac-
tions? Is it possible that the PISA survey that led 
to a storm in Hungary and its consequences recall 
the unsolved competence problem associated with 
the interpretation differences between information 
and knowledge?)

Elsewhere we can also read that the concept of 
competence puts the interpretation of the teaching 
material and the teaching and learning process into 
a new dimension by expanding the traditional con-
cept of capability towards education (motivation, 
attitudes, emotions, etc.). Other papers suggest that 
didactically there is no need for the concept of com-
petence because everything can be integrated into 
the potential interpretation options of the subject 
material, teaching and learning used to date, which 
is currently collected in the concept of competence, 
including also education.

However, we must point out that according to 
the proof of the technical literature, competencies 
feel at home near theories, which appreciate most-
ly the practical, active and empirical knowledge in 
the competencies. 

Géza Sáska pointed out the following: the strong 
orientation of the competence interpretations 
pointing towards “the knowing to act”, and practical 
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action fits well into the psychological trend consid-
ered functional psychology, in which the interpreta-
tion of the human psyche focuses on need, operation 
and practical action and gives a psychological hu-
man image and psychological strategy inspiring 
procedures for education and training.22  On the 
other hand, Ferenc Lénárd showed that the basic 
concept of functional psychology existed already 
in the studies of the first famous representatives of 
American psychologists, James and Dewey.23 They 
were also the major representatives of the Ameri-
can philosophical pragmatism at the end of the 19th, 
beginning of the 20th centuries. As psychologists 
and philosophers, they effectively intervened in 
the pedagogical and andragogical theory.   

The problem here is that following one single 
psychological trend in the issues of education and 
training and accepting one philosophy has always 
led and still leads to more detailed knowledge than 
objectively possible according to our experiences 
in educational history. It is also true, of course, that 
the details could and still can be good to serve spe-
cific ideological intentions. 

As we know, pragma is the initial category giving 
the name to philosophical pragmatism; it means 
action, act, but the practical usefulness, and even the 
financial gain is also integrated in its meanings. The 
meaning of practical use may contain everything 
that relates to living and various options of life. There 
are needs behind the various meanings of pragma. 
From there, only one single step may connect prac-
tical action, and “knowing to act” with the pragmatic, 
market (knowledge market!) suitability of knowl-
edge.24 Their symbiosis easily leads to (and has ac-
tually led to) knowledge demand and competence 
interpretation by target category, which turns the 
economic and market-oriented knowledge into an 
absolute concept. Quoting Schultz: as an investment 
into human capital,25 announcing that everything 
else develops from and follows this. 

At this point, the question definitely arises to 
what extent compentencies are oriented to convey 
the so-called high culture or the so-called ceremonial 
knowledge, the so-called everyday culture, and the 
so-called general knowledge, or the special knowledge, 

22 Géza Sáska: Social determination of capabilities. 
In the author’s volume “Public education and private 
learning”, Budapest, 2007.
23 Ferenc Lénárd: Ways of psychology. Budapest, 1947 
and 1989.
24 I thank Mónika Szép Csoma for describing the 
meanings of “pragma”.
25 See the chapter on the relationship between education 
and economy about Schultz’s book

or pragmatic and “the beyond pragma”, or direct, 
practical and more complex and abstract theoreti-
cal knowledge.26 The question specifically relates 
to the contents and structure of the subject mate-
rials. Ultimately, where, when and what needs to 
be described and taught of the world to whom? 
Of course, in the context of subject material, it also 
brings up the problem of elite and mass educa-
tion, or the “top-down” or “bottom-up” approach. 
In addition, it also directly refers to the European 
guiding principles relating to the preservation of 
culture and formation of personality through Life-
long Learning, etc.  

Could it be analysed how the Hungarian politi-
cal tasks, especially the current actual and official 
educational policy strategy and government pro-
gramme relates to the problem of competence not 
only in its declared objectives, but also in its entire 
approach and specific planned decisions? Does it 
acknowledge the uncertainties of competence in-
terpretations, and therefore, the uncertainty about 
the nature of competence-based training? Does it 
deal with the consequences of competence inter-
pretations in terms of educational objectives, and 
if so, how does  it deals with them? On the other 
hand, could it also be analysed how the current 
government measures related to and integrated 
into the process of competence-based training and 
the estimated consequences thereof comply with 
the measures of the government programme about 
competence-based education?

5.
On the individualisation and differentiation of teaching 
The universal application of the old pedagogical 
and andragogical principle on the individualisation 
and differentiation of teaching would have a direct 
impact on the professional operation of educa-
tional and training institutions. The principle may 
be applied not only to the specific tasks to provide 
equal opportunities, but also to the tasks of manag-
ing talents, or generally the promotion of univer-
sal and more effective teaching and learning for as 
many students as possible. In this context, it may 
also lead to a coordinated democracy of elite and 
mass education with equal opportunities.

Thus, the principle of individualisation and dif-
ferentiation (together!) stresses the interdepend-

26 See: Zsuzsa Ferge: Relationship between the 
structural school culture and knowledge conveyed by 
the school. In Valóság, 1974. issue No. 9. And Gyula 
Csoma:  Pragmatic way of culture, in Új Pedagógiai 
Szemle, 1998. issue No. 1.
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ence of individual and group (community) teaching, 
which cannot exclude individual paths outside a 
group, or, what is even more, their coming to the 
forefront in the appropriate phases of learning. It 
applies especially to higher education and adult 
education and training.    

Referring to quite “single” pedagogical and an-
dragogical aspects, group teaching is indispensable 
because student communities may be turned into a 
location of teaching and learning about social rela-
tions. In other words, they can be turned into the 
scene of a so-called hidden syllabus, or deliberate and 
specifically organised behaviour communication, 
serving as the primary site of social learning and so-
cialisation, as well as re-socialisation (compensation 
for any disadvantaged situation!), as well as teaching 
and learning of communication. This is the world of 
the so-called hidden syllabus,27 and education, - with 
special regard to the formation of behaviour, and, 
also in this context, the learning about morale.      

On the other hand, group teaching is the devel-
opment and operational framework of the direct 
verbal (face to face) and non-verbal, i.e. meta-
communicative information net among students. 
The information net within the group has a signifi-
cant influence on the acquisition of the learning 
material. The information net may develop into 
deliberate cooperation of the students (coopera-
tion), which has not only didactic, but also social-
ising and moral values, and can be organised and 
formed during teaching.

For the purpose of exact interpretation, it needs 
to be pointed out that the so-called private learning 
and traditional and electronic versions of distance ed-
ucation, established mostly in higher education and 
adult education and existing in public education 
are outside the direct (face to face) group teaching, 
and its socialising and didactic (educational in both 
cases!) opportunities, unless they are completed 
with group teaching occasions as a habit.

27 See: László Tamás Szabó: The “hidden syllabus “, 
Budapest, 1988.  Briefly: the “hidden syllabus” is present 
in human relations, and behavioural communication 
interactions between students and students, teachers 
and teachers, teachers and students: it is full of emotions, 
gestures and sophisticated aspects. As teaching and 
learning, this is the domain of not deliberate social 
teaching and learning, and the teaching and learning of 
human relations and aspects. It is definitely “teaching” 
and without any quotation marks, learning. This is why 
it is called a syllabus in quotation marks. “Teaching” 
and providing a sample, the practice of behaviour and 
communication is not only deliberate, it is not planned 
or managed either. This is why it is “hidden”.  

The principle of individualisation and differ-
entiation requires special subject material classifi-
cation, a specific methodology and teaching and 
learning organisation within the framework of 
group teaching, which does not exclude homoge-
neous subject material or frontal work, but may 
re-interpret their roles. In concentration with the 
content and scope differentiation, modular subject 
material classification is getting increasingly im-
portant.28 The teaching of subject material tends to 
apply a methodology based on the individualised 
procedures of teaching in differentiated and dy-
namically changing small groups, and concentrates 
on learning autonomy and student initiatives.

Dynamic and variable school group formation, 
elaborated in public education for individualised 
and differentiated teaching may retain the class-
based organisational framework of group teaching. 
Naturally, this requires institutions and a number 
of students in a class that are capable of accepting 
the required teaching organisation and methodo-
logical tasks within the pedagogically defined limits 
(minimum and maximum headcount figures), and 
not only according to the monetary criteria, set by 
the operators. In this framework, group formation 
may lead to small groups with various personal 
composition within a class, which may be continu-
ously adjusted to the current teaching tasks and the 
individual ways of their performance. However, 
this requires the establishment of optional,29 and (bi-, 
tri-, etc.) dimensional forms30: within a class, or, even 
extending the framework of a class, sometimes 
within classes, involving also different years. (For 
example, groups may be adjusted to the differences 
in the learning pace of students progressing faster 
and slower, without putting anybody permanently 
into a group progressing at a particular rate.) There 
is transferability between the small groups.

The elaboration of subject material classification 
methodology and teaching and learning organisa-
28 A module is a variable and replaceable building 
component of the subject material that may be managed 
separately. Modules may be changed or replaced 
between each other. With the help of the modules, 
subject material may be classified alternatively: the same 
material can be taught in a different structure, context 
and order.
29 Optional subjects at school: mandatory or free choice. 
This may relates equally to the subject material (subject 
or module) and teaching forms, methods, the timely 
positioning and length of programmes, etc.
30 Dimension = splits, separation of one class into 
several segments (groups) at school for implementing 
different learning programmes on a common basis (with 
a common root).
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tional versions began in pedagogy a long time ago. 
There are very useful solutions of the group-based 
simultaneous teaching of classes of combined years 
in the former popular schools. The solutions of Eu-
ropean, North American and Hungarian so-called 
reform pedagogy, starting at the end of the 19th and 
at the beginning of the 20th century should also 
be taken into account. The comprehensive school, 
described above and the General Cultural Centre 
concept also offers examples. The so-called alterna-
tive pedagogies and schools regularly deliver unusual 
subject material classification, methodology, teach-
ing and learning organisation versions, justified 
with their own respective pedagogical concepts. 
The so-called chance-enhancing and disadvan-
tage compensating pedagogical programmes of 
our days, and the pedagogical practice of the so-
called inclusive and integrating institutions have also 
“produced” such concepts. Otherwise, in the 1960s 
and 1970s, when traditions eased somewhat, group 
work and optional activities, as well as segmenta-
tion became generally known organisational forms 
in Hungary and were introduced into the standard 
pedagogical practices to different degrees and at 
various levels of professionalism. 

Concepts could be taken from many places. 
However, individualised and differentiated teach-
ing is not yet a standard characteristic feature of 
Hungarian public education.

The previous aspects may apply also to adult 
education in schools within the framework of public 
education both as a whole and concerning details. 
Perhaps there is one difference whereby distance 
education forms and even electronic forms of dis-
tance education are not applied at primary level, 
but they may, and sometimes must be applied, in 
secondary schools.  

If all the subject material classification, method-
ological and teaching and learning organisational 
requirements of individualisation and differentia-
tion are met, the work of teachers will be restruc-
tured in public education. The work of andrago-
gists will also be restructured in adult education 
in schools. Individualisation-differentiation also 
set a requirement to adjust the number of teach-
ers and andragogists, to the need of increasing 
the efficiency of teaching for all students in each 
institution (!), this also involves lessons scaled to 
various small groups and even individuals. Con-
sequently, we should expect major restructuring 
of teaching, introduction of new time framework 
and time structure, i.e. complete “restructuring” 
of the work of teachers and andragogists. This, on 

the other hand, brings the need for re-allocating 
the number of teachers and andragogists, and the 
required number of teaching and andragogical 
hours. All this should be done following strictly the 
pedagogical and andragogical criteria of pedagogi-
cal and andragogical efficiency, instead of unilat-
eral, financial and administrative parameters. We 
would be quite justified to doubt that in this field, 
the statistical and monetary solutions applied by 
the operators of institutions so keenly would lead 
to pedagogical and andragogical results.    

It is also true that some teaching methods have 
been developed, with which few teachers and an-
dragogists can teach many students at the same 
time, and can pay attention to the differences of 
individuals in learning even without differentiated 
small groups. These teaching methods provide 
a modern didactic principles for e.g., a mechanic 
and monetary regulation, reducing the number of 
teachers and andragogists and increasing the re-
quired number of teaching and andragogical hours. 
However, a more detailed study reveals that their 
impact on the individualisation and differentiation 
of learning is limited. However, as they are mainly 
written and more recently electronic procedures, 
they limit the development of live speech and re-
lated thinking and communication. The teaching 
technical requisites involved in their application 
hinder the personal relations between students and 
their teachers, etc. Their application also restruc-
tures the work, time schedule and the tradition and 
the established structure of remuneration of teach-
ers and andragogists. Let us add that the majority 
of such procedures are under the unilateral impact 
of learning psychological behaviourism. Naturally, 
they are still relevant. They may have a good place 
in the methodology arsenal in the appropriate 
phases of teaching, for specific tasks.

The individualised and differentiated teaching 
material classification, teaching and learning or-
ganisation, and methodology solutions could also 
be applied in vocational training and higher educa-
tion, obviously within their own parameters. They 
could be specifically used in the so-called out of 
school but course-type teaching and learning proc-
esses of vocational training and adult educational 
training.31 
31 The following works review well the methodology 
options of adult training and adult education. Andor 
Maróti: Methodology for training and informing adults. 
Budapest, 1980., Mária Szokoly Kraici: Adult training 
methodology, Budapest, 2004. Ilma Kovács: New way 
in education? – Distance education, Budapest, 2005, and 
On electronic learning, Budapest, 2007.
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It may hardly be doubted that the teaching 
material classification, teaching and learning or-
ganisation, and methods of education and training 
institutions, as well as the professional aspects of 
their methodologies fall under the responsibilities 
of the government in the field of educational poli-
cy in several aspects. At least, they belong there in 
terms of legal, education administration and finan-
cial matters relating to the conditions of adequacy 
and regulation of pedagogical and andragogical 
operation. Consequently, the responsibility of the 
current government applies to the teaching mate-
rial classification, teaching and learning organisa-
tion and methodological conditions of individu-
alisation and differentiation of teaching, focusing 
on equal opportunities in educational institutions. 
They are also accessories of the political responsi-
bility for Lifelong Learning.    

Could it be analysed whether or not the Hungar-
ian political tasks, especially the current actual 
official educational policy strategy and govern-
ment programme takes any responsibility for the 
adequacy of teaching material classification, meth-
odology and teaching and learning organisation 
of educational and training institutions, not only 
in their declared objectives, but also through their 
overall approach and planned specific decisions 
and if so, in what capacity do they act. Especially 
with regards to the tasks to provide equal oppor-
tunities, does the actual, official educational policy 
government programme contain any gestures pro-
moting or restricting the individualisation and dif-
ferentiation of learning? In this context, does this 
policy treat public education, vocational training, 
higher education and adult education and training 
equally, or prefers one to the other? – On the other 
hand, could it also be analysed how the actual gov-
ernment actions integrated in the process, and the 
estimated consequences thereof comply with the 
educational policy government programme?

6.
On electronic learning
The problem described as electronic learning (e-
learning), or electronic paradigm change of learning 
and teaching, or even digitalisation of teaching and 
learning cannot be avoided. There is already abun-
dant technical literature in Hungary,32 and the tech-

32 I would like to highlight two summaries. The 
collected of studies edited by László Harangi and 
Gitta Kelner, “Role of e-learning in adult education and 
training “. (Published by the Adult Education Section 
of the Hungary Pedagogy Association), Budapest, 

nical and political discussions also devote a lot of 
attention to it. 

It has been clarified that electronic learning can-
not be identified with learning without teaching, 
although it has its own autodidactic ways. In fact, 
e-learning also provides extensive opportunities 
without teaching. However, it also builds up vari-
ous flexible and fixed, tightly or only largely con-
trolled teaching ways for education.

The task itself is clear: teaching (education and 
training) must prepare the growing and adult gen-
erations to face the “electronic” challenges of the 
information society. They must be taught to use the 
instruments of the information society at the level 
of their “native language”. This is also an equal 
opportunity task, because the educational systems 
should refrain from being divided durably with re-
gard to the possession of knowledge required for 
the use of the instruments of our society and infor-
mation society. 

The task becomes more difficult and the peda-
gogical and andragogical problem is aggravated 
because the task does not only involve teaching 
of the electronic “jargon”, or the everyday electronic 
culture or everyday electronic knowledge.33 It would 
be good to teach electronic high culture, which may 
select between information received electronically, 
and the purpose of application thereof. This culture 
is capable of not only using the information practi-
cally within a limited scope, but also using it dif-
ferently and interpreting it theoretically. (Unless it 
turns out that as a result of various ideologies and 
interests, some people should remain in the society, 
who are “capable of interpreting things”, “not only 
using them”.) In this electronic or digital world, en-

2003. Authors of the papers: András Benedek, Gyula 
Csoma,   László Harangi, Péter Hidvégi, László Kadocsa, 
Bertalan Komenczi, Ilma Kovács,  István Béla Kovács, 
Edit Magyar, László Vízvári, Dénes Zarka. The other is 
a book by Ilma Kovács: “Electronic learning”, Budapest, 
2007. But it is also worth considering a book by Theodor 
Roszak, published in Hungarian in Budapest in 1990, 
earlier than the Hungarian publications referred to 
above. Title: The Cult of Information - The Folklore of 
Computers and the True Art of Thinking, New York, 
1986. He was one of the first to interpret the problems 
of electronic learning even outside the ordinary IT 
framework, in “multi-dimensional” relations. 
33  For the interpretation options of the concepts used 
as an analogy for “everyday culture “, and “everyday 
knowledge”, and “high culture”, see - Zsuzsa Ferge: 
Relationship between school culture and the structure 
of knowledge conveyed by school. Valóság, 1974. issue 
No. 9, and Iván Vitányi: Polemical essay of Hungarian 
culture, Budapest, 1983.
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riched with information, the freedom of learning 
definitely depends of the quality of technical skills, 
managing the instruments. On the other hand, the 
quality of freedom, and the quality of the intellect 
of the individual operating the technology also de-
pend on such skills.  

The problem of electronic teaching begins with 
the balanced supply of devices of educational in-
stitutions and the educational system. The peda-
gogically and andragogically appropriate use of 
the devices is a more complicated problem. The 
equipment is expanding and is becoming more 
and more sophisticated. Instruments: radio, main-
ly television and mostly electronic computer (the 
computer), and their techniques for the registra-
tion and preservation of information transmitted 
not only electronically, as well as the Internet. The 
idea of using a mobile phone recording, storing 
and transmitting images as a teaching instrument 
is becoming more and more feasible. The problems 
of appropriate pedagogical and andragogical use 
of the instruments are sometimes different, some-
times identical. The changes and sophistication of 
the instruments will definitely gradually modify 
the problems.

Should we know how to make electronic cul-
ture an organic part of the teaching and learning 
culture? The essence of the problem is the essence 
of the electronic teaching, which is not yet known 
very well: the specificities that may be created in 
the “deep layers” of learning during the application 
of electronic devices, characterising the aspects of 
learning, as well as the changes that may modify 
the aspects of teaching in the “deep layers” of teach-
ing. In other words, what describes or with what 
characteristics could we describe those specific tasks 
that are given to students in the framework of educa-
tion to complete specific thinking and active exercises, to 
practise them and develop new capabilities, skills and ca-
pacities. In addition, how can electronic instruments 
be used for the individualisation and differentiation of 
teaching, with special regard to equal opportunities? 
There is a didactic issue how to use electronic de-
vices and control and manage the learning process 
while teaching to ensure that it respects and also en-
courages the learning autonomy, and initiative in-
tentions and possibilities of the students, yet keep-
ing the learning processes within the framework of 
regulations focusing on the expected results (the 
required knowledge!) of learning.    

A hypothesis may be established of the spe-
cific perceptive and cognitive impacts generated by 
the use of the computer and Internet, which is the 

backbone of electronic teaching and learning, thus, 
regulating the aspects of teaching and learning in 
their “deep layers”.

It should be noted, for example, that in the fixed 
framework of the screen, the computer transformed 
the letters, rows and figures traditionally put on pa-
per into movable and replaceable letters. It changed 
the pages and images traditionally put on paper into 
movable, replaceable pages and images. Instead of 
the text written on read from, paper, on the screen 
we find movable text, replaceable in parts and/or 
as a whole. And, together with it, the contents can 
also be replaced either in part or as a whole. Or, it 
should also be noted that within the fixed frame-
work of a non-movable screen, the texts and images 
can be moved up and down; “windows” can also 
be moved and divided, displaying parallel texts and 
figures. Text and figures that are far away from each 
other may be combined quickly, and you can also 
scroll down on the screen whereby you can review 
the consecutive pages together more easily than 
turning paper pages, etc. – And definitely a com-
puter has several other technical specificities in this 
field. It has specificities, which most probably have 
an impact on the perception of the text and images of the 
thoughts and the display and acceptance of the thoughts. 
In other words, it sets up the scope and contextual 
framework of the perception of thoughts and their 
contents. In addition, with a computer the contents 
of ideas can be moved, modified and replaced, as 
well as enhanced and reduced quickly. A computer 
also supports the parallel and simultaneous display 
of various ideas, etc. On the screen, a computer 
makes thinking visible, transforming the invisible 
process of teaching and learning (internal, intellec-
tual process) into an almost visible process. 

We can definitely be certain that a use of a com-
puter and Internet 

a) may expand the scope of knowledge in the 
topics to be taught,

b) allows for abundant and quick selection 
among information,

c) offers direct links from one topic to another,
d) shows creativity and offers quick connection 

of various ideas which may be far away from each 
other, or even diverging,

e) makes it easier to detect correlations, 
f) offers various classification solutions,
g) and supports the freedom of use of all those, 

the individual anatomy of learning and develop-
ment of the student’s “self-management”.

We must be able to use all of them. (This does not 
only depend on the quality of the technical skills 
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managing the devices, but also on the intellectual 
skills of the person operating the technology.)  

Even so, this technology provides almost unlim-
ited visual and auditive demonstration options. It is 
impossible to make the current world visible and 
audible for teaching as accurately and as multilat-
erally as a computer and Internet. There are even 
things which cannot be demonstrated without 
them.

Consequently, the computer and the Internet 
opens quite a lot of directions for the process of 
perception and understanding. 

On the other hand, it is clear the computer or 
the Internet on its own cannot fulfil all the demon-
stration tasks of teaching: they cannot substitute the 
perception and understanding functions of spacial 
models touchable and variable by students (exceed-
ing the visual and auditive demonstration). More 
generally, a computer cannot be used for perform-
ing teaching tasks requiring touching and motoric 
exercises and practical actions from students. They 
cannot support teaching or learning acts, which 
lead to perception and understanding through 
touching, movement and practical actions (or by 
them). – And let me add that this specificity of ex-
clusive or excessive “computerisation” of teaching 
may simplify not only the general training proc-
esses of the teaching of growing generation but 
(especially!) can also have the same effect in the 
vocational training processes of the growing and 
adult generations.

It is true, therefore, that the application of the 
didactic principle of demonstration developed 
by Comenius 350 years ago may be enriched with 
never experienced options by electronic teaching 
and learning. Yet, however strange it may seem, 
while it takes away some of Comenius’s merits, it 
cannot do anything with demonstration over and 
above visible and audible, therefore, the ultramod-
ern electronic teaching and learning must still stop 
with Comenius. The electronic teaching and learn-
ing cannot do anything with the didactic principle, 
which crystallised in the second half of the 20th 
century, and derives perception and understanding 
also from touching and motoric practical actions. Al-
though this way seems as important for the practi-
cal and particular thinking, then from the practical 
and particular thinking levels towards a more and 
more abstract and generalised theoretical levels 
of thinking based teaching (or from the operation 
of the directly observing brain defined by Aristotle 
towards the operation of a speculative brain) as the 
electronically perfected Comenius way.   

It may be added to this that the hypothesis 
states that the powerful pre-generated images of the 
visual electronic devices (TV, computer, perhaps 
mobile phone) mostly and unilaterally activate the 
reproductive fantasy. They do not have a good effect 
on the development of productive fantasy. And the 
hypothesis also states and that excessive “imag-
ing” makes the development of higher abstraction 
of conceptual thinking more difficult.

On the other hand, it may be observed that the 
use of a computer (most certainly as a result of the 
teaching theory of behaviourism suitable here) 
easily stays with the simple paradigm of com-
municative teaching and reproductive learning, 
which requires the economic and correct convey-
ance of the subject material (nowadays assisted by 
a computer) followed by an economic and correct 
reproduction of the information. This should be 
done without any variation and efforts to limit and 
strongly regulate the communication of the subject 
material and its reproduction by the students. It 
aims at the exactly defined reproduction of defined 
information, and, whenever it is necessary, at the 
exact reproduction of thinking and practical active 
algorhythms, schemes and stereotypes (i.e. opera-
tions). There is no doubt that such procedures may 
also be included in electronic teaching. However, 
as they deprive electronic teaching from some of its 
opportunities, they have a rather exactly defined 
partial place only.    

It may also be mentioned that the use of a com-
puter or Internet limits the development of live 
speech and related thinking and communication. 
Together with that, it also excludes the mimic and 
pantomimic signals of the meta-communication of 
social relations from the framework of teaching, 
and more generally, it excludes the operation and 
scope of direct (face to face) interpersonal interac-
tions. If the computer and Internet is used within 
the framework of group teaching, then teaching 
is deprived of some opportunities and is limited. 
Even the visible and interactive electronic relations 
(on the Internet, and on mobile phones sending 
images), which are rarely used in teaching for the 
time being, are also poorer than a directly experi-
enced social relationship. Such relations are sterile. 
They lack the atmosphere and spirit of the physical 
“joint actual experience” (Ferenc Mérei), the im-
portance of which for a learning community is cov-
ered in pedagogical and andragogical analyses. In 
other word, the world of social learning or in other 
words, the “hidden syllabus” or also described 
as education is becoming poorer. From a didactic 
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point of view, the operation of the direct (face to 
face) verbal and non-verbal information net among 
the students is also getting poorer. Naturally, this 
may also be taken into account in relation to the 
tasks related to disadvantaged students in the field 
of equal opportunities. 

We must assume that electronic teaching and 
learning requires precedents outside electronic 
teaching and learning, at least in public education. 
Most probably, in vocational training, higher edu-
cation and adult education and adult training, the 
electronic teaching procedures must also be har-
monised with non-electronic procedures. The elec-
tronic teaching and learning can hardly ignore the 
performance of the requirements, which were effec-
tive already before the age of electronisation, and 
now they are still effective with it and also prob-
ably elsewhere. For the time being, it is difficult to 
imagine that the “pre-electronic” subject material 
classification methodology and teaching and learn-
ing organisation solutions of the individualisation 
and differentiation of teaching will lose their im-
portance as a result of electronisation. Should this 
happen, then the electronisation of teaching and 
learning will be sophisticated to such an extent that 
it will be capable of anything that we expect from 
it. Or we can give up everything straight away that 
it is not able to deliver. Otherwise, we may have 
an impression that the electronisation of teaching and 
learning is sometimes considered the perfect solution, 
or a miracle of education modernisation, or at least the 
only, or most important way of modernisation.

However, all this together also suggests that equal 
supply of the educational institutions with the de-
vices of electronic teaching is not enough, although 
it is the first step. We can put it more bluntly: it may 
have a harmful impact in terms of the real task (if it is 
let loose). It is a realistic danger that instead of enrich-
ing the teaching and learning, bringing diversified 
aspects into it, it may render teaching and learning 
poorer and more unilateral with its powerful, contin-
uous impact. More exactly, on top of the limitations 
already rendering the standard adequacy of teaching 
poorer, it may add new limitations or new unilateral 
aspects to the existing unilateralism, or replacing it. 
Consequently, the even supply of electronic devices 
requires an urgent and even spread of the advanced 
teaching diversity associated with it.    

We must get used to the fact that not only the 
supply of assets of the educational systems requires 
the involvement of the educational policy. Eve-
rything that surrounds electronic teaching and 
learning in terms of subject material, classification, 

methodology, and learning and teaching organisa-
tion: the legal, administrative and financial regu-
lations, including the number of teachers arising 
from the restructuring of the teaching structures 
and the working hour structure, the indispensable 
pedagogical and andragogical research, the train-
ing and further training of teachers and adragogig-
sts, etc. also involves political responsibility.

Could it be analysed how the Hungarian politi-
cal tasks, including the currently effective, official 
educational policy strategy and government pro-
gramme manages the electronisation problems of 
teaching and learning not only in its declared ob-
jectives, but also through its entire approach and 
planned specific decisions? Does it exceed the state 
tasks of the supply of equipment moving towards 
putting in place the pedagogical and andragogical 
conditions of electronisation? Does it perceive the 
pedagogical and andragogical problems of elec-
tronic education? What place does the electronisa-
tion of teaching hold in the educational policy ap-
proach on the modernisation of education? On the 
other hand, could it also be analysed how the actu-
al government measures integrated in the process 
and the estimated consequences thereof comply 
with the government programme?

7.
On functional illiteracy 
In our electronic world enriched by information, 
one of the pivotal problems of learning is function-
al illiteracy. The problems of functional illiteracy 
can be associated with the problems of e-learning. 

Functional illiteracy is also termed as new illit-
eracy, being distinguished from complete, or real, 
or technical illiteracy considered being old, which 
means the complete lack of reading and writ-
ing skills. It seemed that mostly after World War 
II, European and North-American cultures really 
achieved that the absolute lack of reading and writ-
ing skills could be detected socially only in traces, 
and only in the peripheries. And all of a sudden it 
turned out that hidden processes regenerate old il-
literacy, even somewhat increasing its social expan-
sion. It was a shocking recognition. Old (complete, 
or real, or technical) illiteracy and new (functional) 
illiteracy must be faced together. 

In 1996 a conference of Hungarian experts at Ili-
eni (Transylvania) defined functional illiteracy as a 
”state of education in which the acquired level of 
reading and writing skills is less and less suitable 
for admitting and communicating new informa-
tion, for acquiring, processing, and handling new 
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knowledge, and for conducting personal interac-
tions. The term refers to the functional impossibility 
of knowing to read and write. This does not mean 
a complete lack of reading and writing capabilities, 
not even a lack of use of reading and writing, but 
the fact that the standard of reading and writing 
- what can be perceived and understood by it; the 
way it can be perceived and understood; what can 
be expressed by it; and the way it can be expressed 
– is less and less suitable for promoting personal 
development and for using it to the benefit of the 
community. The reason is that it is not sufficient 
for performing newer and still newer tasks and 
for acquiring the knowledge associated therewith, 
whose demands recur at work and in other walks 
of life. Therefore, knowing to read and write ex-
presses some kind of quality; however, life requires 
further qualities in the meantime, and the capabili-
ties of reading and writing keep lagging behind, 
not being able to keep pace with new demands…” 

This definition is the first item in the summary 
list of tenets of the Ilieni conference titled ”Tenets 
on functional illiteracy”. It is included in the volume 
containing the presentations and discussions of the 
conference.34 The list of tenets received considerable 
professional publicity. In addition, conference partici-
pants sent it to the Academy of Sciences, to the par-
liamentary parties of the time and to all ministries, 
to historic churches, national dailies, and to the pub-
lic service radio and television. The Encyclopedia of 
Adult Training and Education, published in 2002, in-
cludes an entry on functional illiteracy. All this, how-
ever, was preceded by a two-volume collection pub-
lishing studies on functional illiteracy (volume 1) and 
on distance education from the UNESCO periodical 
Prospects.35 So, functional illiteracy was heard of eve-
rywhere: the public opinion may be aware of it and 
politicians can gain professional knowledge on it. 

The relation between electronic teaching and 
learning and functional illiteracy can be interpret-
ed quite clearly. 

34 The opposite bank is too far… Edited by: László Lada, 
Békéscsaba, 1997. The list of tenets was published in Vol. 
2/1997 of Hungarian Pedagogy, in Vo. 2-3/1997 of the 
Human Review, in Vol. 6/1997 of the New Pedagogy 
Review (the quote is from pages 3-4), and in Vol. 
12/1997 of the Social Review.
35 Encyclopedia of Adult Education and Training. 
Editors-in-chief: András Benedek, Gyula Csoma, László 
Harangi. Budapest, 2002. The author of the entry is An-
dor Maróti. (pp. 222-223.) And From functional illiteracy 
to distance education. Selected and edited by: Andor 
Maróti. (Published by the Faculty of Humanities of Ló-
ránd Eötvös University of Sciences) Budapest, 1992.

On the one hand, there is experience showing that 
electronic culture can actually prevent from the fixa-
tion and regression of literacy skills. By being able to 
diversify and accelerate the acts of perception and 
understanding, electronic culture can expand and 
enrich the application areas of reading functions. 

On the other hand, however – as evidenced by 
the literature –, functional illiteracy hinders the 
mastering of electronic culture. It can give rise to 
the development of a reduced version, or at least 
to the deficient mastering of only everyday electronic 
culture / everyday electronic knowledge instead of high 
electronic culture. 

Seeking for the origins of functional illiteracy, 
the literature refers in concert to the image specta-
cle, gaining ground and ousting letters in the infor-
mation net of the electronic world (in television, on 
computer/the Internet, on mobile phones). There-
by thoughts formulated and conveyed by reading 
and writing are also being ousted. At the same 
time, electronic information instruments provide 
large elbow room for shortened, notionally simpli-
fied written communications. (As TV captions, in 
the form of E-mail and SMS). These changes can 
hinder the unfolding of reading and writing func-
tions; they can make difficult, even hinder the de-
velopment of reading habits; in addition, they can 
narrow down the competency of writing and break 
the habit of reading. And they can build tendencies 
for still operating reading and writing functions 
(forms of written expression, perceptions, and un-
derstanding) to be arranged into superficial, dwin-
dling schemes. Here, the electronic world turns 
against itself: it can hinder the fully efficient use of 
electronic instruments and the mastering of elec-
tronic culture. (It can give rise to the development 
of some reduced version, etc.) 

Upon detecting the mass effect of spectacles by 
electronic images, elaborate speakers usually talk 
about the decline of the Gutenberg galaxy. 

Special literature seeking for the origins of 
functional literacy also refers to the fact that to 
some degree, schools themselves traditionally re-
produce functionally illiterate people everywhere; 
or else, they have, so far, have not been able (tra-
ditionally) to offset out-of-school effects to stimu-
late functional illiteracy with the required force 
and results. It is still difficult to evidence how this 
double inertia is affected by the electronization of 
teaching. But it is understandable that the relation 
between functional literacy and the electronic 
world calls for some precaution as regards issues 
of the electronization of teaching. 
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The problem is absolutely real. 
In the past decades in Hungary, according to esti-
mates, the levels of written expression and reading 
comprehension attained by about 1/3 of primary 
school graduates refer to chronic functional illit-
eracy as early as the time of receiving the certificate 
of primary school qualification. Or the occurrence 
thereof is safely forecasted. The Hungarian results 
of the international IEA study conducted in 1983-
1986, then those of the also international PISA-2000 
survey indicate kind of the same. Similar results 
by the OECD International Adult Literacy Survey 
of 1998 can be interpreted as indicating the con-
sequences of the operation of public education in 
Hungary affecting adulthood. 

The situation is made worse by the fact that 
functional illiteracy is not only customary among 
in the ”lower” parts of society suffering from so-
cial and career-related disadvantages and does not 
only affect those coming therefrom in terms of edu-
cation. It does not spare ”higher” layers of society, 
nor those coming therefrom and reaching educa-
tion. Actually, among the origins of functional il-
literacy, the so-called socio-cultural background can 
be discerned, together with the impact of the abso-
lutely direct factors of this background (primarily 
the family atmosphere, peer groups, and surround-
ing friends) to incite functional illiteracy. On the 
one hand, in terms of the socio-cultural status of 
those with social and career disadvantages. On the 
other hand, it has turned out that more universally, 
there is also a socio-cultural background ”higher” 
in the society which generates functional illiteracy. 
Nevertheless it seems that there is a higher prob-
ability of functional illiteracy ”below” rather than 
”high up”. In the framework of the socio-cultural 
background, the power of the impact of the family 
is indicated by the fact that there is a considerable 
chance that parents hand down their functional 
illiteracy to their descendants. (Cultural inherit-
ance.) 

The Ilieni conference presented functional illiter-
acy as a chronic problem of culture and education, 
which entails far from negligible social and eco-
nomic consequences. The problem was discussed 
in this spirit by the studies in Prospects as well as by 
the documents of the UNESCO International Con-
ference on Adult Education in Hamburg in 1997.36 

36 The Fifth International Conference of UNESCO on 
Adult Education in Hamburg and its documents are 
extensively discussed in the small study type entry by 
László Harangi in the Encyclopedia of Adult Education 
and Training (pp. 553-558)

The consequences of functional illiteracy can be 
found mostly in the operation of Lifelong Learning, 
the learning society, and the knowledge-based econo-
my. In other words: the consequences of functional 
illiteracy can be found in the obvious contradiction 
between the functional illiteracy syndrome, on the 
one hand, and Lifelong Learning, the learning so-
ciety, and the knowledge-based economy, on the 
other hand, generating definitive tensions. What 
can those parts of society do with Lifelong Learn-
ing who are not capable to ”interpret things”, only 
to ”use things…”? And what can be done by the in-
stitutions, the general education and special train-
ing programmes of Lifelong Learning in terms of 
such parts of society? 

Therefore, it is beyond doubt that functional il-
literacy requires educational policy (what is more: 
social policy, economic policy) reflections. It is 
also indubitable that with regard to the problems 
of functional illiteracy and the weight and conse-
quences thereof, almost all details of the govern-
ment programme planning to develop educational 
care systems become directly or indirectly related. 
Really and truly, only if it is consistent. A govern-
ment programme of educational policy can hardly 
exist today without reacting to the functional illit-
eracy syndrome and consequences thereof through 
its details and comprehensively – in terms of its ap-
proach – at the same time. 

It could be examined how the functional illitera-
cy syndrome and its consequences are treated by 
Hungarian political commitments to tasks, with 
particular regard to the current official educational 
policy strategy and government programme, not 
only in terms of declared objectives, but by its 
comprehensive approach and specific decisions 
planned. Whether its details on public education, 
vocational training, higher education, and adult 
training and education take into account the di-
rect and indirect effects of functional illiteracy and 
the tasks arising therefrom. Whether the govern-
ment programme envisages putting a stop to the 
reproduction of functional illiteracy in public edu-
cation, to correct reproduction in adulthood. If so, 
what changes can be expected realistically from 
the measures planned? Are there any directions of 
research induced by educational policy to provide 
assistance in the solution of the problems of func-
tional illiteracy (as well)? – On the other hand, it 
could also be scrutinized how the actual govern-
ment measures included in the process – and their 
consequences expected – correspond to the provi-
sions set out in the government programme. 
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8.
On the ramifications of adult education 
Lifelong Learning is becoming increasingly differ-
entiated and complicated. Learning paths prolifer-
ate and divert from each other, leading to various 
directions. This tendency is termed as the diversi-
fication of educational systems. Lifelong Learning 
not only represents favoured learning programmes, 
but it also makes use of everyday human life. It has 
many forms, areas, methods, and institutions. It 
may have intensive and extensive phases; it may 
have fixed, organized, institutional programmes as 
well as more informal programmes not organized 
by any institution; it may have processes managed 
or controlled by others as well as auto-didactic 
processes, etc. In another breakdown it may have, 
for instance, forms of the school or the training 
course type or the educational type, as well as ver-
sions gathering information through the electronic 
information net and versions realized in direct eve-
ryday social relationships and communication. In 
yet another breakdown: whether school, training 
course, and educational type learning programmes 
are realized in the framework of so-called educa-
tion of attendance or by distance education, per-
haps electronic distance education, etc. 

Paul Lengrand defined Lifelong Learning (termed 
as permanent learning back in 1971) as a lifestyle.37  

The institutional systems of Lifelong Learning are 
represented primarily by institutions of public edu-
cation, vocational training, higher education, adult 
training and education, general education, and in-
formation (including the media). Learning paths 
can be quite varied and can have various directions 
even during the time of childhood and youth learn-
ing. However, they rest upon the institutional and 
programme system of vocational training and high-
er education. The diversification of learning paths 
can really unfold at an adult age and falls within the 
competency of adult training and education. 

Lifelong Learning is usually compared to a tree. 
Similees conjure up reminiscences of the mythologi-
cal tree of the world or the tree of life, or the tree 
reaching up to the skies as in the fairy-tale, perhaps 
most of all those of the tree of knowledge in the Old 
Testament. The massive trunk of the tree growing 
upwards in one direction symbolizes the basic trend 
of learning: childhood and juvenile learning; and its 
abundant foliage with ramifying branches of vary-
ing thickness and unfolding leaves represents adult 
learning. It can also be conceived in this respect that 

37 Lengrand, Paul: Introduction a l‘ èducation 
permanente. Paris, 1971. 

general basic culture and basic vocational culture 
are built in the trunk of the tree and ”transfer their 
sap” to the foliage, which, in turn, is a symbol of the 
further unfolding (”breaking into leaf”) of general 
education and vocational culture, with functions of 
supplementation (second chance!), training, retrain-
ing, and continuous development. 

Dénes Koltai delineated the branches of adult train-
ing and education in Hungary after the millenium 
according to such an approach and based on a spe-
cific diagnostic study. These include: 

a) the branch termed as general adult educa-
tion – with training content for general education 
– performs tasks of general culture transmission: 
it includes adult education programmes operated 
in general education; the programmes and institu-
tions of religious adult education; political adult ed-
ucation (concerning the issues of the polis); health-
care adult education; adult education for foreign 
languages; adult IT education, etc.; 

b) the branch of school-based adult education: adult 
training courses of primary and secondary school pro-
grammes and institutions; adult education for terti-
ary (college/university) studies – characteristically 
with supplement (second chance!), training, retrain-
ing, and continuous development programmes; 

c) labour market training can directly be associated 
with the market, being a branch to provide training 
for the current market – characteristically with sup-
plement (second chance!), training, retraining, and 
continuous development programmes in general; 

d) continuous development in special areas, e.g. 
for doctors, educators, engineers, public adminis-
trative staff, etc. 

School-based adult education also comprises 
vocational training programmes; its tertiary level 
is expressly of the vocational training type; labour 
market training and continuous development in 
special areas are also classified as vocational train-
ing, but in general, this latter is not to have direct 
dealings with the labour market. From another 
aspect: adult training and education form part of 
public education, vocational training, and higher 
education; at the same time, it has other formal and 
non-formal functions, institutions, and forms.38 

What is important from our point of view now 
is that the five EU regulatory principles of Lifelong 
38 Dénes Koltai: Survey on the status of accredited 
programmes by adult training organizations in Hun-
gary, and Survey on the operation of accredited adult 
training organizations in Hungary. In Adult Training 
Research Notes, ed. László Lada (published by the 
National Adult Training Institute), Budapest, 2005. 
Direct resource: my notes of Koltai’s 2005 lecture.
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Learning apply to the entirety of adult training 
and education in Hungary – to its ramifying col-
lectivity as above. Not only the first two regulatory 
principles referring to economic development and 
to equalizing social opportunities and social open-
ness, respectively, are applicable. It is obvious that 
in school-based adult education, in labour market train-
ing, and in continuous development in special areas, the 
first two regulatory principles („a” and „b”) play a 
prominent role. But even some areas of general adult 
education may have some specific role in the devel-
opment of the economy, and perhaps in equalizing 
social opportunities, in social mobilization, etc. as 
well, the same way as set out in the EU regula-
tory principles. The fate of the three other regula-
tory principles is more complex and more difficult 
to survey. One of them („c”) defines adult training 
and education as a guardian and mediator of cul-
ture, shaping social coherence and self-identity in 
this quality; the other („d”) sees adult training and 
education as a condition for the democratic opera-
tion of society; and the third („e”) sees it as a tool for 
developing and socializing the personality and for 
shaping individual life quality. The EU approach 
focussing on the inherence of the regulatory princi-
ples does not make it possible – at least theoretically 
– that any of the branches of adult training and edu-
cation exit from the unified scope of the five regula-
tory principles. Or rather, it does not really tolerate 
that any of the branches of adult training and edu-
cation should be ousted and harmed. However, re-
cent trends still seem to indicate something like this 
in terms of separate focuses of social opportunities 
and even more, of economic demands. 

Nevertheless, the responsibility of educational 
policy extends to all branches of adult training and 
education. 

It could be examined how the branches of adult 
education and training are treated by Hungarian 
political commitments to tasks, with particular re-
gard to the current official educational policy strat-
egy and government programme, not only in terms 
of declared objectives, but by its comprehensive 
approach and specific decisions planned. Whether 
all branches of adult training and education are 
taken into account, or some areas are favoured or 
perhaps neglected. How does the government pro-
gram interpret the role of adult training and educa-
tion in Lifelong Learning? – On the other hand, it 
could also be scrutinized how the actual govern-
ment measures included in the process – and their 
consequences expected – correspond to the provi-
sions set out in the government programme. 

Postscript 
In summary, it can be reckoned that Lifelong Learn-
ing cannot be viable in social dimensions without 
public commitments to tasks. In any case, EU atti-
tudes indicate so. It is already almost an axiom that 
a resolute reorganisation of institutionalized learn-
ing and education is required to promote the popu-
lar issue of (lifelong) learning society. This, however, 
is certainly a public responsibility, it demands a 
comprehensive rearrangement of and keeping or-
der in the maintenance, the structural breakdown, 
the regional distribution of the institutional net-
work of large national systems and subsystems of 
learning and education, and the social sharing of 
the burdens of institutional learning. A series of 
conditions for the proper operation of educational 
and training institutions should also be added. 

It is conceivable that the economy would be hap-
py to see educational and training systems operat-
ing only according to its taste, without any public 
intervention. However, the comprehensive tasks of 
the large system and of subsystems to equalize so-
cial opportunities – which fall within the scope of 
Lifelong Learning to the same degree as educational 
tasks concerning the economy – can hardly be com-
pleted without a comprehensive local and national, 
that is, public commitment to tasks. Most of all be-
cause only the higher parts of society have real pow-
er to enforce their own learning interests. The power 
to enforce the learning interests of the lower parts 
of society – in terms of Hungary, as depicted on the 
social pyramid quoted from Tárki, the so-called bot-
tom (33%) and second (41%) level (74% jointly) – are 
rather weak (as well), which is frequently associated 
with uncertain or week learning aspirations. They 
are exposed to the ambivalent learning and training 
demands and inclinations of the economy, and to 
educational institutions rather preferring the learn-
ing interests of higher parts of society more easily. 
Therefore, in the name of Lifelong Learning, their 
learning and training interests require public en-
couragement (too!) and public representation (too!). 
Naturally, only if it is accepted that their problems of 
training and education are nationally valid; that the 
equalization of their educational opportunities is re-
ally an interest and task affecting the entire society 
of our country. 

All this, however, is not about the central monop-
oly of the state to establish, maintain, and operate 
institutions; it is not about some sort of re-national-
ization. It is about the on-going and planned public 
support of the purposeful implementation of learn-
ing and education tasks pointing towards Lifelong 
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Learning in the municipality, church, association, 
foundation, company, etc. competencies of estab-
lishment, maintenance, and operation. However, it 
must be admitted that – also in order to increase 
the chances for balancing unequal opportunities 
– the authorization of the state to institutionally 
produce Lifelong Learning certainly contradicts 
intentions and ideologies demanding the universal 
reduction of all public commitments to tasks and a 
cheap state as much as possible (or else, those refusing 
the grounds for the so-called welfare state, or for the 
so-called social state) The state commitment to Life-
long Learning costs money.39 In the century of the 
”massing” of education, of the duality of elite edu-
cation and mass training generating tensions (see: 
Coombs, Gal, Berend), the costs of education have 
increased compared to all earlier periods, and they 
are consistently increasing. As pointed out by (the 
already quoted) Coombs in 1968, this is the basic 
contradiction; straight consequences thereof have 
generated a prolonged world crisis of education, 
from which national educational systems – and 
also the EU universally in Europe by now – are try-
ing to get out of by so many attempts. 

EU attitudes so far seem to lack the ideolo-
gies which intend to entrust the economy and 
the knowledge market of the economy as well as 
NGOs with tasks of education and training, even 
as regards Lifelong Learning. Yet, there are wishes 
to make the state resign from education, so that it 
should not interfere in anything, and provided that 

39 Parable. I read that in 1946 – after being forced to 
Taiwan, after a war defeat and constantly preparing for 
war, in a state of abcolute economic uncertainty - the 
Kuomintang set out in the constitution that at least 15% 
of the central government budget, at least 25% of the 
budgets of provinces, and at least 35% of the budgets of 
cities and counties must be allocated for education on an 
annual basis. Here and now, however, not the specific 
– though considerable – proportions are important, but 
the attitude by which the necessity of accumulating 
funds for education to increase educational capacities 
and continuously develop education and the increased 
financing of education were derived from serious 
economic deficit in the genealogy of one of the „Asian 
tigers”. (Gyula Jordán: History of Taiwan. Budapest, 
2005. Data are from page 251.) According to data in 
the Report on Public Education in Hungary 2003, 10-
11% of all the expenses of the central budget – with a 
declining tendency – have been allocated to education 
in Hungary for years. A major part of this appeared in 
municipality budgets. (pp. 89-90.) In Taiwan, 15% of 
the central budget was added to by further local budget 
percentages. By the way, an attitude similar to that of 
Taiwan characterized the development programme by 
Klebelsberg as well.

the rule of law prevails, only the gesture of resigna-
tion should be enacted. Because the economy and 
the knowledge market as well as autonomous and 
sovereign civil communities can satisfy economic, 
social, and individual demands for learning and 
education more freely than the state and better 
in all respects: in a more dynamic and more ver-
satile way – and more cheaply than the state (free 
of charge for the state!) In any case, the true and 
single therapy for curing the world crisis of educa-
tion resides in this. Both the economy and society 
know what and when they need. They must be 
left to satisfy their needs freely on their own. The 
regulatory system of education should be a system 
of self-regulation: all in terms of the ownership of 
educational institutions, their maintenance, man-
agement, and conceptual commitments, etc. 

It should be noted that either boundless liberal-
ism or the left-wing belief of popular self-govern-
ing society are active behind these desires. And as 
regards the left, these desires are somewhat akin 
to the ideas of Ivan Illich, who wanted to remove 
schooling from the society to make room for the 
freedom of learning, for society’s self-organisation 
for learning.40 It can be observed that there is a va-
riety of states of affairs, that the problem is rather 
complex. We may fight with dilemmas. It may oc-
cur that the schedule of all types of education is 
a sequence of forced conditions, offering only in-
complete solutions and possibilities of mutually 
excluding answers. And it may occur that educa-
tional policies (and pedagogies and andragogies as 
well) can shape total systems only from incomplete 
solutions excluding each other. Still, it is possible 
and worthwhile to strive for solutions. Processes 
can be rendered directions, tendencies can be de-
veloped. And trends, tendencies to be specified can 
be selected. Educational policies cannot be released 
from the possibility and responsibility thereof. 

Gyula Csoma
Researcher of Education
Member of  the Adult Educational Subcommettee 
of  HAS

40 Illich, Ivan: Deschooling Society. New York, 1971. 
Its most important parts were published in Hungarian 
in Volume 11/1975 of the periodical Reality. The ideas 
of Illich caused long excitement in Hungarian and 
universal pedagogical and andragogical thinking on 
education.
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is tHere A cHAnce for roles of HigHer 
eDucAtion in tHe DeVelopment of A 

‘leArning climAte’ tHrougH regionAl 
DeVelopment in HungAry?

Balázs Németh

The Impact of Lifelong Learning upon Institutional 
Strategies or the Underestimation of University Life-
long Learning
The Trends V report of the European University 
Association (EUA) pointed out in its fifth chapter 
that ‘Lifelong Learning has thus been developed 
more on the periphery of institutional strategy, 
rather than as a driving element of it.’ (Crosier, 
D. – Purser, L. – Smidt, H., 2007.) This statement 
is very true in the case of Hungarian higher edu-
cation as most universities and colleges have not 
got too much to respond to the issue in their in-
stitutional development plans which has a com-
pulsory structure to follow as part of the new Act 
on higher education in Hungary in 2005 (Please 
find more at Hungarian Accreditation Commit-
tee website). Hungarian universities and colleges 
have outlined Lifelong Learning as an important 
issue for their structural change in the so-called 
‘Bologna-reform’, but there was not a hint of refer-
ence to a broad understanding of Lifelong Learn-
ing in the well-known ‘triple-helix model’ (Dobay, 
2007). The strategy for Lifelong Learning of the 
Hungarian government in 2005 did not mention 
any aspect of university Lifelong Learning rather 
than moving universities towards a more quality 
oriented structure and opening up for widening 
access (Please find more at Hungarian Ministry of 
Education website). 

Unfortunately, the EUA Trends V report does not 
say too much, but it still recognises that ‘a number 
of institutions indicated that Lifelong Learning is 
an area of growth, an area where diversified fund-
ing sources can become more dominant, and an 
area of great possibilities for regional cooperation 
and development. (Crosier, D. – Purser, L. – Smidt, 
H., 2007). It is, for EUA, a clear signal for develop-
ing new training programmes and centres of inno-
vation and R+D.

In Hungary, universities being members of the 
Hungarian Lifelong Learning Network (Please 

find more at MELLearN website) have started, 
since 2006, moving to explore local and regional 
issues influencing higher education, still no in-
volvement in ‘regional policy development’ 
has not yet been recommended at any of the 
network’s conferences on Lifelong Learning. 
Universities and colleges, however, have got en-
gaged in some local and regional development 
or at least in modelling some R+D with local and 
regional industry, trade, the chambers of com-
merce and/or the local councils (Németh, 2008). 
On the other hand, the MELLearN network was 
the only forum where some of the universities 
and colleges debated the content and theoretical 
frames and impacts of a ‘third role’ for higher 
education as a identical part of Lifelong Learning 
opening towards the public and suggested a new 
direction to strengthen a social responsibility in 
making people understand change itself by ex-
panding useful knowledge regardless of age, sex 
and economic/social status.

I do think, therefore, that regional develop-
ment must be bridged to taking higher educa-
tion into a new status of empowering the local 
and regional environment of institutions, asso-
ciations and the people in order to get prepared 
for partnership-based roles in the knowledge-
based economy and society. New roles for higher 
education were attached to the ‘Bologna-reform 
of higher education institutions’, yet, the social 
roles of universities and colleges local and re-
gional development and regeneration were not 
underlined enough. The EUA findings on Life-
long Learning practices of universities referring 
to a variety of offers in regional development 
through open and distance learning, and net-
works of partnerships and collaboration with 
local stakeholders are very low- or under-repre-
sented by Hungarian universities and not at all 
understood as an important issue for higher edu-
cation (Derényi, 2007).
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The Accelerating Role of Higher Education in Regions 
through the European Lifelong Learning Initiative
European Background
It is essential to look back upon the European start-
ing steps in the theme of Lifelong Learning to have 
been influencing the scope of new roles for higher 
education. The first step towards Lifelong Learn-
ing within the context of the European Union was 
taken through the European Lifelong Learning 
Initiative (ELLI) in Rome in 1995, when research-
ers in education opened a public forum at a confer-
ence for promoting learning and the development 
of quality of content, process of education. (ELLI, 
1995) 

The emerging role of higher education institu-
tions in the development of Lifelong Learning is 
obviously essential for making Lifelong Learning 
a reality as universities and colleges, since the late 
1990s, contribute to the realisation of that initiative 
and Lisbon-goals, together with the aims of the 
Education and training 2010 working programme. 
The latest document clearly pointed out the role 
of higher education. (EC, 2003) Also, the working 
programme was strongly attached to the goals out-
lined in the concrete future objectives of the educa-
tion and training systems of the member states of 
the European Union and reflected three strategic 
dimensions which explain the roles of higher edu-
cation in developing Lifelong Learning:  

These are:
1.) The development of the quality and efficien-

cy of the education and training systems within the 
European Union;

2.) The development of opportunities and access 
to the education and training systems; 
(The two points are both reflected in the well-
known Bologna-process to highlight the steps for-
ward the European Area of Higher Education)

3.) The development of forms external partner-
ship of education and training systems.
(This point was embedded into the framing of 
learning cities and regions of Lifelong Learning 
initiatives in and after 2001, namely, into the devel-
opment of learning cities, regions and related good 
practice in some of the member states.)

The third point of the working programme ex-
plains that higher education, as part of the educa-
tion and training system, must be open and act as 
a partner in local and regional partnerships to de-
velop communities!

The indicated points underline the initiative of the 
European Commission which, since 2002, has been 

supporting the establishment or change and mod-
ernisation of local and regional spaces of Lifelong 
Learning.  The aim is so as to get formal, non-formal 
and informal learning closer to each other, referring 
to the partnership of public administration, higher 
education, chambers of commerce and industry, sec-
tors of economy, culture and civic society by form-
ing regions of Lifelong Learning (EC, 2002).

Models/frames for possible local and regional partnerships 
in Hungary to involve higher education institutions: 
- Pole-development programme (Effective participa-
tion in economic cluster-development);

- establishing learning regions in order to support 
partnership-based programmes of co-operation for 
education and training, knowledge transfer, com-
petence development, R+D models, etc.
- Creation of knowledge-centres in the heart of regions 
through the infrastructural basis of higher educa-
tion (it is a model of combined access to library, 
informatics and cultural services to recognise local 
and regional learning and development needs of 
the public and private spheres!) 

Hungarian higher education must identify key pri-
orities in relation to Lifelong Learning according to 
the approaches to some peculiar international or-
ganisations, like EUA, EUCEN, PASCAL.

European Universities Association (EUA, 2003) 
pointed out in 2003 that higher education ought to 
recognise important dimensions of Lifelong Learn-
ing leading to strategic changes, such as:

- Higher education has a key role in creating a 
real scientific frame and discussion for adult and 
continuing education through the Lifelong Learn-
ing initiative referring to the quality development 
of education and training and to the practice of 
learner-centered assessment;

- Higher education institutions must be involved 
into consultations on formulating national Lifelong 
Learning strategies;

- The innovative potential of higher education 
must be considered (e.g. the pole development 
programme in Hungary);

- Most higher education institutions in the 
countries of Central-Eastern Europe do not imply 
Lifelong Learning into their strategies and mis-
sions. (Therefore, it is important to underline the 
role of institutional development plans to imply 
dimensions of Lifelong Learning, like bringing 
learning closer to the learner through new forms 
of learning);
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- The European Lifelong Learning discourse has 
pointed out the formerly underestimated co-oper-
ative role of higher education to involve stakehold-
ers into the discussions on creating a better learning 
climate, like market players, civic organisations, lo-
cal and regional councils, cultural institutions. This 
role has been criticised by traditional academics;

- Adult and continuing education is not rec-
ognised in higher education institutions with the 
same scientific respect as other subject areas of ed-
ucation and research, even in countries where Life-
long Learning, adult education is so important in 
the education and training system (e.g. the United 
Kingdom, Finland, or Sweden).

The functional reconstruction of higher education
After the turn of the millennium, scientist dealing 
with the functional changes in higher education 
indicated that the co-operation of universities and 
colleges with the economy is primarily influenced 
by changes occurring within the organisations of 
higher education. In case they recognise the mean-
ing and role of partnership-based, innovation-cen-
tered approaches referring to Lifelong Learning, 
they will have the motivation to construct new 
forms of local and regional co-operation in order 
to develop learning opportunities, methodology 
and content. That is to indicate the corporate role 
of universities (Jarvis, 2001).   

Universities and research institutes as centres 
of science have become important stakeholders in 
regional development to expand and disseminate 
knowledge of innovation and to change capacities.  
The valuable attraction of a region depends today 
on balanced networking of higher education insti-
tutions, companies and community organisations 
(NGOs). Partnerships amongst universities and 
companies, according to Gál (Gál, 2005) make re-
gions develop their innovative potentials through 
knowledge transfer mechanisms, therefore, inno-
vation, in my approach, must be considered as an 
interactive and systemic process which has a spa-
tial format to host co-operations of organisations of 
transferring knowledge in a network.

Social/third role of higher education
It is a very accurate and relevant question of recon-
structed university roles to open up for a third mis-
sion for universities and that is to help the commu-
nity change and develop through special actions 
which are not related to education and training. 
This problem affects the cultural roles of universi-
ties too. Doyle pointed out those HEIs activities on 

the cultural front are subsumed within other poli-
cies and strategies and areas of enquiry. A peculiar 
impact according to this issue is that HEIs do not 
research themselves as often and as effectively as 
they do everyone else, particularly the third role 
they have as a cultural presence and cultural re-
source, Doyle remarked (Doyle, 2007).

In Hungary, higher education institutions have 
recognised a role for Lifelong Learning, adult 
learning, yet they are means for raising the number 
of students and to change structure through the 
Bologna-reform. Another narrative of Lifelong 
Learning is to work closely with the community, 
but mainly with economic organisations and insti-
tutions. On the other hand many universities have 
also come to the conclusion that changes in public 
attitudes are really challenging higher education. 
Lifelong Learning made missions of universities 
and colleges taking up corporate roles and a con-
straining factor to search for new models of part-
nerships.

I personally think that higher education is in a 
crisis of finding new tools and methods of educa-
tion for new, or changing clients with changing 
learning needs (Németh, 2007).  

Interestingly, a very unique Scottish example 
brought in the value and status of academic knowl-
edge and expertise as something to be understood 
as public property for deployment so as to enrich-
ing the social and cultural contexts in which they 
born (Crowther-Martin – Shaw, 2006). That is an 
essential realisation of knowledge and expertise 
being connected to social and community plat-
forms which today need higher education to take 
more responsibility and action, I think, in Hungary 
has also become a reality. Universities and colleg-
es have not yet explored, in required dynamism, 
new tools available for such new public policy of 
higher education to serve and to co-operate with 
their communities. The underrepresented status of 
forms of blended-learning and e-learning is a key 
indicator of emergence and impact of higher edu-
cation’s new roles in Hungary.

Also, there must be a stronger position of high-
er education in Hungary for education of citizen-
ship and active citizenship. That direction has also 
been neglected in many universities and colleges 
in Hungary over the last fifteen years, however, 
some schools of adult and continuing education, 
like the Department of Adult Education of the Uni-
versity of Pécs, opened up education and research 
(RE-ETGACE, a Framework V. Project, 2004) on 
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active citizenship and governance influencing 
adult education and learning. Johnston suggests 
a same model Hungarian university adult edu-
cation should consider (Johnston, for connecting 
adult learning and citizenship (learning about cit-
izenship; learning through citizenship and learn-
ing for citizenship, 2005) when we try to influence 
university management to develop partnership 
with its community outside higher education. 
Dobay argues, therefore, that a new and „region-
ally anchored” university charter/mission would 
be needed (Dobay, 2007). It is another symptom 
of searching for answer for a changing learning 
environment, as clear signal of new community 
directions and connections need for higher educa-
tion in Hungary.

On the other hand, the content and currents 
implications, narratives of Lifelong Learning may 
be misleading in case higher education does not 
get actively involved, especially in Hungary, into 
the process of reconstructing the national strategy 
of Lifelong Learning. Higher education ought to 
indicate that it has a strong role in Lifelong Learn-
ing not only at national level, but also through lo-
cal and regional innovation, knowledge transfer 
(OECD, 2007). 

The role of higher education should not be nar-
rowly focused to the Bologna-process and its im-
plications in structural reforms of education and 
training of higher education institutions. That is 
why a more holistic understanding of university 
Lifelong Learning should appear in a new national 
strategy of Lifelong Learning after 2008!  

In that respect, it is essential to underline, accord-
ing to major trends in explaining Lifelong Learn-
ing in Europe, the relevance of the joint presence 
of employability and active citizenship to represent 
an European approach upon learning. The framing 
of Lifelong Learning by the European Commission 
(EC, 2000) and the UNESCO standpoint clearly in-
dicate that the roles of higher education combine 
economic and societal impacts (UNESCO, 2001).

Higher education in Hungary must take a 
special societal function which exceeds the dis-
semination of knowledge. While it tries to recon-
struct the contents and methods of its traditional 
work, it enters into a process of innovation that 
influences not only economic structures, but also 
individuals and communities in searching for 
partnership-based activities in local and region-
al settings facing challenges. At the same time, 

higher education institutions join much kind of 
models of innovation which require a capacity of 
innovation and change a university can represent 
and make use of.1   

Vincent-Lancrin, a researcher of the OECD-CE-
RI has also pointed out in his study that:

- One of the points of functional change for 
higher education is taking complex social role by 
supporting Lifelong Learning through emphasiz-
ing bringing in quality content for learning based 
upon economic innovation and social partnerships 
to address local and regional learning needs (Vin-
cent-Lancrin. 2004)

In Hungary, there are also some researches ana-
lysing the roles of higher education regional inno-
vation systems:

Zoltán Gál has studied the so called ERIS sur-
vey, in which a the role of universities in regional 
development was compared, and reflected accord-
ingly that universities are institutions to make use 
of, or suffer the impact of spatial structures of in-
novation. In the case of Hungary, regional (non 
Budapest-based) universities are the subject of 
improving organisational systems and innovation 
potentials as part of regional innovation structures 
in the era of transition or transitory period (Gál, 
2005).

Narratives having appeared so far in Hungarian 
higher education have been, in many terms, con-
tradictory, reductionist, in which one would find 
traditional, economy-oriented human resource 
development explanations referring to continuing 
education, distance education tools and methods.2 

The reductionist or narrow views upon uni-
versity Lifelong Learning in Hungary occurs by 
replacing university Lifelong Learning by the Bo-
logna-reform, yet trying to explain that Lifelong 
Learning has been a social and political wave lead-
ing to it (Derényi, 2007).

I would like suggest that universities engage, 
on the one hand, in the development of education 

1 - The former 3L, now ’Learning for Life’ (TÉT) 
Commission of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
(HAS/MTA) accelerated the debate over university 
Lifelong Learning!
2 In Hungary, Lifelong Learning is narrowly understood 
as a tool for employability and is mainly reflected in 
training-orientations of policy-documents to neglect 
such important issues as second chance schooling, 
youth-development, environment-development 
oeirented education, active citizenship, etc.
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and training quality through capacity-building 
for mobility of staff and students (van der, Hijden, 
2007). On the other hand, better financing and 
management, organisational development, etc. 
will also becoming a key issue for universities to 
be debated in local and regional context (Equip.+ 
Project highlights that issue in between 2006 and 
2008). It is why local and regional programmes 
of/for partnership with higher education par-
ticipation must have strong relations towards the 
national development plans (e.g. NFT, ÚMFT in 
Hungary) to incorporate the learning region initi-
ative (Please find more at the website of National 
Development Agency)

I think that there must be some points of direc-
tions or points which indicate ways forward. There-
fore, I want to describe some important issues and 
challenges to influence university Lifelong Learn-
ing in Hungary:

- Unfortunately, Lifelong Learning, nowa-
days, is generally understood as a matter and 
tool for employability as an issue for higher edu-
cation to handle. This narrative was pointed out 
by the European Universities Association latest 
report (Crosier, D. – Purser, L. – Smidt, H., 2007) 
according to the European higher education 
area, which did not bring overreaching reason-
ing and answers to main challenges of university 
Lifelong Learning Hungarian higher education 
should consider.

 
- Higher education in Hungary should promote 

access to and opportunities in learning being influ-
enced by current social and demographic trends. In 
that respect, various forms local and regional part-
nerships must be favoured in order to keep a lead-
ing role in a changing structure of education and 
training (Crosier, D. – Purser, L. – Smidt, H., 2007).

- Hungarian higher education institutions 
should participate in developing competencies 
and human resources of decision making bodies 
and stakeholders (e.g. local and regional councils) 
and to raise their own capacities of innovation, 
the quality of knowledge transfer leading to ful-
filment of functional reconstruction (Observatory 
PASCAL). 

This partnership building, according to Jarvis), 
can only be successful in a construction of mutual 
interests and engagement (Jarvis, 2007).

- Institutions of higher education in Hungary 
should get involved in comparative analysis of 
Lifelong Learning strategies available and in the 

development of modern frames for regional co-
operation models (Jarvis, 2007).

- Hungarian higher education institutions will 
have to consider the challenge of accreditation of 
prior learning, also referring experimental non-
formal and informal learning, especially in the 
workplace. That is one of the messages of the 
Memorandum on Lifelong Learning strongly tied 
to the Lisbon-strategy linking formal, non-formal 
and informal learning together. It is also relevant 
to make universities and colleges to recognise a 
partnership for education and training outside 
higher education, but with its dynamic participa-
tion in local and regional initiatives to support life 
wide learning as well.

- Networking development is another key is-
sue in university Lifelong Learning Hungarian 
higher education must plan and develop through 
the Hungarian Universities’ Lifelong Learning 
Network Association (MELLearN). This Network 
organised its annual thematic conference around 
the theme of roles of universities and colleges in 
regional development which can be seen as a good 
start for implementing new methods and struc-
tures for organisational development for innova-
tive actions (MELLearN, 2008).

- It is worth recognising that the so-called re-
gional innovation strategies (RIS) indicate what 
potentials universities currently have in network-
building, barriers of developing connections, rela-
tions between higher education and economy, and 
the strategic roles of RIS (Gál, 2005.).

I do share the point of Reichert referring to the 
importance of knowledge regions. They are, in 
Hungary, reflected through the regional devel-
opment poles according to which universities 
have an essential function, namely, to help eco-
nomic cluster emerge through the co-operation 
of industry, trade and higher education. Only 
those higher education institutions will be able 
to make use of such models which also change 
their own organisations targeting research and 
development as a key area, and not forgetting 
about the social roles and functions focusing on 
the dissemination of knowledge (Reichert, 2006, 
Németh, 2008) 

The example of the learning region forum – a chance for 
promoting a ’new learning climate’ by higher education 
through regional development
It is more than obvious, that the changing role of 
Hungarian higher education in local and regional 
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development can only be incorporated into recent 
networking frames in case there is a realisation 
of having to create new channels of teaching and 
learning, to join knowledge transfer having been 
constructed and managed by stakeholders, eco-
nomic organisation, and by the education and train-
ing systems. A new learning climate will be based 
and developed through holistic Lifelong Learning 
views to enter not only into education and training, 
but also into research and development systems 
and into other corporate responsibilities of higher 
education institutions in Hungary.

The Faculty of Adult Education and HRD of the 
University of Pécs, therefore, has initiated a discus-
sion amongst the City Council of Pécs, the South-
Transdanubian Labour Center, the Pécs-Baranya 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Pécs 
Regional Training Centre to develop adult educa-
tion and training within the frames of a ’Learning 
City-Region Forum’.

The Department for Human Affairs of the City 
Council of Pécs organised the first meeting for 
leaders of those institutions and organisations 
where delegates discussed major issues in relation 
to the planned Forum and its structure. The Facul-
ty of Adult Education and HRD would, according 
to plans, host each quarter of an year the sessions 
of the Forum to have discussions in the morning 
referring to current trends and issues, and, to have 
public presentations on adult learning related to 
formal, non-formal and informal settings in the af-
ternoon.

The group has a main aim to develop a better 
learning climate for adult learners in traditional 
and new environments, like it was suggested by 
Baert (Baert, 1996). The related presentation will 
explore the environment of organisational and rel-
evant contents-oriented issues!
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community DeVelopment in HungAry

Ilona Vercseg

1. Prehistory of community development and the cul-
tural state of Hungarian society in the 1980s
When we, a small group of future community de-
velopment workers, began our first experimental 
community development work in 1983, we did 
not realise that we started to shape a new profes-
sion. Nor did we realise that in six years time we 
would be doing the same work in a new political 
system. At that time we used to be „animateaurs”, 
or “community educators”. So, we used to work at 
cultural houses and some of us felt that our work 
was somehow useless. We felt what we offered was 
not important to the people. We felt that without 
our initiatives they would not make any efforts to 
cooperate with us.

What did we actually do those days? We or-
ganized writer-reader meetings, exhibitions, con-
certs; we took local people to the theatre to the 
nearest city by so called theatre buses; we formed 
small clubs for the young and the elderly; we or-
ganized library hours for children, etc. With a lot 
of persuasion and publicity somehow we usually 
managed to fill the cultural house with people. But 
it hardly ever happened that local people would 
take initiatives by themselves. It was particularly 
striking that only children and elderly people were 
willing to cooperate with us and not the genera-
tions aged between 25-60. We were disappointed 
that we had nothing to say to them. Moreover we 
were upset to realise that their lives were full of 
problems they could not cope with, and they had 
nobody to help them. They were almost all alone 
without any communities with common goals and 
efforts. Everybody was dependent on all types of 
power and gave up a long time ago to bring about 
significant change.

Already in the 70s we had begun to seek new 
ways of cooperation. We wanted to abandon the 
former practice of the cultural houses. Their origi-
nal function was to spread the ideology of the new 
regime, and what is even worse, to shape a new 
type of people. This type should think in a mate-
rialistic way and should have access to „high” cul-
ture. But this approach was aggressive and alien to 
the people. They were not interested in the Soviet 
type of ideology, were not interested in the „high” 

culture. They were more worried about their ev-
eryday problems and they were isolated from one 
another. Our idea was to create community houses 
instead of cultural houses. We wanted first of all to 
bring back into our life some basic human needs: 
being together, chatting, drinking and eating to-
gether. At the same time we wanted to help people 
to acquire new skills and knowledge to solve their 
everyday problems. All of these were not regarded 
as important in the cultural re-education program 
of the Soviet typed regime, so the centres did not 
provide a framework for it. The idea behind was 
that it was dangerous if people got together with-
out control.

We wanted people to feel free to join the vari-
ous ongoing activities in the community houses: 
e.g. if they did not have a sewing machine at home, 
they could sew in the centre. They could use the 
timetable, the typewriter, and the loom - with the 
help of an expert if it was necessary. We wanted to 
give local people an opportunity to get the most 
important everyday information they needed: 
what kind of services were available in the district, 
how to arrange travel abroad, etc. The name of our 
initiative was „Open House” experiment that we 
launched in 20 cultural houses from 1976. It was 
warmly welcome by the local people and strongly 
opposed by the profession. This experiment gave 
rise to community development in Hungary.

By 1983 we realised that we should take initia-
tives not on the level of community houses but on 
the level of the local community. We recognized that 
Hungarian society was a mass of isolated people in 
which you could hardly find any grassroots asso-
ciations. We experienced the lack of democracy. We 
decided to help the creation of local communities, 
responding to the needs of local people.

Let me outline what were the most striking, man-
ifest or latent needs local people had at that time?

The need to be listened to. People felt, „Nobody 
asks us.” Most Hungarians were hurt in their self-
respect. In every field of society, in economy, poli-
tics or culture, people were told to follow some-
body else’s wants. People felt that, except for their 
families and friends, nobody was interested in their 
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thoughts, opinion and knowledge. We still have to 
face the negative consequences of this.

The need for identity, on an individual and com-
munity level, too. We almost all lived without a 
realistic knowledge of our past and without an 
outlined future perspective. We did not have a con-
scious relationship to our life.

The need for information. We recognized that a 
great number of people were not aware of their 
possibilities. They had very little information 
about the world outside the village and there was a 
lack of local publicity. There were no local papers, 
public meetings and there were no communities 
interpreting and shaping information concerning 
them. That is why local people were not aware 
what is happening or what was happening in their 
neighbourhood. At the time of dominant state me-
dia people were much more informed about the 
problems of Chile or the Middle East than about 
their own problems.

These were the needs we based our first com-
munity development experiment on in the Bakony 
region from 1983. With the first newly organized 
community in Bakony we decided to publish a 
local yearbook with the writings of local people: 
memories, poems, family histories, village history, 
receipts, local events like births, marriages, etc. Ev-
erybody was contacted by the members of the or-
ganizing community and was asked the following 
questions: what would you like to read about in 
the book? What do you know most about that you 
would teach other people? What are you most in-
terested in that you would like to learn most? And 
the first yearbook of Bakony begins with the Teach 
and Learn Catalogue.

In the yearbook we listed parallely those who 
wanted to learn and teach something. In this way 
we wanted to help people to find one another and 
thus encourage self-organization. In this Catalogue 
153 local people offered their services to their 
neighbours in 65 areas, like aerobics, husbandry, 
puppets, repairing shoes, instrumental music, as-
tronomy, old handcrafts, electronics, forestry, local 
history, photography, film, cooking, identifying 
mushrooms, herbs, shorthand and typing, repair-
ing household machines, fishing, gardening, in-
terior decoration, bee-keeping, singing, dancing, 
dress-making, kite making, tennis, etc. (CDJ Janu-
ary 1992)

But the first community development attempts 
were just isolated experiments. They helped to de-
velop a new democratic thinking and some new 

methods but they could not penetrate the whole 
society. This work needed a society, which relies 
more on individual and community initiatives. 
This change, as we know, came in 1989.

2. A Brief History of Community Development in Hun-
gary
2.1 Major Antecedents
Following the revolution of 1848, self-organising 
activities emerged alongside the modernization 
processes taking place during the era (self-help 
and mutual help, associations, secular and church 
charities, philanthropic activities, the ‘sociography 
movement’, readers’ circles, village researchers, 
peasants’ and workers’ movements, etc.)

1912: the establishment of a Settlement House in 
the Újpest area of Budapest

From 1948: centralization and nationalisation 
of social institutions and civil movements, and the 
establishment and expansion of a Soviet type “cul-
tural house” system

1970-1973: education of the future intelligentsia 
at the Budapest Technical University, led by Tamás 
A. Varga, one of the founders of CD in Hungary. 

Three movements characterized this period: 
Movement for Self-organisation (study circles); 
University Students for Popular Education; Winter 
Popular Education Exercise.

In the year of 1971 a total 81 students’ study cir-
cles were established in a self-organising manner. 
Later on, university students engaged in voluntary 
activities targeting the preparation of the technical 
drawings and refurbishment plans for 200 cultural 
houses around Hungary. In the framework of the 
“Winter Popular Education Practice” study groups 
were organised from the students of various pro-
fessions (engineers, doctors, teachers, lawyers, 
economists, etc.) studying in the country’s major 
higher education institutions. At the beginning of 
the second semester, they spent two weeks in a 
local community to study local society, and they 
wrote a summary study on their experience, which 
was communicated to both the hosting local com-
munity and the universities involved.

From 1975: 
“Open House” Experimental Research conduct-

ed by the Hungarian Institute for Culture (Beke, 
Varga);

The establishment of a Community Develop-
ment Department in the Hungarian Institute for 
Culture (a governmental institution)
2.2 The Birth of Genuine Community Development
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1981-1986: first experimental community de-
velopment researches in the Small Region of Bala-
tonszabadi (Beke, Köles, Péterfi, Varga) and in the 
Bakony (Varga, Vercseg).

From 1986 onwards: hundreds of local develop-
ment processes organized by the Community De-
velopment Department and, later on, by HACD.

1989: the establishment of the leading Hungar-
ian community development organisation, the 
Hungarian Association for Community Develop-
ment (Közösségfejlesztők Egyesülete). HACD is a 
registered and accredited nationwide membership 
organization. Today, the number of members in the 
organization is 88 (both individuals and organisa-
tions).

The HACD creates community movements all 
over Hungary and it functioning as a professional 
organisation too.

From 1991 onwards: involvement in the Com-
bined European Bureau for Social Development 
(CEBSD), a network of 10 community development 
organisations from different European countries. 
In addition to exchanging information and ideas 
between the member organisations, the network 
publishes policy documents, examples of good 
practice and research reports.

1992 – 1998: membership in the International 
Community Education Association.  1992: 
The establishment of the Intercommunity Founda-
tion, a registered organisation for collecting and 
distributing data on community development 
through its Community Databank and homepage: 
www.kka.hu.

1994: the establishment of the Civil College 
Foundation by HACD. The Civil College is a reg-
istered and accredited nationwide adult training 
organization that provides training for citizens 
willing to act, the members of self-organizing com-
munities, and the participants of community devel-
opment and community work vocational courses. 
The Civil College Foundation organises and runs 
its training activities in cooperation and partner-
ship with HACD. 

The so called “general purpose adult training 
courses” (non-formal training, which provide a 
certificate, but not a professional qualification) 
organized by the foundation are as follows: Com-
munity, Civil, Democracy, Community Media and 
Community-based Economic Development.

Training professionals:
120-Hour CD course for practitioners (certified 

by the Regional Job Office and Training Centre);
45-Hour further education accredited training 

course on Community Work (certified by the Uni-
versity of Budapest, ELTE);

“Community/Civic Organizer” Higher-Level 
Vocational Education recognized by the National 
Training Register (1000-Hour, 2-Year, semi-BA un-
dergraduate course);

“Community and civil studies” (3-Semesters): 
a postgraduate course organized in co-operation 
with the Department of Social Work and Social 
Policy at the ELTE University of Budapest.

The College was in partnership with the North-
ern College, Barnsley, UK until 2007.

1999-2004: Community Development Network 
Building Project in Central and Eastern Europe.

From 2000 onwards: involvement in the Cen-
tral and Eastern European Citizens Network (CEE 
CN).

From 2004 onwards: organising the Hungarian 
Vocational Network for Developing Community 
Initiatives, a nationwide network for a community-
based society.

From 2005 onwards: setting up the Hungarian 
Federation for Developing Community Participa-
tion, an association involving 11 organizations fo-
cusing on community work and community devel-
opment

A large number of books, studies, case studies 
and other publications have been published dur-
ing these years (see www.kka.hu for Parola and 
the Parola-booklets). A similarly large number of 
conferences, seminars, workshops, summer uni-
versities (on interdisciplinary cooperation start-
ing in 2004) and Citizens Participation Weeks (a 
parallel event in 17 CEE CN countries starting in 
2005) have been organised and attended by HACD 
at home and abroad. Also, a considerable number 
of national and international, European and CEE 
CN projects have been implemented alongside ex-
perimental research programmes and survey proj-
ects (e.g. the Social Capital random survey in 2004, 
or the Standards of Community Development in 
2007.) For more information see Annual Reports 
on HACD’s homepage.

In Hungary, only a few professionals have man-
aged to make a living from community develop-
ment. Here, we cannot talk about an extensive 
group of professionals, but, rather, about specialists 
who belong to different professions. For them com-
munity, civil society, participation and democracy 
are utterly important, and in shaping the role of 
their professions they seek community-based solu-
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tions in cultural centres, youth centres, leisure and 
community centres, information centres, schools, 
family support centres and also in civil organisa-
tions involved in legal representation and interest 
promotion, environmental protection and, more 
recently, in development projects.

3. The Context of Community Development in Hun-
gary
From the 80’s and 90’s onwards Hungarian com-
munity development workers could gradually 
orient themselves in Europe, and they integrated 
some of the solutions learnt there into the Hun-
garian practice, in other words they adapted them 
to Hungarian conditions and methods, and de-
veloped them accordingly. Thanks to the existing 
Hungarian practice, this provided the opportunity 
to develop organically instead of having an ’inor-
ganic’ transplantation. Since in a number of areas 
Hungary’s European integration requires develop-
ment that is unprecedented (meaning that the only 
opportunity is to initiate from outside or above, 
instead of having initiatives from below), Hungar-
ian community development ’traditions’ are con-
sidered to be of great value.

As we can interpret the roots of the Western 
practice for ourselves, similarities can be detected: 
one example is the institution of the ’settlement’, 
which functioned as a social, community and edu-
cation centre at the same time (see the education 
background of the British community work too, in 
the ‘60s, Thomas, 1983). 

Today community development in Hungary is 
approaching the Western practice to a significant 
extent. Among the reasons for this the new type of 
problems stemming from the development of the 
new system obviously bear primary importance. 
Similarly important is the spreading of European 
trends which Hungarian community development 
workers experience as challenges.

It is necessary to notice that the context of com-
munity development is changing from time to time 
all over Europe. The “Building European Civil So-
ciety through Community Development” confer-
ence held in Budapest in 2004, to prepare for the 
accession of ten new countries to the EU, is one of 
the most recent examples of this. In the Preamble of 
its closing declaration, the Budapest Declaration, 
participants gives a civil-society oriented approach 
to community development:

“Community development is a way of strength-
ening civil society by prioritising the actions of com-
munities, and their perspectives in the development 

of social, economic and environmental policy. It 
seeks the empowerment of local communities, tak-
en to mean both geographical communities, com-
munities of interest or identity and communities 
organising around specific themes or policy initia-
tives. It strengthens the capacity of people as active 
citizens through their community groups, organisa-
tions and networks; and the capacity of institutions 
and agencies (public, private and non-governmen-
tal) to work in dialogue with citizens to shape and 
determine change in their communities. It plays a 
crucial role in supporting active democratic life by 
promoting the autonomous voice of disadvantaged 
and vulnerable communities. It has a set of core val-
ues/social principles covering human rights, social 
inclusion, equality and respect for diversity; and a 
specific skills and knowledge base.”

3.1 Why is Civil Society in the focus of community de-
velopment in Hungary?
According to Gergely (1991), the change of the po-
litical system also means a change of cultures. The 
transition from one type of culture to another has 
meant for us the building of participative democ-
racy – as opposed to the former culture based on 
autocratic traditions.

Civil society for us is an embodiment of the 
modern sense of community. In the centre of civil so-
ciety there is the citizen. The citizen, according to 
Dahrendorf (1997), “needs both attachment and 
possibility of choice to fully achieve his life possi-
bilities”. This approach is close to us because it in-
corporates the importance of security provided by 
the community and also the individual’s freedom, 
that is, the unity of community and civil society. If 
either is missing, that provides the grounds for the 
legitimisation of community development.

At the centre of another approach, we find, in-
stead of the individual, civil society itself as a com-
munity result. Miszlivetz said in 1999: “Civil soci-
ety is … a public zone, a sphere of solidarity, where 
various interests are articulated and confront each 
other, where conflicts take place between individu-
als, groups and organisations ... Civil society is a 
relation of all these, a kind of reflexivity, not a col-
lection of organisations. It is the mutual interaction 
that is important, that is what generates a force 
field in which… civil society comes to being.” 

Citizens take part in managing their lives while 
participating in society’s interactions and institu-
tional processes. As members of their community, 
they have a role in developing the social rules of 
their immediate surroundings. They are also will-
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ing to subordinate themselves to these community 
rules and possess the skills and knowledge re-
quired to carry through their intentions. A citizen 
“makes democracy”. 

The citizens’ activity can extend to all areas of 
life. Citizens do not think in terms of professions 
or in terms of pursuing their own individual pro-
fessional interests. Rather, they take local problems 
as a starting point and look for community based 
solutions, incorporating in these processes knowl-
edge from various professions. The main point is to 
give free rain to critical thinking, community initia-
tives, showing alternatives and co-operation based 
problem solution. 

Community work is not a process exclusively 
generated by professionals. The self-help at micro-, 
mid and macro levels and the struggle for social 
progress over the centuries can rightly be regard-
ed as community work. Therefore we believe that 
community work can be both a movement-based 
and professional activity, but in a viable society it is 
obvious that the movement type of activity should 
become the more dominant one.

Community development to us means develop-
ment led by the community, where the key role is 
played by the citizens, and not by the profession-
als. We are not afraid of finding ourselves swept 
into a marginal position as a result of this view. 
Our experience shows that there are new needs 
generated for community development support all 
the time and this is what makes the profession var-
ied and exciting. In order to become a key factor in 
the community development processes, however, 
citizens also need to become able to manage the 
process and this is where community development 
professionals have a key role to play. 

3.2 The importance of empowerment and civic educa-
tion/training 
In order to ensure the key role of the citizen in the pro-
cess of development through the community we need 
to be very serious about empowerment and training. 

Participation in the actual process of commu-
nity development also means going through an 
informal learning process where needs and skills 
manifest themselves. The new experience gained 
through community action leads to the creation of 
new skills and all of these result in the generation 
of new needs: the process permanently continues 
to generate itself. 

It is, however, necessary to stop occasionally 
during this process and focus more on certain is-
sues, in other words, to introduce organised, 

non-formal training programmes. This is the type 
of activity that is carried out by the Civil College 
Foundation, mentioned above. 

3.3 Main tasks of community development in Hungary 
The primary task of community development is to 
support people to become free and active citizens. 
We strongly believe that this is not just a profes-
sional-methodological question, but also a more 
general task in the solution of which community 
development can play its part. The degree of its 
involvement, however, is highly dependent on the 
status of the profession in the country.

One of the questions for the present and the future 
is to what degree our transforming society is willing to 
make sacrifices in order to regenerate the damaged com-
munity tissues of society, to develop skills and functions 
which have not been able to enfold, to strengthen civil 
participation.

The answer that can be given to this question 
also has implications as to how realistic the at-
tempts are to democratise our societies. If there 
isn’t a strong civil society, who will fight for par-
ticipation in the preparation of decisions, decision-
making and the control of the execution of deci-
sions? Who will make democracy a daily practice? 
How can the conditions of professional support for 
community development be created? The most im-
portant of all these are:

- An incentive-funding system which is based 
on local needs, and instead of short-term funding 
only it also supports development initiatives that 
can be achieved in the medium or longer term,

- It is also important to have free adult educa-
tion, accessible for all,

- It is also indispensable to train and work with 
professionals who can provide specialist support 
with these processes.

We would need a multitude of local development 
initiatives, which are worth following– instead of 
the current 10-20 cases per year - and as part of a 
social learning process we would need professional 
analysis and assessment of individual solutions, and 
a search for new areas of professional intervention. 

We all know that community development and 
community work is directed both at adaptation 
and change. It seems to me now that we have to 
work harder for change.

In my view, our countries are still a long way 
away from doing enough to make the culture of 
democracy a widespread practice and to encourage 
civil awareness as well as professionally informed 
civil participation.
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4. A Hungarian case. Local Action and Community De-
velopment in the 10th District of Budapest
The HACD has different local community develop-
ment programmes all over Hungary. One of them 
was the “Alternative services” project in the 10th dis-
trict of Budapest, Kőbánya. This district used to be 
the major working class area in Budapest before the 
change of the political system. Today, although some 
of the bigger factories could have successfully reor-
ganised themselves, local employment has dropped 
back significantly. The programme started at the be-
ginning of the year of 1996 and ended in 1999.

The main objective of our project has a narrower 
and a wider interpretation.

The narrower interpretation is: to create alternative 
services of daily childcare, which was initiated by the 
local government of an English city, Wolverhampton, 
the partner organisation of the local government of 
the district. Our Association has become involved in 
mobilising local parents. The wider objective is to en-
courage and help young parents to find ways to each 
other and to manage their lives in the community 
through identifying their common needs, co-opera-
tion, learning, teaching, helping each other in every 
field of the private and neighbourhood life.

A successful method in this process is community 
appraising, through which the members of an active 
group in the community pay visits to their neigh-
bours, and they present a questionnaire to them, 
which was previously put together by the members 
of this group. The questionnaire looks for opinions, 
proposals and offers for co-operation, as well as it 
seeks recommended experts and other important 
partners in the media, or in the area of funding, etc.

In this way, the local group establishes a local 
movement and it makes every citizen interested in 
and concerned with finding solutions to their com-
mon problems.

The most important steps of the method we 
have been using are:  

In two neighbourhoods 4 community develop-
ment workers contacted almost 100 local parents, 
interviewing and mobilising them.

16 community meetings were run, where the 
main local problems were identified and the ques-
tionnaire was formulated.

The active core of local residents - 45 people - 
contacted other 450 with the questionnaire.

The responses were summarised and evaluated 
by 12 local people.

A booklet was compiled, printed and distribut-
ed in the two neighbourhoods among the partici-
pating 500 families.

8 training courses were run: 3 for the Daily Child-
Care Centre’s staff on how to relate to alternative ser-
vices, 5 for active local people: preparing their intro-
duction on the district level, developing their plans, 
establishing projects, computer skills, conflict-res-
olution, learning “know-how”: how to register and 
manage an Association, how to run meetings, how to 
negotiate with decision makers, fund raising.

Community and voluntary work in the neigh-
bourhood.

Leisure time activities were organised, strength-
ening the positive feeling of being together.

   
Outcomes of work. 
Two new volunteer daily child-care centres were 
organised in the two neighbourhoods, serving as 
alternative models of provisions. 

A new local association, the Parents’ Association 
(PA) evolved in autumn 1997. The association’s re-
sponsibility, roles and contribution as well as its 
working plan for the coming 2 years were defined 
in a training session.

One of its first activities was to mobilise families 
in two neighbourhoods in order to renew and clean 
playgrounds and parks.

The association has managed to mobilise 200 
families in each neighbourhood, committees were 
set up for community planning, new regulations 
were made for the new use of the common territo-
ries in order to give equal but regulated opportu-
nities to small children, elderly people, the youth, 
dog-keeping families.

Two proposals were submitted to the local coun-
cil and to its different committees, at the very begin-
ning of 1998, for the improvement of the declining 
environment. The representatives of the association 
have been invited for 3 committee meetings, where 
decisions were made for the revision of the work of 
the parks and playgrounds maintaining company, 
which were paid by the local authority with the con-
tracted fee at every quarter of a year automatically, 
even though the company has not cut the trees and 
bushes well for years, there has not been enough 
watering, dried out plants have not been replaced, 
and nor has sand in the playgrounds, etc.

Right after the submission of our suggestion we 
could experience some improvements in the envi-
ronment and a common preparation work started 
through the collaboration of clerks and inhabitants. 
New plans were made at the planning department.

At the end of 1998 the renewal programme start-
ed in the parks and playgrounds of the two neigh-
bourhoods with the participation of local people.
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Before the winter came they organised dedica-
tion ceremonies in the neighbourhoods, which in-
cluded community activities such as cooking, com-
petitions, common play, etc.

Early in spring 1999 the PA organised cleaning 
actions and provided advice for two newly inter-
ested neighbourhoods. This time they revised their 
work of the past and they developed their new 
plan for the future. They submitted the plan to the 
General Assembly on 31 March 1999.

In the meantime the PA organised some lo-
cal actions and events, like St. Nicholas Day, 
exchange of baby toys, clothes, and furniture, 
Christmas-party, excursions, etc., in order to at-
tract new members. Today the core membership 
comprises 54 people. 

The local authorities contracted the HACD for 
the year of 1998 for helping citizens’ participation 
and self-organisation.

They also supported the Parents’ Association 
through paying some of the operational costs and 
through letting them use their office facilities.    

The most important conclusion of this pro-
gramme is that local action has become reality in 
a district, where there had never been actions or-
ganised by the citizens themselves. 

(Community Development – A European Chal-
lenge. Roland Brake, Ulrich Deller (eds.) Barbara 
Budrich Publishers Opladen & Farmington Hills 
2008. 52-66. p.)
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The nonformal and informal ways of gaining 
knowledge in our world full of information and 
sometimes struggling with information are almost 
endless. We learn on the streets, in the malls, in the 
leisure centres, in the halls of public institutions, in 
museums, on railway stations, etc. The dimensions 
and possibilities of extending our knowledge have 
expanded, we do not learn and improve our minds 
only in schools, but also in any situation of our 
everyday lives. We can continouosly get to know 
the products of different technical developments, 
by using them everyday (i.e. mobile phones, com-
puters, etc.). We cannot help gaining information, 
which have an effect on our personalities.

Several institutions which aim to disseminate 
and popularize knowledge, have set the policy 
to have the results of scientific research acquised 
in an entertaining way. They have tried to get 
close to the everydays of people, bringing scien-
tific findings close to them by organising events 
in open parks, leisure centres and public streets. 
These events, which last a few days and move 
wide range of people, have grown into parts of 
bigger festivals, individual science festivals, edu-
cation festivals.

The initiation to found an association for the 
leaders and representatives of the European knowl-
edge dissemination institutions was started on 4 
April 2001 in Göteborg during the EU’s Swedish 
preisdency, to pool the European institutions orga-
nising science days, weeks, events – to improve the 
scientific knowledge of the European citizens with 
authentic forms. The European Science Events As-
sotiation, the EUSCEA was formed as a nonprofit 
organisation. Its goals are:

- For the member institutions to popularize 
knowledge and acquisition of information

- To „exchange” events, which include enjoyable 
programs throughout Europe, to improve the part-
nerships of these institutions

- To encourage forming projects, which are in 
align with the EU’s R&D frame programs

- To decrease the increasing gap between sci-
ence, scientists and the society

50 institutions were present on the EUSCEA 
founding conference in Vienna, in December 2001. 
There were governmental institutions, scientific 
academies, scientific societies, funds supportings 
research, technological centres, faculties of univer-
sities, foundations, museums, local governments, 
enterprises specialized to organise scientific fes-
tivals. TIT, the Association for Dissemination of 
Scientific Knowlegde in Hungary is also one of the 
founding institutions.

The organisation started its work in the fol-
lowing areas to solve the problems raised by the 
founders:

- Educaion: the relation between education and 
science, to make the youth be interested in science, 
forming scientific clubs

a) To create subjects of series for retired people 
to improve their knowledge, considering, which 
age-bracket missed which subjects during their 
education,

b) Building in age characteristics to the presen-
tations,

- Exchanging events: adapting extraordinary, sci-
ence popularizing events in each others countries,

- Marketing: planning the PR of the festivals, 
presentations, to strengthen links between events 
and media, popularizing knowledge in a wide 
range,

- Content: to harmonize the knowledge and fes-
tival character, thematical orientation of the events 
to the questions concerning general public,

- Preparing the database of the European knowl-
edge disseminating events, knowledge festivals 
and education festivals.

The years since the foundation proved the ne-
cessity of EUSCEA, the continuous realisation of 
the goals set, the reason for the cooperation of the 
European knowledge dissemination institutions 
and organisations.

science festiVAls, eDucAtion
festiVAls – tHe renessAince of 
DisseminAtion of knowleDge

Eszter Piróth
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A significant international attention was paid 
to the WONDERS knowledge festival in 2006 and 
2007. The first festival was organised in Hungary 
in 2006 by TIT, the Association for Dissemination 
of Scientific Knowledge, to which institutions and 
public areas gave venue. Among the programs 
there were knowledge level measurings, tests, quiz 
games, and presentations with telescopes for all 
age groups.

2007 was the year of the festival carousel. In the 
frames of the EUSCEA WONDERS program we 
presented the Hungarian program in Great-Britain, 
in Notthingen. The three-days long knowledge fes-
tival took place on the main square of the city; there 
were presenatations about physics, chemistry and 
health awareness in tents, under arcades, and in 
the open air.

In 2007 we welcomed in Hungary our partner 
organisation, the crew and program of the Barce-
lona Education Festival. They presented the phys-
ics of the famous architect, Gaudi, who was born 
in their city, with very simple tools and in an eas-
ily understandable way. In the same year we or-
ganised an education festival in the area of the TIT 
Planetarium in Budapest given the opportunities 
of the institution and the public park. The „Knowl-
edge Highway” was a new family obstacle race, 
foreign language proficiency test.

We organised our two-days long festival in 
the area of the TIT Urania Observatory and the 
TIT Planetarium in May 2008, where hundreds of 
visitors had the chance to collect scientific knowl-
edge. Beside building space stations, the physics 
of archery, simple chemistry experiments, cultural 
and history tests the visitors could accomplish the 
„Walking Solar System”.

The popularity of these programs strengthened 
the 167 years of experinces of the Association for 
Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge. In 1841, 
when the Association was founded, the passing of 
knowledge was basicly oral, after that the weekly 
and monthly scientific journals were published. 
The ’70-s was the decade of the buildings made for 
passing special knowledge. Public communication 
seemed to replace and melt all other communica-
tion forms.

Based on the experiences of our events, personal 
knowledge dissemination is still attractive, it can-
not be replaced by advanced technical equipment, 
but can be assisted and completed by them. The 
most popular are the programs, where more gen-
erations can take part at the same time together 
and in an active way, and where a certificate is 

given about the knowledge gained. The festivals 
are teaching and giving information, but they also 
bring attention to the importance of the knowledge 
and education. They are good advertisement for 
the nonformal and informal educations, they give 
the opportunity to present the formal education of-
fer as well.

Knowledge and education are not something 
to be ashamed of, they are „fashionable”. It is a 
chance and opportunity for us to live a complete 
life, getting to know and protecting our environ-
ment, improving our life quality.
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Director
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Address:1088 Budapest
Bródy Sándor u.16.
Postbox:1431 Budapest
Pf.176.
Tel:36-1-483-2540
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(Konferencia előadás:Educating Disabled People, 
Integrating them into the Workplace and Integrat-
ing them into Society / Baranów Sandomierski / 
Poland 29.05.2007 – 01.06.2007 / Tarnobrzeg Branch 
of the Polish Society for People with Mental Handi-
caps and the Polish office of the German Associa-
tion of People’s Universities (dvv international)

Key words
Disability guidance, multiple disabilities, learning 
difficulties, second chance to learn, autonomous 
learning, counseling, web-based knowledge dis-
semination.

Introduction
In Hungary adult education researchers and train-
ers have established and operate an NGO called 
Association for the Development of Adult Education. At 
the time of the establishment we have set ourselves 
these aims: 

- Development of the theory and practice of 
adult education;

- Publication of the new results of the interna-
tional researches about adult education;

- Strengthening contacts and cooperations with 
institutes of adult education.

As we have begun the realization of our aims 
what we have put into words in our constitution, 
we became more and more known in our special 
field, more and more people have heard about our 
NGO and its work. Soon we have discovered, just 
like other NGOs that we can not stick firmly to 
our original, limited, scientific aims, because some 
people ask for different information and guidance 
about education. They say: you are the experts; 
no doubt you can help us! So we had to study for 
years the special situation of David, son of one of 
our sponsors, who had difficulties in learning. In 
crisis situations the family turned to us for help 
and counsel many times. So step by step we had 
to face up not only the grave problems of parents 
who bring up a disabled child, but our professional 

shortcomings too. We have decided that we shall 
invite lecturers to our professional conferences, 
who have studied the problems of the education 
and learning of disabled persons. 

So let’s see the experiences of our own NGO in 
Hungary, what could we have done about the inte-
gration of disabled persons. 

Types of educational guidance for adults
Educational guidance for adults – this term rep-
resents a wide variety of activities with the same 
intention: first to change the personal decisions of 
adult people about learning, about their strategies 
of life, and in the second place to help the institu-
tions and agencies of educational and retraining 
programs which try to satisfy the needs of the 
adult learners. 

Let’s see the different special fields of the educa-
tional guidance:1

Information: We can give some information about 
the educational possibilities and the support for 
the adult education without talking with the adult 
student about the advantages and disadvantages 
of the different choices. Of course most of the pub-
lished information about the education is made 
with the object of advertisement, so the pure infor-
mation is a rarity. 

Recommendation: We can help those interested 
to interpret the information and to make a better 
choice. The condition of the efficient recommenda-
tion: the interested persons must know properly 
their educational needs. 

Guidance: We have to help the interested to 
discover, to clarify, to understand their edu-
cational needs, and help them to satisfy these 
needs. Some people dos not recognize their edu-
cational needs, so the guidance sometimes de-

1 Pordány Sarolta:A felnőttek oktatási tanácsadó 
rendszerei Nagy-Britanniában. In Nagy Júlia (szerk.): 
Felnőttképzés, átképzés, vállalkozások. Bp., 1990. MKM OKK 
K, 117–120. p.

How tHe ngo-s speciAlizeD on ADult 
eDucAtion cAn Help tHe integrAtion 

of tHe DisAbleD people by 
guiDAnce AnD informAtion

Sarolta Pordány
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mands more or less personal meetings. Survey: 
We can help those interested formally or infor-
mally to get proper information about the grade 
of their personal and educational development, 
so they became able to decide about their learn-
ing possibilities.  

Coaching: We can support the interested collabo-
rated with the special agencies to ensure that they 
get proper information about the educational and 
training possibilities. We can start special train-
ing courses at somebody request. Coaching can be 
simple guidance, for example: how to fill an ap-
plication form, how to discuss about the education 
if the students would like to change the essence 
or the framework of the course. Coaching can be 
the opening of preparatory or skill development 
courses, where students may get guidance and 
skill-development in groups. 

Mediation: This means direct consultation with 
the institutions or agencies in the name of those 
groups or persons, who can not easily join the 
courses or have problems with the pace of the 
training (for example: apply for special admission 
or modification of the learning groups). 

Feedback:. This means the collection and com-
parison of the information according to their suit-
ability, the survey of the needs, and the persuasion 
of the trainers to develop their supply according to 
the feedback. Feedback can bring about change of 
the information material of the training, or in the 
schedule or content of the training. It can result 
to opening of new trainings or to changes in the 
courses of other trainings with the aim of the better 
adaptation to the needs of the adults.

Our NGO was engaged in information, recom-
mendation and guidance. We have given personal 
information for the families with disabled children, 
and our organization tried to give wider publicity 
of the results of the researches about the integra-
tion of disabled persons.  

Recommendation and guidance of our NGO – helping 
the disabled
Personal recommendation and guidance – the case 
of David
One of our organizations sponsors adopted a baby 
who was sent to an orphanage shortly after his 
birth. The family had to face gradually the differ-
ent disabilities of the child, so they have done eve-
rything for the help, for the «cure» of the child. We 
have devoted our attention all of their efforts and 
we tried to help them with our advices. 

David’s parents needed advices about the follow-
ing subjects:

1) social rehabilitation – adaptation 
2) medical rehabilitation – treatment for asth-

ma/allergy
3) mental rehabilitation – dyslexia, dysgraphia
4) educational rehabilitation – choosing from 

among schools – learning problems or mental 
problems? 

5) emotional rehabilitation – Why is my skin 
darker than the skin of my schoolmates? Who am 
I? Who were my parents?  

What were our experiences while we tried to 
help the parents of David by our voluntary, non-
professional recommendations? 

- The families are completely left alone if they 
have problems with their children who are on the 
border between normality and abnormality. 

- There are not enough educational or teaching 
aids for these families which could help him with 
their problems (books, advisers, CDs, videos, case 
studies with programs).

- The professional institutions and the network 
of advisers need much development if they really 
wish to help these families. 

- The so-called “borderline-cases” needs even 
more professional efforts, against the learning diffi-
culties and for the identification of the disabilities. 

- There is a need to continue and develop the 
“second chance to learn programs”.2 

Information and guidance in our other regular programs 
For the sake of the cause of the information of the 
families with disabled children, we can’t do any-
thing but organize our annual professional confer-
ences. Usually approximately 100 experts attend 
these two-day national conferences, and we regu-
larly invite colleagues from abroad.3 In the last two 
years we asked more lecturers to give some infor-
mation about their researches on the field of handi-
capped people and about their integration. 

In 2005 we have organized a conference with 
this title: Adult Education and Democracy – Learn-

2 Pordány Sarolta: Második esély – iskolai végzettsé-
gekkel nem rendelkezők tanulása. In Horváthné Bodnár 
Mária (szerk.): Partnerség az élethosszig tartó tanulásért. Az 
európai modernizációs folyamatok a magyar felnőttoktatásban. 
Budapest, 2002, Német Népfőiskolai Szövetség Nemzet-
közi Együttműködési Intézete, 97–105. p.
3 Konferenciáink megszervezését a Német Népfőiskolai 
Szövetség Nemzetközi Felnőttképzési Intézete (IIZ/
DVV) támogatta.
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ing Capability, Knowledge Acquisition in Adult-
hood 

The speakers contributed to the interpretation 
of the relationship between adult education and 
democracy with the elaboration of the following 
topics:

- Physically Handicapped in Adult Education 
and Community Education. Have They a Chance 
To Be Equal? Eva MAZZAG, researcher, University 
of Pecs)

- Lifelong Education of the Disabled – Civil 
Association OBZOR, Liberec, Czech Republic 
Eva Vosáhlová, representing the NGO OBZOR - 
Civic Association for Wheelchair Users and Their 
Friends

In 2006 the subject of the conference was: Adult 
Education, Adult Learning and Development. Gy-
orgy Vigh, IT Client Manager of Hungarian Post 
Office was drawing the attention to the technical 
solutions aiding the blind and the partially sighted 
to use the Internet. The title of his presentation was 
Obstacle Clearance of Web Applications. He de-
scribed all the small, but significant tricks to enable 
the blind to reach our web-sites.

Now we have just finished our work on the ob-
stacle clearance of our own website: www.feflea-
rning.hu – and we hope that soon even the short-
sighted people will be able to get some information 
on this website about the researches on the field of 
adult education. 

Conclusion
The efforts of the Association for the Development 
of Adult Education were aimed at achieve the pro-
gram of the UN’s „Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities (13 December 2006)4, and 
all those objects of the Hungarian Equal chances 
programme, keeping with the targets of the Euro-
pean Union’s EQUAL programme, for the integra-
tion and helping of disabled persons. 

According to our association’s experiences there 
is a need for these kind of guidance, so perhaps it 
can be proved that even those NGOs can play an 
important role in recommendation and guidance 
which are not concentrated their efforts for the 
field of disabled children.  The families in trouble 
usually turn to those NGO which they know the 

4 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 
(13 December 2006)
 http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/enable/
conventioninfo.htm

best, where they have friends among their leaders 
or members. 

We have recognized that we must satisfy the 
needs of the families with handicapped members, 
we have to give them guidance, information. It 
seems to us, that the informational work can be 
successful if it is:

- personalized
- family-based
- integrated
- continuous
- community-based
- based on the personal sympathy and trust

We believe that the NGOs must be prepared for 
this kind of work. That’s why we are going to con-
tinue, extend and develop our work with handi-
capped people. We will collect and disseminate all 
of those research findings which would be helpful 
for the work of the professional associations or the 
non-professional NGOs.

Sarolta Pordany 
Researcher of Adult Education
President of Association for Development of 
Adult Eucation
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Introduction
In this paper I shall first expand upon the Life-
long Learning / Education aspects for women in 
the European Union, with special references to 
Hungary, including positive („women do better 
than men”) and negative aspects (inequalities, 
access). As this is all linked to other consider-
ations, I shall also touch upon the labour market 
and the implications for training, employment, 
academia and learning organisations (e.g. uni-
versities), women’s participation in politics, ICT, 
etc. An extensive list of references complements 
the paper.

Premis
Lifelong Learning is a global policy priority, adopt-
ed and promoted by OECD and European Union, 
amongst others (e.g. World Bank). This Policy is 
linked closely to the need for both initial and on-
going vocationally oriented education and train-
ing, given the rapid shifts in the nature of work, 
technology (including ICTs), and changes associ-
ated with globalisation. 

Higher Education (HE) has long been declared 
inappropriate for women. Aristotle held that 
’woman was essentially different from man in na-
ture, and hence that the former cannot profit by 
this Higher Education to be given citizens’ (Mon-
roe, 1919: 156). This view won dominance. Rous-
seau wrote: ’A woman of culture (i.e. education) 
is a plague of her husband, her children, her fam-
ily, her servants – everybody’ (Monroe, 1919: 566). 
There are many more recent examples of studies 
that were taken to prove that women could not 
benefit from HE. 

Another individualistic strategy identified 
in studies of women is that of working harder 
than the men around them and ’being better than 
them’. A historical example of this could be the 
most famous woman physicist, Marie Curie, a 
Nobel Prize winner in both physics (1903) and 
chemistry (1911). (Cotterill et al. 2007)

Education
Equality between women and men is one of the fun-
damental values of the European Union. Through 
the combined efforts of the Community and Member 
States, the situation of men and women in Europe 
has been genuinely transformed in many fields. For 
example, female participation in employment has 
steadily increased, and women today have a higher 
level of education than men. Nevertheless, major 
challenges remain. In particular, although there is 
no doubting progress in terms of quantity, efforts are 
still needed to boost the qualitative aspect of equal-
ity. This is the principal message highlighted in two 
recent reports of the European Commission (2008).

In response to these challenges, the European 
Commission adopted already in 2006 „A Roadmap 
for Equality between Women and Men”, which out-
lines six priority areas for EU action over the period 
2006-2010. This strategy for promoting equality, pur-
sued in partnership with Member States and other 
actors, requires clear information regarding the situ-
ation of women and men in our societies:

- More women than men successfully complete 
upper and post-secondary education

- More women than men obtain university de-
grees or the equivalent

- More women than men are enrolled in under-
graduate programmes across most of the EU

- More men than women continue on to do post-
graduate studies

- Women are more successful than men in com-
pleting tertiary level programmes

- More men than women obtain postgraduate 
degrees

- Most teachers below tertiary level are women, 
at tertiary level, men. The proportion of women 
is particularly high in most of the new Member 
States – Cyprus and Malta being the exceptions – 
exceeding 80 % in Latvia and Lithuania as well as 
Bulgaria and exceeding 75 % in Hungary, Poland, 
Slovakia and Slovenia (no data are available for the 
Czech Republic and Estonia). 

women AnD lifelong leArning
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Source: Larsen et al. 2001

At a global level the Platform for Action, adopt-
ed at the Fourth World Conference on Women in 
Beijing (ILO 1996) identified „education and train-
ing of women” as one critical area of concern and 
defined five strategic objectives:

- ensure equal access to education;
- eradicate illiteracy among women; 
- improve women’s access to vocational training, 

science and technology and continuing education; 
- develop non-discriminatory education and 

training; 
- allocate sufficient resources for and monitor 

the implementation of educational reforms. 
See also the „Mumbay Statement” in APPEN-

DIX (UNESCO 1998).
 The high level of training amongst women can 

be explained by the fact that women (and not men) 
are concentrated in industries and occupations 
with better training opportunities. It is not due to 
women, per se, being more likely to receive train-
ing (Callender et al. 1997).

 The European Social Fund is a particularly im-
portant source of funding for women’s training. It 
is unique because it earmarks funds specifically 

for women-only training. It plays a special role 
by helping to legitimate and encourage women’s 
training. 

Training women is important in terms of both 
the current and projected needs of the economy 
and improving women’s position in the labour 
market. 

Lifelong Learning is widely regarded as playing 
a key role in enhancing the economic performance 
and prospects of individuals and, indeed, of whole 
economies (Jenkins 2006). The rhetoric emanating 
from organisations such as the OECD and the EU 
has stressed the importance of Lifelong Learning 
in developing and regenerating the stock of human 
capital. In the modern, knowledge-driven econo-
my, it has been argued, people must upgrade their 
skills in order to remain competitive and to prepare 
for frequent changes in jobs. Those who missed out 
on initial education require Lifelong Learning to 
acquire essential basic skills. Those out of the la-
bour force should undertake Lifelong Learning to 
prevent skills depreciation. Adult learning, then, is 
seen as crucial for long-term employability (OECD, 
2003). As well as these economic benefits, Lifelong 
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Learning can also contribute to social inclusive-
ness and the reduction of inequality through its as-
sumed effects on employment prospects (Green et 
al, 1999; Field, 2000).

Women record a higher educational attainment 
than men in all Member States. On average, 80.7% 
of young women (20-24) reached at least upper sec-

ondary school in the EU in 2006, against only 74.8% 
on young men. Furthermore, women represent as 
much as 59% of university graduates. However, 
study fields continue to be greatly segmented with 
a low presence of women in engineering or science 
and technology and a high one in health, education 
or the humanities.

Employment rates (women and men aged 15-64) in EU Member States – 2001 and 2006

Women Men Gender gap
2001 2006 2001 2006 2001 2006

EU-27 54.3 57.2 70.9 71.6 16.6 14.4
Belgium 51.0 54.0 68.8 67.9 17.8 13.9
Bulgaria 46.8 54.6 52.7 62.8   5.9   8.2
Czech Republic 56.9 56.8 73.2 73.7 16.3 16.9
Denmark 72.0 73.4 80.2 81.2   8.2   7.8
Germany 58.7 62.2 72.8 72.8 14.1 10.6
Estonia 57.4 65.3 65.0 71.0   7.6   5.7
Ireland 54.9 59.3 76.6 77.7 21.7 18.4
Greece 41.5 47.4 71.4 74.6 29.9 27.2
Spain 43.1 53.2 72.5 76.1 29.4 22.9
France 56.0 57.7 69.7 68.5 13.7 10.8
Italy 41.1 46.3 68.5 70.5 27.4 24.2
Cyprus 57.2 60.3 79.3 79.4 22.1 19.1
Latvia 55.7 62.4 61.9 70.4   6.2   8.0
Lithuania 56.2 61.0 58.9 66.3   2.7   5.3
Luxembourg 50.9 54.6 75.0 72.6 24.1 18.0
Hungary 49.8 51.1 62.9 63.8 13.1 12.7
Malta 32.1 34.9 76.2 74.5 44.1 39.6
Netherlands 65.2 67.7 82.8 80.9 17.6 13.2
Austria 60.7 63.5 76.4 76.9 15.7 13.4
Poland 47.7 48.2 59.2 60.9 11.5 12.7
Portugal 61.3 62.0 77.0 73.9 15.7 11.9
Romania 57.1 53.0 67.8 64.6 10.7 11.6
Slovenia 58.8 61.8 68.6 71.1   9.8   9.3
Slovakia 51.8 51.9 62.0 67.0 10.2 15.1
Finland 65.4 67.3 70.8 71.4   5.4   4.1
Sweden 72.3 70.7 75.7 75.5   3.4   4.8
United Kingdom 65.0 65.8 78.0 77.3 13.0 11.5

Eurostat, Labour Force Survey (LFS), annual averages.
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The role of education in contributing to a fairer 
society has always been double-edged. When suc-
cessful in widening participation in learning, its 
contribution is powerful and positive. But too of-
ten, it can have the opposite effect of being socially 

selective, even divisive. Policy strategies need to 
work with this dual focus – reinforcing inclusion 
and participation while tackling out-dated forms of 
selection. In 21st century society, this longstanding 
equity goal for education takes on new urgency.

Life-long learning - Percentage of the 
population aged 25-64 participating 
in education and training over the 
four weeks prior to the survey, 2006

Educational attainment (at least 
upper secondary school) of women 
and men aged 20-24, in EU Member 
States – 2006

Women Men Women Men
EU-27 10.4   8.8 80.7 74.8
Belgium   7.6   7.4 85.6 79.1
Bulgaria   1.3   1.3 81.1 80.0
Czech Republic   5.9   5.4 92.4 91.1
Denmark 33.8 24.6 81.5 73.4
Germany   7.3   7.8 73.5 69.8
Estonia   8.6   4.2 89.8 74.1
Ireland   8.9   6.1 89.1 81.8
Greece   1.8   2.0 86.6 75.5
Spain 11.5   9.3 69.0 54.6
France   7.8   7.2 84.3 80.0
Italy   6.5   5.7 79.4 71.7
Cyprus   7.8   6.5 90.7 76.1
Latvia   9.3   4.1 86.2 75.9
Lithuania   6.6   2.9 91.2 85.3
Luxembourg   8.7   7.6 74.5 64.0
Hungary   4.4   3.1 84.7 81.2
Malta   5.6   5.5 52.8 48.1
Netherlands 15.9 15.3 79.6 69.9
Austria 14.0 12.2 86.7 84.9
Poland   5.1   4.3 93.8 89.6
Portugal   4.0   3.7 58.6 40.8
Romania   1.3   1.3 77.8 76.6
Slovenia 16.3 13.8 91.4 87.7
Slovakia   4.6   4.0 91.7 91.2
Finland 27.0 19.3 87.0 82.3
Sweden 36.5 27.9 88.6 84.5
United Kingdom 31.2 22.0 80.3 77.3

Source: Eurostat, Labour Force Survey (LFS), annual averages.
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First, as economies and societies are increas-
ingly knowledge-based, the price paid for missing 
out on learning becomes a high one. This is made 
worse by the decline in low-skill jobs, which have 
traditionally employed those with few qualifica-
tions. Second, as information and communication 
technologies (ICT) spread into all aspects of our 
lives a new dimension of exclusion has been cre-
ated: the so-called “digital divide”. Third, frag-
menting families and communities too often mean 
weaker social bonds and identity. This emphasises 
a critical mission for education that goes well be-
yond skills development – cementing social iden-
tity, networks and community involvement, oth-
erwise known as „social capital”. Fourth, in our 
rapidly changing world, educational equity can no 
longer be addressed only in terms of what happens 
in schools and colleges but throughout our lives. 
The scope is now much more ambitious as coun-
tries aim to make Lifelong Learning available to all. 
The major problem remains that lifelong learners 
tend to be those who have already done well in ini-
tial education, although those who did not stand 
most to gain.

Inequalities remain
The rise in educational attainment at both upper-
secondary and tertiary levels has been greater for 
women than men over the past three decades, a 
rapid and universal trend in OECD countries. So 
important has been the shift that worries are now 
being expressed about male under-achievement, 
especially among disaffected adolescent men. Nev-
ertheless, clear gender differences remain in subject 
choice: women are more likely to enrol in tertiary 
education fields related to the health professions, 
education and the social and behavioural sciences, 
and less in the natural sciences, industrial and en-
gineering fields.

There are inequalities in the level and type of 
education and training that women receive, com-
pared with men. Recent research into the educa-
tion and training of women revealed that although 
women have increased their levels of education 
and training, there are notable differences in the 
training of men and women, with men still receiv-
ing more training than women and some groups 
of women being more disadvantaged than others. 
Bimrose et al. (2003) argue:

- Women undertake more training related to their 
personal development than men, whereas men par-
ticipate in more taught training courses related to 
their current or previous employment than women. 

- Consequently, women are more likely to un-
dertake training within a college and pay for it 
themselves, whereas men are more likely to un-
dertake training at work, which is funded by their 
employer. 

- Significantly more women than men are unable 
to participate in education and training courses be-
cause of their caring responsibilities. 

- There are significant differences in the training 
received by women working full-time and part-
time. 

- Women educated to degree level are more like-
ly to receive training than those with fewer quali-
fications. 

- In educational settings women and men are 
now performing equally in most subject areas, but 
there are significant gender differences in the sub-
ject areas studied by men and women 

There are also gendered inequalities in access to 
job related training. Callender and Metcalf’s (1997) 
study of Women and Training included a compre-
hensive review of published research in the field, 
with ’training’ including all vocational training pro-
vided by the public and private sector outside the 
education system. These authors pointed to those 
groups of women who were most disadvantaged 
in terms of their access to job-related training:

- women with children 
- women returners 
- part-timers 
- women with no or low level qualifications 
- women at the base of the occupational hierar-

chy, and 
- women in low paid jobs. 
Lack of access to training was associated with a 

range of barriers: structural, organisational, institu-
tional, and attitudinal, as well as women’s own at-
titudes and the distribution of labour and finances 
within households. Factors which limited women’s 
chances of training were 

- being employed part-time 
- being married or cohabiting, and 
- having children under the age of five and espe-

cially under the age of two. 
This report did not point to general discrimina-

tion against women in training provision, but high-
lighted limitations to access associated with the 
above factors. 

Research conducted as part of the Economic 
and Social Research Council’s Learning Society 
programme did point to gender disparity in op-
portunities for training and development. There 
are significantly different gender patterns between 
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post-school participation in learning and pointed 
to the complexity of assessing the choices made by 
individuals: 

Many older women describe the ways in which the 
learning opportunities available to them were limited by 
local employment, social expectations as to what was ap-
propriate or by a ‘forced altruism’ with respect to family 
commitments… It is clear that, to make sense of individ-
ual’s leaning histories, it is necessary to understand the 
ways in which learning opportunities were understood 
when decisions over participation were being made 
(Rees, Gorard, Fevre and Furlong 2000: 183). 

An article by Jackson (2003) argues that despite 
the rhetoric that surrounds Lifelong Learning, bar-
riers to participation for working-class women are 
too often ignored or made invisible. Starting from 
a critique of current policies and practices of Life-
long Learning that are based in instrumentalism 
and individualism, the article addresses the diver-
sities of working-class women’s multiple identi-
ties and considers some of the (apparent) wider 
benefits of learning for working-class women. The 
article concludes that many working-class women 
are trapped in a cycle of lifelong earning that cen-
tres on low-paid, low-status jobs. What they learn 
is that, in a learning society that remains driven by 
market forces based in inequalities of gender, race 
and class, there is no political escape.

Policy makers place increasing emphasis on 
the importance of Lifelong Learning in enabling 
more people, not just the registered unemployed, 
who are out of the labour force to move back into 
employment, or even into employment for the 
first time. However, there is very little reliable 
evidence on the economic effects of formal learn-
ing undertaken by adults. The key finding is that, 
in the presence of a full range of controls, Lifelong 
Learning, defined in terms of obtaining qualifications 
as an adult, substantially increases the likelihood that 
labour-market inactive women will make a transition 
to paid employment. 

 
Responsibility for caring for children and other de-

pendent family members continues to be borne main-
ly by women, and they frequently have spells out of 
paid employment as a consequence. Lifelong Learning 
is often regarded as playing a key role in maintaining 
and enhancing the employability of women returners. 
It is argued that Lifelong Learning can prevent skills 
depreciation for women who have had long breaks 
from paid employment and that those who missed 
out on initial education may require Lifelong Learn-
ing in order to obtain essential basic skills.

Existing research on women and training leaves 
unanswered a range of questions. These could be 
most fruitfully addressed through: more qualita-
tive studies; analyses of longitudinal data; and 
specific studies which assess particular topics in 
depth. Research needs to explore:

- What is the place of training in women’s work-
ing lives?

- Why do some groups of women consistently 
have less access to training than other women, and 
in comparison to men?

- What factors explain the differential incidence 
of training in certain occupations and what are the 
implications of this for occupational segregation by 
gender?

Women and LLL in Hungary
„Despite the demonstrated increasing need for high 
quality education in the newly emergent Hungarian 
socio-political climate, and despite the fact that experts 
proclaim the need for the modification of educational 
content and methods so as to meet these escalating 
needs, and despite the need for increased fiscal support 
for the educational welfare of the country as a whole, 
the reality of everyday teaching has not changed a great 
deal” (Thun 2000). 

A National Curriculum has been designed that 
describes the core knowledge content, require-
ments and teaching methodologies mandatory 
for every Hungarian school. Such areas of general 
knowledge as learning about social and economic 
processes, learning about one’s own personality, 
and learning life-skills and rights of citizens are 
included to a certain extent. However, the new 
National Curriculum is still very much traditional 
in the sense that the emphasis is distinctly on the 
teaching and learning of facts and data, rather than 
gaining knowledge through activities and devel-
oping skills how to learn. The creativity and the 
contribution of the students in the learning process 
is not a crucial requirement. 

The gender issues of either economic or social 
development, and the traditional and stereotypi-
cal values that came to existence as a result are 
completely absent from the concerns of the Na-
tional Curriculum. Gender issue are not discussed 
even in such specific areas as ‘People and Society’, 
and even under the heading called ‘Equality and 
Equity’. 

The democratisation of the Hungarian socio-po-
litical environment has filtered down into the school 
system to some extent, yet the conservative political 
views and the business-oriented attitudes that pre-
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vail in the political discourse assign little value to 
demands of schools and education (Thun 2000). 

The significant cutbacks in education have an 
impact on women’s advancement in the workplace 
by denying them access to the necessary training 
needed to maintain competence in the working en-
vironment. The absence of life(style) education and 
civic education leaves women with no opportunity 
to learn to identify their needs, to make informed 
choices, and to make their voice heard.

It is the belief of an emerging women’s move-
ment in Hungary, that women’s issues such as 
discrimination against women – especially in the 
crucial areas of employment and education, and 
women’s health issues – violence against women 
and social welfare issues need to be identified and 
discussed as part of public socio-political discourse. 
Through raising the public awareness of these prob-
lems, through education and through the initiation 
of an academic university programme for women, 
we might well be able to stem the tide of the unfa-
vourable process of the restoration of women’s role 
as understood only in relation to their responsibili-
ties in the family. 

For this purpose there is great need for a well-
articulated gender equality policy on the part of 
the decision makers, which need, however, they 
are very reluctant to acknowledge at the moment.

The labour market
Women’s contribution to the work force is vital and 
job-related training is a crucial element in the contin-
ued development of the skill base. Yet despite recent 
growth in both these fields, relatively little is known 
about either women’s experiences of training or 
about gender differences. (Callender et al. 1997)

“More and better jobs” is a strategic objective 
which is at the heart of the Lisbon agenda for 
growth and jobs. Although over the last ten years 
progress has been made in female employment in 
terms of quantity, further efforts will be needed in 
order to improve the quality aspect.

However, after three decades of equal oppor-
tunities legislation and policy, the participation of 
women in the labour market remains different and 
unequal from that of men (Bimrose et al., 2003). 
The Warwick University Institute for Employment 
Research undertook research on improving the 
participation of women in the sub-regional labour 
market which are underpinned by the following 
key points: 

- women’s participation rates in the labour mar-
ket are increasing; 

- women do not constitute a homogeneous 
group: they have diverse labour market experi-
ences; and 

- women are slightly outperforming men in 
compulsory and post-compulsory education in the 
majority of subjects. 

However: 
- women dominate in part-time work, which 

tends to be low paid, has few promotional pros-
pects and has limited training opportunities; 

- the gender pay gap is persistent and even 
widening; 

- gender segregation means women are under-
represented in many occupational sectors, includ-
ing manufacturing and construction – important to 
the sub-region; 

- educational subject choices are still influenced 
by gender stereotypes and there is significant gen-
der segregation in government training schemes; 

- there are structural explanations of gender 
inequality in employment but women’s participa-
tion in the labour market may also be affected by 
their choices about paid employment and caring 
responsibilities; 

- women’s employment experience is also af-
fected by dimensions of ethnicity, disability and 
age.

 
Some of the key findings are (Bimrose et al., 2003): 

- Employment rates for women are increasing, 
whereas for men they are decreasing 

- Women are, on average, five times more likely 
to be in part-time employment than men 

- Women’s participation in the labour market is 
increasing at a faster rate than that of men 

- Women dominate in part-time work that is low 
paid, has few promotional prospects and has lim-
ited training opportunities 

- At national, regional and local levels women 
are less likely to be unemployed than men 

- The presence and age of a dependant child 
continues to have a marked effect on the employ-
ment rates of women 

- A new trend is the fact that there are larger 
numbers of women, particularly among the highly 
educated, who are postponing childbearing 

- This is coupled with the trend among succes-
sive cohorts of women to take shorter periods out 
of work for childbearing and child rearing. 

- Gender segregation is a recognised structural 
feature of the UK labour market 

- This segregation impacts on the occupational 
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opportunities and earnings of women and repre-
sents differences in the status and pay of men and 
women 

- These divisions can be seen as intrinsically 
linked to the sexual division of labour 

- One key explanation proposes that women are 
satisfied with or prefer jobs which fit with their 
childcare and domestic arrangements (Human 
capital theory) 

- One other key explanation claims that gender 
segregation is an intrinsic part of organisational 
culture which constrains women’s choices (Social 
process theory) 

- Marked patterns of gender segregation across 
different occupational groupings (e.g. engineer-
ing is male dominated and hairdressing is female 
dominated) are reflected at a national, regional and 
sub-regional level 

- In sectors where women dominate (e.g. social 
care) there can still be vertical segregation whereby 
women are under-represented at senior levels 

- Suggestions for addressing gender segregation 
in the labour market include the introduction of 
flexible working practices, on-the-job training for 
female part-time employees and the adoption of 
equal opportunities practices. 

- It is important to avoid regarding women as an 
homogeneous group 

- Definitions of commitment based on working 
long hours and sacrificing personal life for work 
are biased in favour of men because they ignore 
women’s caring and domestic labour 

- Women’s commitment to employment has 
been viewed first in terms of individual preferenc-
es and secondly as a reflection of life stages: 

- the individual preference approach defines 
two distinct groups within the labour market: ‘ca-
reer orientated women’ and ‘domestically orien-
tated women’ 

- women’s attitudes to employment can be 
argued to be a reflection of their life-stages: such as 
pre-marriage, family formation and the final phase 
of working life 

- These theories suggest different policy re-
sponses for different groups of women. 

- Despite the fact that women’s earnings have 
increased over the last two decades women contin-
ue to earn less than men and the most recent data 
show the pay gap growing 

- Full-time employed women’s hourly rates and 
weekly gross pay are significantly less than those 
of men working full-time 

- Women working part-time also earn signifi-

cantly less than men working part-time 
- Women are less likely than men to receive oth-

er elements that constitute ‘earnings’, such as bo-
nuses, pension schemes and medical insurance 

- There are significant pay differentials between 
men and women working in the evening or at 
night - men are generally compensated for work-
ing unsociable hours but women are in most in-
stances not 

- There are significant differences in earnings 
amongst women e.g. a woman graduate without 
children is estimated to earn twice as much over 
her lifetime as a woman with no qualifications and 
no children 

- The amount of earnings forgone by mothers 
varies by number of children and the skill level of 
the woman 

- Factors affecting the gender pay gap include: 
- discrimination 
- occupational segregation 
- women’s predominance in part-time work 
- the unequal impact of women’s caring re-

sponsibilities. 
- Flexible working practices have been imple-

mented in some instances as an attempt by em-
ployers to address skill shortages 

- Flexible working practices are particularly 
prevalent in larger organisations, in public sector 
organisations, in firms which have strong equal op-
portunities policies and in organisations that have 
large proportions of female employees 

- The implementation of flexible working prac-
tices can be viewed as problematic because: 

- employers may not understand the busi-
ness case 

- traditional forms of working may be em-
bedded in the organisational culture 

- the implementation of such practices may 
be constrained by the organisational structure 

- Research has shown that the introduction of 
flexible working practices is not costly and the ben-
efits (e.g. significant improvements in productivity, 
reduced absenteeism and increased retention) are 
often greater than expected 

- Gender discrimination in recruitment is illegal, 
but still exists 

- Practices such as word of mouth recruitment 
reflect and reinforce gender segregation in the la-
bour market 

- Although women have increased their levels 
of education and training, there are notable differ-
ences in the training of men and women, with men 
still receiving more training than women 
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- There are significant differences in the train-
ing received by women working full-time and 
part-time 

- Women educated to degree level are more like-
ly to receive training than those with fewer quali-
fications 

- In educational settings women and men are 
now performing equally in most subject areas, but 
there are significant gender differences in the sub-
ject areas studied by men and women

- Significantly more women than men are unable 
to participate in education and training courses be-
cause of their caring responsibilities. 

- Disabled people are more likely to have no 
qualifications, face unemployment, to work part-
time and be under-represented in senior positions 
than the non-disabled 

- There are significant differences in the eco-
nomic activity rates of men and women with dis-
abilities 

- 45 per cent of disabled women are in em-
ployment 

- Research has shown that there is too much em-
phasis on disabled people changing to accommo-
date employers rather than employers changing to 
accommodate disabled people. 

- Nationally, women’s employment rates decline 
steeply after the age of 45 years 

- Educational attainment is a key factor in un-
derlying variations amongst women participating 
in the labour market within the same age group. 

 
As a conclusion, Bimrose et al. (2003) state that:

- Significantly more women are in part-time 
employment than men, and women dominate in 
part-time work that is low paid, has few promo-
tional prospects and has limited training oppor-
tunities. 

- Women are under-represented in manufactur-
ing and construction. The gender pay gap is persis-
tent - particularly in industries dominated by men. 
Educational subject choices are still influenced by 
gender stereotypes, and there is prominent gender 
segregation in government training schemes, re-
flecting gender stereotypes. 

- For women, a significant barrier to training is 
their caring responsibilities. Men undertake more 
training and more hours of training than women. 

- The older female working population is in-
creasing in importance; given the ageing of the 
population, a key challenge is to maintain higher 
economic activity and employment rates in the 
older age groups 

As far as the changing position of women in the labour 
market and the implications for training, Callender 
et al. (1997) state that an important backdrop for 
understanding issues about women and training is 
their changing position in the labour market. Their 
position along with the interface between their do-
mestic and work responsibilities largely determine 
women’s access to training and the nature of the 
training they receive.

Women’s labour market position has changed 
considerably in recent years. This has significant 
implications for their access to and demand for 
training; the nature of the training they receive; and 
the role of training in shaping their labour market 
experiences, occupational mobility and segrega-
tion, and their earnings.

Women’s position in the labour market impacts 
directly on their access to training with those most 
disadvantaged having the least access to job-relat-
ed training. These include:

- women with children;
- women returners;
- part-timers;
- women with no or low level qualifications;
- women at the base of the occupational hierar-

chy; and
- women in low paid jobs.
The lack of training and qualifications prevent 

these women from moving up the occupational hi-
erarchy into better and more highly paid jobs while 
inhibiting the participation of others.

Women’s lack of access to training is associated 
with a range of barriers including: structural, or-
ganisational, institutional and attitudinal barriers, 
women’s own attitudes and the distribution of la-
bour and finances within households.

Women employees’ pursuit of qualifications 
was affected by employment, family and personal 
characteristics. Women in the public service sector 
were more likely to be training towards a qualifi-
cation than those in any other sector, as were pro-
fessionals, associate professionals and technicians 
while clerical workers and manual workers were 
least likely. 

A research report published in May 2004 (Eu-
rofound 2004) outlines the current conditions for 
Lifelong Learning in Norway. The study reveals 
significant differences in this area between sectors 
and between employees with higher and lower 
levels of education.

According to the survey, women participate 
more often than men in formal education. The 
main reason for this is that women more often than 
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men work in sectors where such education is more 
usual. There are no differences in the area of infor-
mal training between men and women. Employ-
ees working part time (mostly women) participate 
more seldom, but this is balanced by the fact that 
many women work in sectors where the participa-
tion rate is high. There are differences between men 
and women - more men than women have what is 
defined as learning-intensive work.

The year 2007 saw the implementation of a large 
number of measures announced in the European 
Commission’s Roadmap for Equality between 
Women and Men and the European Council’s Pact 
for Gender Equality in 2006. All these measures 
converge towards the objective of achieving effec-
tive equality between women and men by acting 
on both quantity and quality aspects. The Commis-
sion has also made a contribution towards creating 
common flexicurity principles, so as to promote 
the creation of more and better jobs. 2007 was also 
marked by several celebrations and important 
events for gender equality policy: the 50th anni-
versary of European gender equality policy; the 
European Year of Equal Opportunities for All; the 
tenth anniversary of the signing of the Amsterdam 
Treaty, the basis for the European Employment 
Strategy and for gender mainstreaming in Com-
munity policies.

This fifth annual report on equality between 
women and men, produced in collaboration with 
the Member States at the request of the European 
Council of Heads of State and Government, is the 
first to cover the enlarged European Union of 27 
Member States, the increased diversity of which is 
likely to raise new challenges for equality policies. 
However, enlargement testifies to the new Member 
States’ embracing of the European Union’s funda-
mental values and their commitment to pursuing 
its fundamental tasks, which include achieving 
equality between women and men.

Female employment has been the main factor in 
the steady growth of employment in the EU in re-
cent years. Between 2000 and 2006 employment in 
EU-27 grew by nearly 12 million, including more 
than 7.5 million women. The female employment 
rate went up each year, reaching 57.2% in 2006, 
3.5 percentage points more than in 2000, bringing 
the objective of 60% by 2010 within reach. During 
the same period the male employment rate rose 
by less than one point. Among workers over the 
age of 55, the female employment rate also in-
creased more than the male rate, reaching 34.8%, 
a 7.4 point increase on 2000. At the same time the 

unemployment rate for women fell to 9%, its low-
est level for ten years.

This positive trend has resulted in a significant 
narrowing of the employment rate gap between 
women and men, which fell from 17.1 points in 
2000 to 14.4 points in 2006. However, the very fact 
that there is still a gap, also among young people 
(6 points for the age group 15-24) raises questions, 
particularly as young women have better success 
rates at school and university. Furthermore, the 
gap seems to grow wider with age, culminating at 
17.8 points for the over-55s.

Several aspects of the quality of women’s work 
remain problematic. Equality between women and 
men is one of the work quality dimensions iden-
tified by the Commission. The indicators for pay, 
labour market segregation and the number of 
women in decision-making jobs have not shown 
any significant increase for several years.

Furthermore, gaps between women and men 
may persist in all other aspects of work quality, e.g. 
reconciling professional and private life, working 
arrangements which do not fully exploit people’s 
skills and in the field of health and safety at work. 
Evidence of this is the sharp fall in the employment 
rate for women with young children (-13.6 points 
on average), while the rate for men is rising. As a 
result, the employment rate for women with depen-
dent children is only 62.4%, compared with 91.4% 
for men, a difference of 29 points. More than three-
quarters of part-time workers are women (76.5%), 
corresponding to one woman in three, as against 
less than one man in ten. Temporary employment 
contracts are also more common for women (15.1%, 
one point more than for men).

In other words, it would appear that the sub-
stantial efforts made in connection with the Eu-
ropean Strategy for Growth and Jobs with a view 
to creating more and better jobs for women have 
proved more successful in terms of quantity than 
quality.

Stereotyping constitutes a barrier to individual 
choice for both men and women. It helps to preserve in-
equalities by influencing the choice of education, train-
ing or employment, participation in domestic and fam-
ily duties, and representation in decision-making jobs. It 
can also affect how an individual’s job is valued. Getting 
rid of stereotypes is one of the priorities of the Roadmap 
and the European social partners’ framework of action 
on gender equality.

It is important to develop training and imple-
mentation tools which will allow all stakeholders 
to include a gender perspective in their respective 
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areas of competence, also in assessing the specific 
impact of policies on women and men. It is vital to 
ensure the effective use of existing tools, such as 
the manuals for gender mainstreaming of employ-
ment policies produced by the Commission.

Women and men in academic posts
- Women are less well represented among senior 

academics than among more junior ones. 
- Women are better represented in the next level 

down from the most senior, but even at this level, 
they accounted for under half of the posts con-
cerned in all EU Member States. 

- The proportion of women in third level posts 
(those usually filled by someone who has recently 
completed a PhD or other doctorate) is larger still. 

- Women are much more in evidence in posts at 
the lowest academic level – those which either do 
not require a doctorate or are filled by those still 
studying for their doctorate. 

Long-term trends in education levels 
Educational levels of women have risen more than 
those of men over the long term
Comparison of the educational attainment levels of 
women and men in successive age cohorts gives an 
indication of how these levels have progressively 
increased over the years in most parts of the EU 
and, correspondingly, how the qualifications of the 
workforce have gradually improved. Comparison 
of the relative numbers of those aged 50–54 and 
those aged 30–34 with different educational attain-
ment levels indicates that education levels of wom-
en have risen by more than men over the 20 years 
which separate the two cohorts almost throughout 
all EU Member States. Some 31 % of women aged 
30–34 have tertiary level qualifications in the EU, 
according to the LFS data for 2005, as compared 
with under 19 % of those aged 50– 54. At the same 
time, the proportion of 30–34 year-olds with up-
per secondary qualifications is almost 5 percentage 
points higher than for the older age group, so that 
22 % of women aged 30–34 have no qualifications 
beyond basic schooling as against 39 % of 50–54 
year-olds.

Education levels of women have risen much 
faster than for men over the long term and there 
are now significantly more women in the younger 
age groups with higher education levels than men 
in most parts of the EU. The proportion of women 
aged 30–34 who have completed tertiary education 
is higher for men in all but four Member States – 
the Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands and 

Austria – and, of these, only in Germany is the dif-
ference more than marginal. 

The proportion of women with tertiary educa-
tion who are in employment is higher for women 
with lower education levels but still significantly 
smaller than for men. The employment rate of 
women aged 25–64 with tertiary education was 
just over 80 % in the EU in 2005. This compares 
with a rate for women with only basic schooling of 
only around 44 %. Nevertheless, the rate for wom-
en with tertiary education was some 7 percentage 
points lower than for men with the same level of 
education.

More women than men participate in continuing 
training. According to the special ad hoc module of 
the labour force survey conducted in 2003, some 
23 % of women aged 25–64 in employment and 19 
% of men participated in (non-formal) continuing 
vocational training at some time during the pre-
ceding year.

The proportion of women participating in con-
tinuing training was larger than that of men in all 
Member States except Slovakia. The rate of par-
ticipation of women in continuing training ranged 
from over 55 % of the total employed in Denmark, 
Finland and Sweden and just over 45 % in the UK, 
the only countries in the EU where the proportion ex-
ceeded a third, to under 10 % in Greece, Italy and Hun-
gary and only around 1 % in Romania. The rate of 
participation of men was also relatively high in the 
first four countries, but in each case at least 6 per-
centage points less than the rate for women. In all 
other Member States, the proportion was 30 % or less, 
in Greece, Lithuania and Hungary, under 5 % and in 
Romania, under 1 %.

The extent of participation in continuing train-
ing varies markedly with the level of educational 
attainment. At the same time, more women than 
men tend to participate in training at all levels of 
education. For women with tertiary education in 
the EU the rate of participation in continuing train-
ing was around 40 % of those in employment as 
compared with just over 33 % of men. For those 
with upper secondary education, the proportions 
were just over 20 % for women and 18 % for men, 
and for those with only basic schooling, just over 8 
% and 7 %, respectively.

A research study (Gouthro 2008) explored Lifelong 
Learning trajectories of mature women students in 
Canada and Challenges in Returning to Learning:

- Many women postponed their return to school-
ing (often more than once) to attend to caregiving 
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responsibilities or to accommodate a spouse’s or 
partner’s career

- Women often changed or lowered their career 
aspirations to accommodate family caregiving re-
sponsibilities

- Many learners had serious personal life crises 
or familial problems, including alcoholism, di-
vorce, drug addictions, sexual abuse and domes-
tic violence, that frequently impacted on decisions 
around schooling

- Older women raised concerns about ageism, 
employment opportunities, and financial security 
in retirement

- Numerous learners had high amounts of stu-
dent debt 

- International students were less likely to be 
hired as teaching/research assistants, thus losing 
both financial assistance and important experience

- Housing costs were often a problem, particu-
larly in larger cities

- Child and elder care created ongoing challeng-
es regarding both time for studies, and perceived 
lack of respect for unpaid labour Benefits in Con-
tinuing Learning

- Returning to higher education is a positive ex-
perience for most learners

- Decisions around schooling are often linked 
with career aspirations, but returning to higher ed-
ucation offers positive attributes not directly con-
nected to the paid labour force

- Learners often spoke about a sense of personal 
growth, as well as excitement and engagement 
with the learning process

- Students reported higher levels of confidence 
and self-esteem that were often linked with being 
successful in academe

- For students who had suffered traumatic in-
cidents, learning seemed to be a positive way to 
transition forward in their lives

- Mature students who were mothers thought 
by continuing their education they were being 
positive role models for their children Supports in 
Adult and Higher Education Contexts

- Few, if any policies and programs in higher 
education are designed specifically to target the 
needs of female learners

- Some policies may be of more benefit to women 
i.e. in some provinces policies around student debt 
are based upon income after graduation, which 
may be more important for women since they often 
have lower salaries

- Flexible program options, including distance 
learning, are often appreciated by women students

- Supports that may particularly benefit women, 
such as affordable family housing options and flex-
ible on-campus childcare, vary considerably across 
institutions and provinces

- While some administrators would advocate 
for more resources to be allocated to support these 
kinds of services, others indicate these are more 
personal responsibilities for learners

Universities as Learning Organizations 
A paper by Gouthro et al (2006) examines universi-
ties as learning organizations to assess how inclu-
sive their policies and practices are for women.

By implementing the strategies to promote the 
development of the university as a learning orga-
nization, universities could be more successful and 
better able to compete. Brown (1997) believes on-
going learning by all members of the university is 
a prerequisite if the organization is to grow and be 
competitive, and that learning would occur in all 
aspects of one’s work life. 

A critical feminist analysis of universities as 
learning organizations takes us in two direc-
tions. First, it challenges the assumption that the 
needs of employees and organizations are always 
aligned and questions the increasing influence of 
the marketplace on the academy. Secondly, it raises 
concerns around how gender (amongst other vari-
ables) needs to be taken up to assess issues of inclu-
sion within learning organizations. 

Initial feedback from mature women learners 
engaged in a Social Science and Humanities Re-
search Council (SSHRC) funded study examining 
women’s Lifelong Learning trajectories in Canada 
reveals that women continuing their education 
often require additional supports because of the 
gendered nature of their lives. Gatens argues that 
“a desire to make our institutions more democratic 
should result in a desire to reshape institutions 
in such a way that men’s historically embedded 
advantage as well as women’s disadvantages are 
eradicated” (1998, p. 8). 

The “reality” of the workplace and the academy 
for many women is that they will be at a disadvan-
tage because of gendered differences in responsi-
bilities and life experiences. Mirroring women’s 
experiences in the broader paid workforce, women 
in the universities are more likely to be found in 
part-time, contract positions that are characterized 
by lower pay, lower status, and less job security. 
One of the consequences of this continued mar-
ginalization of women in the academy is that they 
have fewer opportunities and lesser support to de-
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velop their research programs and engage in ongo-
ing professional development. 

Challenges and Possibilities for Universities as Inclu-
sive Learning Organizations 
To address issues of gender inequality, we need to 
consider how to move past the current rhetoric of 
the learning organization to create collaborative 
learning that truly benefits employees, and takes 
into consideration the various challenges that 
women often face. There are a number of factors 
that need to be taken up within higher education to 
create a more positive orientation that would sup-
port an inclusive learning organization. 

While the university does offer some potential as 
a learning organization, it is not something that can 
be assumed. A radical reassessment of the concept 
of the learning organization has to be developed for 
universities to be considered inclusive learning or-
ganizations, particularly for women. This reassess-
ment would need to recognize the competing power 
issues that exist within institutions, acknowledging 
that the interests of administrators, faculty, staff, and 
students, will not always be the same. External pres-
sures from the increasingly competitive global mar-
ketplace that drive concerns around accountability 
and productivity need to be critically assessed. For 
universities to become learning organizations that 
are supportive of women’s lives, many consider-
ations must be addressed. We need to understand 
how gender impacts on Lifelong Learning and ca-
reer trajectories, develop policies that value more 
broadly defined learning contributions, and create 
opportunities that allow more flexible support for 
research and learning. 

The Expert Group Meeting at the Fourth World 
Conference on Women in Beijing (ILO 1996) con-
sidered the following topics: 

- make an inventory of various forms of training 
- vocational, skill, enterprise-based training and 
training on the job - for women and girls to meet 
the needs of a changing socio-economic context; 
identify skills that need to be developed;

- diversify vocational and technical training for 
girls and women in a variety of technical fields and 
in management; 

- identify training possibilities for women in the 
informal and formal sector, taking into consider-
ation the linkages and frequent transition between 
both sectors; 

- identify possible policy measures and actors re-
sponsible for providing various types of  vocational 
and technological training (government, private sec-

tor, trade unions, non-governmental organizations);  
- discuss possible incentives to be offered to the 

various actors in order to create a favourable envi-
ronment;  address the  issue of funding for voca-
tional training and donor support as well as edu-
cational planning; 

- discuss notable reforms and innovative ap-
proaches to women’s access to science and technol-
ogy and vocational training;

Women’s participation in politics in the countries of the 
European Union, including Hungary 
Two years after Hungary’s accession to the European 
Union, Ilonszki (2006) examined what kind of envi-
ronment and expectations the Hungarian society will 
face and what kind of European experiences it will 
encounter in terms of gender equality. In Hungary, at 
the time of this paper’s publication, the government 
decree (no. 289/2004, X.28) establishing the Ministry 
of Youth, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportu-
nities – the ministry responsible for the equal oppor-
tunities of women and men – makes no mention of 
what aspects of politics, power or decision-making 
should fall within the ministry’s remit. 

Without underestimating other aspects and 
fields of women’s equal opportunities, this paper 
concentrates solely on the political conditions, 
and focus on two key questions: first, on the EU 
itself, and then a comparison will be made between 
women’s participation at various levels in politics 
across the EU and in Hungary. In other words, the 
question is: what are the political roles women play, 
have been given or have gained in EU countries 
and at various levels of EU central public policy 
making and in EU institutions? 

Newly accessing countries are different in many 
respects – maybe not so much in terms of their 
institutional solutions, but rather in their tradi-
tions or recent and distant pasts, where issues of 
women’s political equality rarely made it onto the 
public agenda (Ilonszki, 2004). Although candidate 
countries were required to adopt nine directives 
related to equality and to integrate them into their 
national legal systems, these did not cover issues of 
political decision-making. 

A combined view of participation at the level of 
EU institutions and at various local political levels 
illustrates both the potential impact of the EU and 
the prevalent conditions in the individual countries 
and country groups. Is there any coherence with 
respect to women’s presence at different levels of 
politics? What is behind the lack of coherence: is it 
the EU’s strength or its weakness that is reflected in 
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the figures? In each case it is important to examine 
how Hungary fits into the European picture. 

In the first direct elections to the European Par-
liament1 (1979) 17% of the MPs were women, and 
this rate has been gradually increasing ever since. 
1 In earlier periods, members were delegated. 

Differences between countries have gradually nar-
rowed at the European level. Although still rela-
tively large differences can be observed in terms fe-
male representation at the country level the country 
differences are much smaller at the EU level. Table 
1 summarizes a number of points. 

Source: *Freedman (2002: 180) and EU (2005b). 

Table 1. Share of female MPs in the European Parliament (1999, 2004) and in national parliaments (2004), (%) 

Women’s share in the EP Women’s share 
in national 
parliaments 
2004 
(3) 

Difference in the composition
1999*
(1)

2004
(2)

of the EP, 
2004/1999 
(2)–(1)

of the EP and 
of the national 
parliament, 
2004 (2)–(3)

Old EU member states 
Austria 38.1 38.9 33.9   +0.8   +5.0
Belgium 28.0 29.2 35.3   +1.2   –6.1
Denmark 37.5 35.7 38.0   –1.8   –2.3
Finland 43.8 35.7 37.5   –8.1   –1.8
France 40.2 43.6 12.2   +3.4 +31.4
Germany 30.9 31.3 32.2   +0.4   –0.9
Greece 16.0 29.2 14.0 +13.2 +15.2
Ireland 33.3 38.5 13.3   +5.2 +25.2
Italy 10.3 19.2 11.5   +8.9   +7.7
Luxembourg 33.3 50.0 20.0 +16.7 +30.0
The Netherlands 32.3 44.4 36.7 +12.1   +7.7
Portugal 20.0 25.0 19.1   +5.0   +5.9
Spain 34.4 33.3 36.0   –1.1   –2.7
Sweden 50.0 57.9 45.3   +7.9 +12.6
United Kingdom 24.1 24.4 17.9   +0.3   +6.5
New EU states 
Cyprus –   0.0 10.7 – –10.7
Czech Republic – 20.8 17.0 –   +3.8
Estonia – 33.3 18.8 – +14.5
Hungary – 33.3 9.8 – +23.5
Latvia – 22.2 21.0 –   +1.2
Lithuania – 38.5 10.6 – +27.9
Malta –   0.0 9.2 –   –9.2
Poland – 13.0 20.2 –   –7.2
Slovakia – 35.7 19.3 – +16.4
Slovenia – 42.9 12.2 – +30.7
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Source: *Freedman (2002: 180) and EU (2005b). 

Women’s share in the EP Women’s share 
in national 
parliaments 
2004 
(3) 

Difference in the composition
1999*
(1)

2004
(2)

of the EP, 
2004/1999 
(2)–(1)

of the EP and 
of the national 
parliament, 
2004 (2)–(3)

Old EU member states 
Austria 38.1 38.9 33.9   +0.8   +5.0
Belgium 28.0 29.2 35.3   +1.2   –6.1
Denmark 37.5 35.7 38.0   –1.8   –2.3
Finland 43.8 35.7 37.5   –8.1   –1.8
France 40.2 43.6 12.2   +3.4 +31.4
Germany 30.9 31.3 32.2   +0.4   –0.9
Greece 16.0 29.2 14.0 +13.2 +15.2
Ireland 33.3 38.5 13.3   +5.2 +25.2
Italy 10.3 19.2 11.5   +8.9   +7.7
Luxembourg 33.3 50.0 20.0 +16.7 +30.0
The Netherlands 32.3 44.4 36.7 +12.1   +7.7
Portugal 20.0 25.0 19.1   +5.0   +5.9
Spain 34.4 33.3 36.0   –1.1   –2.7
Sweden 50.0 57.9 45.3   +7.9 +12.6
United Kingdom 24.1 24.4 17.9   +0.3   +6.5
New EU states 
Cyprus –   0.0 10.7 – –10.7
Czech Republic – 20.8 17.0 –   +3.8
Estonia – 33.3 18.8 – +14.5
Hungary – 33.3 9.8 – +23.5
Latvia – 22.2 21.0 –   +1.2
Lithuania – 38.5 10.6 – +27.9
Malta –   0.0 9.2 –   –9.2
Poland – 13.0 20.2 –   –7.2
Slovakia – 35.7 19.3 – +16.4
Slovenia – 42.9 12.2 – +30.7

The situation is different in the new member 
states. National figures are clearly lower, participa-
tion differences between the European Parliament 
and the national parliaments are large, and, with 
the exception of Poland, all the former socialist 
countries show a positive variance between wom-
en’s presence in the European Parliament and in 

their national parliaments. However, due to the 
size of the countries, these percentages often apply 
to a small number of MPs. Interestingly, of all the for-
mer socialist countries, the participation of women in 
the national parliament is lowest in Hungary, while in 
the European Parliament elections Hungary achieved 
the EU average. 

Table 2. Women’s share in national and local (regional) government in 2000 and 2004, and in regional bodies in 2004 (%)

Source: 2000: COM (2001); 2004: The EU’s website (EU, 2005c).2 

Country Ratio of women ministers in 
government *

Women’s participation in 2004

2000 December 2004 in regional 
governments

regional bodies

Old EU member states 

Austria 31 36 n.a. n.a. 

Belgium 22 21 31 37 

Denmark 45 29 – 27 

Finland 39 47 44 50 

France 30 18 48 Presidents of the 26 regions are all 
men, except for one 

Germany 35 46 33 25 

Greece 12   6 18 Presidents are men in all 54 adminis-
trative units 

Ireland 19 21 – 12 (incomplete) 

Italy 14   9 10 15 

Luxembourg 28 17 – – 

The Netherlands 31 31 30 18 

Portugal 12 17 n.a   2 (bodies of very few members) 

Spain 17 44 37 31 

Sweden 50 50 – 60 (mainly two-member bodies) 

United Kingdom 35 26 – – 

New EU states

Cyprus   0   0 – – 

Czech Republic   0 12 15 13 

Estonia 13   8 – – 

Hungary   6 12 13 – 

Latvia 30 25 – n.a 

Lithuania   0 15 – – 

Malta   8 15 – – 

Poland   5   6 15 12.5 

Slovakia   6   0 14 The 8 regions are headed by men 

Slovenia   7   7 – – 
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The figures for participation in government bear 
only a partial similarity to those for national parlia-
ment and the European Parliament (Table 2). 2 

In terms of most of the figures, Hungary resem-
bles the other new member countries; changes be-
tween 2000 and 2004 occurred only in government 
(due to the new government), and a more marked 
development in women’s political participation 
was brought about by the European Parliament 
elections3 Hungary lags behind not only in the field 
of equal opportunity for women and other aspects 
of women’s rights, but also in terms of women’s 
participation in public life. 

The European Union has already embarked on 
many important tasks in relation to the achievement 
of equal opportunities for women, and it appears 
to continue its role in this respect. By analysing 
the EU’s organizational and political impact, it ap-
pears that we are in a phase of positive develop-
ment regarding the achievement of gender-based 
equal opportunities. 

It is, therefore, fair to say that we live in a period 
of EU-feminism. Although the principle of equality 
was, from the start, a value endorsed by the EU, the 
concept of equal opportunity for women was boost-
ed by the expansion of the EU, and was reinforced 
by the experiences and practices of the old member 
states (e.g. Denmark and The Netherlands), by the 
accession of the Nordic countries (Sweden and Fin-
land), and by other challenges, national or interna-
tional. It is in Hungary’s profoundest interests to make 
best use of the opportunities, including equal opportuni-
ties for women. Today, there are three influences or 
conditions that could form the basis of a programme 
for progression. First, there is the influence of the 
EU, with its requirements and pressures. Second-
ly, we should take it as a warning that countries 
deemed ‘less developed’ than Hungary in terms of 
social structure and other aspects – whether old or 
2  On the referenced website there is information about 
the regional councils in the EU-15 countries and about 
regional governments in 17 member states. The situation 
is sometimes complicated, because each country has 
a different public administration system: for example, 
there is not necessarily an executive that heads local 
bodies (Sweden) or else the local body has a leader, 
but there is also a separate elected regional officer, too, 
for example a prefect (e.g. in France or in Greece). To 
explain the concept: in Hungary, the regional body is the 
county assembly, and the executive consists of a single 
person, i.e. its president. 
3 For a detailed description of the local municipality 
level and its partial positive processes, see: Bocz and 
Sághi (2003), Koncz (2003), Lendvai (2004). 

new members – are much more advanced in these 
processes. And thirdly, the idea that politics has its 
relative independence – that it is not merely an ad-
junct, but is a force capable of building (or destroy-
ing – appears to be justified in many respects. 

ICT
Under-representation of women in the Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) world 
is not a new phenomenon, but a very persistent 
one. On the political level, the European Union 
has placed this issue on its agenda and postu-
lates social inclusion and equal opportunities in 
a knowledge-based society, laid down in the e-
Europe Action Plan. The Community Framework 
on Gender Equality 2001-2005 pointed out that a 
knowledge-based society cannot afford to under-
utilize the enormous untapped potential of its fe-
male professionals.

eTutoring, eCoaching and eConsulting are meth-
ods that can help to attract more women into ICT 
professions (Hornung-Prähauser et al. 2005). Pro-
fessional gender-sensitive training and coaching 
can be offered with innovative eLearning methods 
and tools, particularly in relevant phases of wom-
an’s career planning. Innovative eLearning might 
raise the number of female employees in the ICT 
world and shape its future. 

There is no doubt that the advances in informa-
tion and communications technologies (ICT) bring 
tremendous benefits – especially to women (Tan 
2004). But how do we ensure that women can enjoy 
and reap these benefits? How can women be en-
couraged to get plugged into the new technologies 
available in order to be a part of and benefit from 
the knowledge-based economy (KBE)? 

Only when women are made aware of the many 
uses of new infocommunications technologies, 
will they be willing to take the step to learn how 
to use them. Therefore, it is vital for women to be 
informed about new technologies, and be shown 
how their lives can be improved. 

According to researcher Vikas Nath, “the isola-
tion of women from the mainstream economy and 
their lack of access to information because of soci-
etal, cultural and market constraints have led them 
to become distant from the global pool of informa-
tion and knowledge”.4 With new technologies like 

4 Vikas Nath, “Empowerment and Governance through 
Information and Communication Technologies: Women’s 
Perspective”, International Information and Library 
Review Journal. December 2001. Also available at http://
www.cddc.vt.edu/knownet/iilr-women-ict.pdf
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the Internet, women are able to have immediate 
access to information that they require, and need 
no longer be left out.

The Internet is fast proving to be a goldmine of 
educational resources. Women can self-study by 
looking up the wealth of free information available 
online. They can also sign up for online courses, 
where they are tutored by an online teacher. And 
by improving their knowledge and skills, they can 
improve their employability.

The two biggest obstacles to women using ICT, 
especially those in developing countries are liter-
acy and access. Then there are language barriers - 
most of the information available on the Internet is 
in English. There is a growing body of information 
in French, German, Spanish, Japanese and Chinese, 
but there still exists a need for information in the 
vernacular languages.

„What Women Want”
The What Women Want survey (Security4Women 
2005) results demonstrated that women, irrespec-
tive of age, education and socio-economic status, 
were remarkably consistent in their choices for 
policy direction. In order, the three most highly 
preferred economic measures to improve women’s 
wellbeing were:

- work arrangements that help balance family 
and other responsibilities

- affordable education and training for all ages
- equality of male and female wages and salaries

The tasks ahead of us (Hughes et al 2006) 
- To critically consider Lifelong Learning poli-

cies of the EU and identify discourses by which 
women and men are constructed as gendered, 
classed, ‘raced’ learners; 

- To examine ways in which EU policies, prac-
tices and discourses (especially constructs of gen-
dered, classed and ‘raced’ learners) relate to the 
‘knowledge economy’ and/or to issues such as 
globalization, international competition and the 
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); 

In conclusion, we can say that now we recogn-
ise that Lifelong Learning is essential for economic 
growth and social cohesion. The EU, Member 
States and Social Partners share a vision of a learn-
ing society. 

Those who do not participate are increasingly vul-
nerable to being excluded and alienated. 
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Abstract
This paper looks at the context in which preparations 
are under way for CONFINTEA VI, the next UNESCO 
International Conference on Adult Education. The last 
CONFINTEA was in 1997, and ever since, a series of 
international conferences and initiatives dealing with 
adult and continuing, non-formal and out-of-school ed-
ucation, literacy and basic education, have been taking 
place in parallel, frequently complementing each other. 
Unfortunately, this attention has not yet attracted a 
high level of financial support, either nationally or inter-
nationally. However, it must be acknowledged that after 
a serious decline in the support given to education in de-
velopment generally, the situation seems to be improv-
ing. The example of policy-making in the area of adult 
and Lifelong Learning by the European Union may also 
stimulate developments at the international level.

The paper begins with a few brief remarks on 
the chronology and content of activities to help 
provide a clearer understanding of the thor-
oughly confusing array of international devel-
opment decades and education initiatives that 
have been behind a variety of programmes. We 
begin with CONFINTEA itself: the most recent 
conference was held in Germany in 1997, and the 
next will be in 2009 in Brazil. In 2003, there was 
a mid-term review in Thailand, and preparatory 

conferences will be held in five world regions in 
2008. In spring 2000, the World Education Fo-
rum was held in Senegal, with the stated aim of 
achieving “Education for All” (EFA) by 2015. In 
the autumn of the same year, the “Millennium 
Development Goals” (MDGs) were adopted by 
the UN General Assembly, also to be achieved by 
2015. In 2002, the United Nations proclaimed the 
UN Literacy Decade, doubtless also conceived as 
a way of reinforcing the aims of CONFINTEA, 
the MDGs and EFA. LIFE, the Literacy Initiative 
for Empowerment, then provided further back-
ing for the Literacy Decade. And lastly, there was 
the proclamation of a “Decade of Education for 
Sustainable Development” (DESD) for the years 
2005 to 2014. Reason enough to establish a unit 
at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris to co-ordinate 
the various educational “decades”.

In the individual sections it will become clear 
that all these initiatives and programmes each have 
their own justification and their own significance. 
It will also become apparent that there are points 
at which they converge or even overlap. In terms 
of substance, EFA is seen to be considerably more 
far-reaching than the others since it is the most 
comprehensive educational initiative and is also – 
or should be – of greatest relevance to youth and 
adult education (alongside CONFINTEA). 
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While we are most concerned here with global 
developments, we shall not lose sight of specific, 
and thoroughly encouraging, new departures in 
Europe, particularly those of the European Union 
(EU); these will be discussed towards the end. A 
further section looks at the particular interests, po-
tential and activities of the many non-governmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) in the field of youth and 
adult education, which complement, compensate 
for and often criticise the provision or lack of it 
offered by governments and their multilateral or-
ganizations.

1. MDGs – Millennium Development Goals: 2000 - 2015
Development used to be an overall term for change 
and progress, and was typical of the phase of de-
colonization that swept across Africa, Asia and 
Latin America in the 1950s, ’60s and on into the 
’70s. During that process it soon became appar-
ent that the basic needs of a large majority of the 
population, “...adequate education, sufficient food, 
shelter, social security, political and social partici-
pation, cultural activity” (Hinzen 1994, 27), were 
not being met. The period saw the beginnings of 
development aid, of which educational assistance 
was intended to be a major component.

The dramatic growth in ever more alarming 
world crises gave rise to international conferences: 
dealing with the environment and development 
in Rio in 1992, with population growth in Cairo in 
1994, with social development in Copenhagen, and 
with women in Beijing in 1995, and with housing 
in Istanbul and food production in Rome. Almost 
as a precursor, a World Education Conference was 
held in 1990 in Jomtien, which made the following 
appeal in its final declaration: 

“Every person – child, youth and adult – shall 
be able to benefit from educational opportunities 
designed to meet their basic learning needs. These 
needs comprise both essential learning tools (such 
as literacy, oral expression, numeracy and problem 
solving) and the basic learning content (such as 
knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes) required 
by human beings to survive...”. (cited in Hinzen 
and Müller 2001, 47) 

It was at the United Nations General Assem-
bly in September 2000 that delegates from 189 
countries adopted a Millennium Declaration. This 
formed the basis for the eight Millennium Devel-
opment Goals formulated a year later: 

“1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger,
2. Achieve Universal Primary Education,
3. Promote gender equality and empower women,

4. Reduce child mortality among children un-
der five,

5. Improve maternal health,
6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other dis-

eases,
7. Ensure environmental sustainability and
8. Develop a global partnership for develop-

ment”. (Loewe 2005, 11; see also GKKE 2007) 
A glance at the MDGs shows that their edu-

cational aims are to be found chiefly in Goal 2, 
“Achieve Universal Primary Education” (with the 
subsidiary goal No. 3 that all children in the world 
should be enrolled in and successfully complete 
primary education by 2015) and Goal 3, “ Promote 
gender equality and empower women” (with the 
subsidiary goal No. 4 that the imbalance between 
the genders should be eradicated in primary and 
secondary education by 2005). The relevant indica-
tors are therefore school enrolment and completion 
rates. 

What has been achieved? In relation to Goal 
2, Universal Primary Education, an evaluation of 
comparative data for 1998 and 2002 shows a clear 
upward trend in enrolment; on average across all 
developing countries, this had reached 83% of chil-
dren, and in Latin America as much as 96%. At the 
bottom end of the scale were South Asia, with 83%, 
and sub-Saharan Africa, where only 64% had been 
achieved. The picture is no better in the case of Goal 
3, gender equality, since gender equality in prima-
ry school enrolment had been achieved only in 104 
of the 180 countries covered, and in the case of sec-
ondary education only in 57 out of 172 countries. It 
is therefore not surprising that the literacy rate is 
still lower among both younger and older women, 
and it can be anticipated that the goal of equality 
will not be reached even by 2015 (UNESCO 2005a, 
41-57; see also Hinzen 2006). 

In 2005, the Millennium+5 Summit found in due 
course that much had been achieved, in education 
perhaps more than in other fields. However, crucial 
decisions and binding commitments to increase de-
velopment assistance by the amounts needed are 
still lacking, as are a world trade system that sup-
ports development and an agreement to renounce 
the constant renewal of weapons systems by forgo-
ing rearmament.

The people and organizations working for MDG 
6, the fight against HIV/AIDS, are therefore correct 
when they complain that the Global Fund set up by 
the G8 in 2001 is chronically short of funds. Only 
20% of AIDS sufferers receive treatment, although 
affordable medicines are now on the market.
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The voices calling for redefinition of the MDGs 
themselves should also be taken seriously. These 
voices argue that the MDGs deal too feebly with 
the serious disequilibrium in the world (where is 
the responsibility of the North?) and take a narrow 
view of development (inadequate environmental 
sustainability and social justice), with the result 
that intolerable poverty is tending to spread rather 
than decline. 

Representatives of the International Council for 
Adult Education (ICAE) also complain that the 
MDGs lack targets relating to adult education, and 
that the significance of non-formal youth and adult 
education as a whole is underestimated. How can 
the MDGs be achieved in the current decade when 
well over a billion people are still excluded from 
basic education?

2. EFA – Education for All: 2000 – 2015
In international educational co-operation, the early 
1990s saw increases – albeit inadequate – in invest-
ment in basic education, chiefly in primary educa-
tion, with the goal of achieving Universal Primary 
Education (UPE). Rising enrolment rates in state 
education systems were expected to make the con-
tinuing high number of adult illiterates a matter of 
demography, so that it would “grow out” with the 
older generation. In practice, equal recognition was 
not given to in-school and out-of-school basic edu-
cation for children, young people and adults, and 
even in the broader perspective, the notion proved 
a failure. Despite rises in enrolment rates, popula-
tion growth meant that the number of children not 
enrolled increased the number of illiterates, which 
has remained consistently high.  

A series of conferences were held, leading up to 
the World Education Forum in Dakar in April 2000. 
That for the UNESCO Region of Europe and North 
America was held in Warsaw in February. Reports 
from more than 30 countries were combined into 
one regional report. On the positive side, it was not-
ed that this region had undoubtedly come closest 
to achieving the Jomtien goals. However, the EFA 
Framework for Action produced in Warsaw had to 
admit that “the past decade has been marked by 
regressions and difficulties” (cited in Hinzen and 
Müller 2001, 61), which had affected social devel-
opment as a whole and had by no means spared 
the education sector. In response, delegates called 
for the teaching of key skills as an integral part of 
basic education, combined with initial occupational 
guidance, and the teaching of the individual com-
petences required for democratic participation. 

Invitations to the World Education Forum were 
issued jointly by UNESCO, UNICEF, UNDP and 
the World Bank. It was attended by 1500 partici-
pants from some 150 countries, representing gov-
ernments, UN organizations, development banks, 
national, regional and international NGOs, coali-
tions of educational associations, specialist organi-
zations and other educational bodies. The Forum 
focused on a large number of reports devoted to 
particular themes, regions or countries. High-
ranking individuals – the President of Senegal, 
numerous Ministers of Education and the Direc-
tor-General of UNESCO – made striking speeches 
highlighting the critical situation of education on a 
world scale. At the end, the President of the World 
Bank made an appeal to all present: “It is time to 
act – we must place education at the centre of de-
velopment” (James Wolfensohn, cited in Hinzen 
and Müller 2001, 83); it was also remarkable that 
he expressly acknowledged the contribution of the 
Global Campaign for Education (GCE) sponsored 
by NGOs.

At the World Education Forum, it was once again 
the worrying statistics – over 133 million children 
of school age not in school, and 880 million adults 
lacking reading, writing and numeracy skills – and 
the generally downward trend in the funding of 
education, which provoked the question: how can 
we speak of the key importance of education and 
human resources for development, if at the same 
time a billion people are denied minimum educa-
tion and literacy? 

The World Education Forum ended with the 
adoption of the “Dakar Framework for Action. 
Education for All: Meeting our Collective Commit-
ments”. This begins with a pledge by participants 
to work effectively together, and ends with a call 
for the resources needed to achieve these ambitious 
aims to be made available at national and interna-
tional level. At the heart of the document are six 
goals that are indispensable for lifelong leaning:

“(I) expanding and improving comprehensive 
early childhood care and education, especially for 
the most vulnerable and disadvantaged children;

(II) ensuring that by 2015 all children, particu-
larly girls, children in difficult circumstances and 
those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to 
and complete free and compulsory primary educa-
tion of good quality;

(III) ensuring that the learning needs of all 
young people and adults are met through equi-
table access to appropriate learning and life skills 
programmes;
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(IV) achieving a 50 per cent improvement in lev-
els of adult literacy by 2015, especially for women, 
and equitable access to basic and continuing edu-
cation for all adults;

(V) eliminating gender disparities in primary 
and secondary education by 2005, and achieving 
gender equality in education by 2015, with a fo-
cus on ensuring girls’ full and equal access to and 
achievement in basic education of good quality;

(VI) improving all aspects of the quality of edu-
cation and ensuring excellence of all so that rec-
ognized and measurable learning outcomes are 
achieved by all, especially in numeracy and essen-
tial life skills.” (cited in Hinzen and Müller 2001, 
40) 

An important step towards meeting these goals 
was the establishment of an independent EFA Global 
Monitoring Report team, answerable to UNESCO, 
which is reporting annually on progress in meeting 
the Dakar goals until 2015. The team is also making 
recommendations for reinforcement and improve-
ments, and reporting on positive experiences from 
which others may learn. The first report, an extreme-
ly substantial analysis and set of data, was published 
under the title “Education for All. Is the world on 
track?” The summary reads: “Rights, freedoms and 
development benefits constitute a powerful trium-
virate of arguments for Education for All. Together, 
they demonstrate that there is a fundamental iden-
tity between EFA and development and that each of 
the EFA goals brings separate opportunities for se-
curing other gains” (UNESCO 2003, 1). 

The area of literacy for young people and 
adults, including non-formal provision outside 
schools, which is of particular importance for us, 
was examined in 2006 in an EFA progress report on 
the situation of literacy worldwide; together with 
some encouraging findings, this report points to 
the following shortcomings and dangers:

- There are still around 100 million children not 
in primary school, 50% of them girls.

- The goal of gender parity has been missed in 
too many of the countries studied (in 76 out of 180 at 
primary and in 115 out of 172 at secondary level).

- Fewer than two thirds of primary school pu-
pils (in 41 of the 133 countries studied) reach the 
final year of schooling, and there is an issue over 
quality.

- 771 million people over 15 years of age still have 
inadequate reading, writing and numeracy skills.

- Of these, 132 million are in the age group 15 to 
24 years, and could make use of literacy over a long 
period of life and work.

- 75% of illiterates live in 12 Arab states, sub-Sa-
haran Africa, and South and Western Asia , where 
the literacy rate is generally around 60%.

- On average throughout the world, 88 women 
are literate for every 100 men, but only 62 or even 
as few as 57 women for every 100 men in many 
countries in Western Asia. 

- The proportion of development assistance al-
located to basic education, 2.6%, is too low.

- Only 1% of education budgets is available for 
youth and adult literacy. (German UNESCO Com-
mission 2005) 

At the end of the report there is more playing 
with statistics – it has to be called that if there is no 
realistic likelihood of obtaining the amount needed: 
if we were to assume that some 550 million adults 
took part successfully in a literacy programme last-
ing 400 hours, this would require a total of US$ 26 
billion by 2015. Not much, if we bear in mind that 
this is the sum spent worldwide in a fortnight on 
armaments and military operations.

The Dakar Framework for Action also contains 
a crucial statement in which the international do-
nor community makes its own commitment: 

“Political will and stronger national leadership 
are needed for the effective and successful imple-
mentation of national plans in each of the countries 
concerned. However, political will must be under-
pinned by resources.…We affirm that no countries 
seriously committed to education for all will be 
thwarted in their achievement of this goal by a lack 
of resources.” (UNESCO 2000, para. 10)

This promise has not yet been kept. None of the 
three largest donor countries (United States, Japan, 
Germany) gives more than 4% for basic education. 
To date, only US$ 3 billion have been made avail-
able to the poorest countries, while at least 11 bil-
lion are needed to achieve the minimum goals of 
EFA (UNESCO 2007a, 38). 

3. UNLD – United Nations Literacy Decade: 2003 – 2012
Before the World Forum in Dakar, a lobby group 
had met at UNESCO (see Torres 2000a), to develop 
a strategy to push commitment to literacy up the 
decision-making agenda of the United Nations. 
This was followed by a meeting in one of the work-
shops at the World Forum, which reached the fol-
lowing conclusions on what was needed: 

- “a comprehensive and renewed understanding 
of literacy, including children, youth and adults, in 
and out of school;

- a renewed vision and a renewed commitment 
from all: national governments, national and local 
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societies, and international agencies; in the family, 
in the community, the workplace, the school sys-
tem, and the media;

- renewed strategies and mechanisms at all lev-
els, consistent with such renewed vision and with 
the magnitude and complexity of the challenge.” 
(Torres 2000b, YYY) 

The next step was the adoption of the UN Litera-
cy Decade at the 2002 plenary session of the United 
Nations, to run from January 2003. This confirmed 
the call by the EFA Forum for a 50% cut in the il-
literacy rate (by comparison with the rate currently 
obtaining in each individual country), and charged 
UNESCO with co-ordinating the Decade. The task 
was given the slogan “Literacy as Freedom”, and 
six areas were highlighted for particular attention 
in the implementation: 

- Placing literacy at the centre of national educa-
tion systems;

- Creating synergies between formal and non-
formal approaches;

- Strengthening the culture of reading and writ-
ing, and creating an environment supportive of 
literacy;

- Ensuring community involvement in literacy 
programmes;

- Building partnerships at all levels between 
government, the private sector and civil society;

- Systematic monitoring and evaluation. (sum-
marized from UNESCO n.d., 3; see also UN Gen-
eral Assembly 2002) 

From the reports presented at the UN General 
Assembly in 2004 and 2006 it was not apparent that 
any real progress had been made towards the goals 
set for the Decade. Rather, the worry was expressed 
that a mid-term report ought to be issued in 2008: 
“Decade  progress should be measured in terms 
of the four expected outcomes set: 1) significant 
progress towards EFA goals 3, 4, and 5 by 2015; 2) at-
tainment by all learners of a mastery level of literacy; 
3) creation of dynamic literate environments; and 4) 
improved quality of life of learners” (UN General 
Assembly  2006, 19). The recommendations called 
for stronger efforts by governments, the internation-
al community and international organizations if the 
goals were not to be missed by a wide margin.

In response, UNESCO planned a total of six re-
gional literacy conferences in Qatar, China, Mali, 
India, Costa Rica and Azerbaijan for 2007/8, to ex-
change information on the progress of the Literacy 
Decade, to enhance co-operation, and to reinforce 
mobilization of the requisite resources. A UN Liter-
acy Decade Expert Group was also set up in 2007 to 

oversee the progress of the Decade and to prepare 
at short notice the interim report to be presented 
to the UN General Assembly in September 2008 
(UNESCO 2007b, Appendix: UNESCO Regional 
Conferences in Support of Global Literacy). 

4. LIFE – Literacy Initiative for Empowerment: 2005 
– 2015
This initiative derives from a decision by the Gen-
eral Conference of UNESCO in October 2005, 
which made a direct link with EFA and UNLD, and 
indirectly with the MDGs. Co-operation between 
government agencies, NGOs, the private sector 
and the civil society, and all bilateral and multi-
lateral organizations, was stated to be a require-
ment for success. Concentration on the countries in 
which 85% of all the illiterates in the world live and 
where there is a recognisable serious willingness to 
change matters, was made binding. The UNESCO 
Institute for Lifelong Learning (UIL) in Hamburg 
was charged with co-ordination. The following was 
the answer given to the question, “What is LIFE?”:

- “a framework of collaborative action for en-
hancing and improving national literacy efforts;

- a process in support of literacy which is coun-
try-led and country-specific; 

- embedded in national policies and strategies; 
- a mechanism for technical support services 

and facilitation by UNESCO in the areas of policy, 
advocacy, partnership building, capacity-building 
and innovations.” (UNESCO Institute for Lifelong 
Learning 2007a, 12) 

A total of 35 countries were selected, 18 of these 
in Africa, six in the Arab States, nine in Asia and the 
Pacific, and two in Latin America and the Carib-
bean, on which LIFE will focus in a rolling sequence 
of stages. National plans, drawn up in co-operation 
with UIL, are the starting point for monitoring and 
evaluation strategies to produce annual reports 
summarizing the situation in each country. In 
parallel, research will be conducted at the interna-
tional level to establish how far UNESCO and the 
international donor community have actually ful-
filled the commitments they have made (UNESCO 
Institute for Lifelong Learning 2007b). 

The good news from UNLD and LIFE is that both 
emphasise and strengthen the out-of-school literacy 
element of EFA; there will unquestionably also be 
considerable co-ordination and synergy effects. The 
complete underfunding of this aspect of EFA is not 
mentioned by either UNLD or LIFE, however, since 
little additional funding is flowing into literacy as a 
whole. As we know, the World Bank EFA Fast Track 
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Initiative (FTI) concentrates primarily on the state 
school sector, and therefore ignores (so far) all out-of-
school literacy work in youth and adult education. 
At the regional UNLD conference in India, delegates 
nonetheless proposed as one of their final recom-
mendations that FTI should in future also support 
the literacy activities of NGOs in out-of-school youth 
and adult education (Ministry of Human Resources 
Development, India 2007). It will be interesting to see 
whether this suggestion is acted upon.

5. DESD – Decade of Education for Sustainable Devel-
opment: 2005 – 2014
Once again, it was a decision by the UN General 
Assembly that launched this Decade, which goes 
well beyond purely ecological concerns: 

“The overall goal of the DESD is to integrate the 
principles, values, and practices of sustainable de-
velopment into all aspects of education and learn-
ing in order to encourage changes in behaviour 
that will create a more sustainable future in terms 
of environmental integrity, economic viability, and 
a just society for present and future generations.” 
(UNESCO 2005b, para. 1) 

These principles are to be integrated into educa-
tion systems at national level. UNESCO has once 
more been charged with the co-ordination.

In Germany, the Bundestag Committee on Edu-
cation, Research and Technology concerned itself 
in June 2004 with the UN decision and the Action 
Plan of the World Summit on Sustainable Devel-
opment held in South Africa in 2002, which had 
accorded education a significant role. The Federal 
Government was asked to combine German pro-
posals into a national action plan. Under this, a 
separate transfer centre for successful projects was 
to be set up, and initiatives were to be developed 
and supported in schools, vocational, tertiary and 
continuing education. Particular attention was to 
be given to harmonization between knowledge, 
awareness and action in development education 
and global learning. It was also emphasised that: 

“… further increased efforts should be made 
to implement the Millennium Declaration and 
international development goals, particularly in 
basic education and gender equality. The Federal 
Government should apply development priorities 
consistently and act as a driving force for both the 
‘Education for All Fast Track Initiative’ and the 
implementation of national poverty strategies.” 
(Deutscher Bundestag 2004, 4)

The plan that was then unanimously agreed rec-
ommended that the German UNESCO Commis-

sion (DUK) should be charged with co-ordination 
and funded accordingly. 

The DUK has rapidly, and successfully, respond-
ed to this task. A National Round Table has been set 
up to bring together and mobilize the most impor-
tant players, and a number of committees are now 
working on particular topics. A working group on 
out-of-school and continuing education has been 
established. In its position paper, this states: 

“Because of its interdisciplinary nature, the 
global image of sustainable development poses a 
challenge to the entire education system, calling 
for new teaching methods and a cross-subject ap-
proach. Out-of-school education provides facilities 
(alternative places and types of learning) that are 
able to react flexibly to consequent new demands 
and to promote initiatives that may have an inno-
vative impact on education in schools… Through 
out-of-school learning, people can acquire skills 
which are indispensable for the future shaping of 
our society and for meeting our responsibilities as 
world citizens.”1 (German UNESCO Commission 
2006, 1) 

UNESCO has responded to its co-ordinating 
function and has appointed relevant committees 
and staff: a High-Level Panel, a United Nations 
Inter-Agency Committee, a Reference Group and a 
Monitoring  and Evaluation Expert Group; sugges-
tions have been made for integration into the vari-
ous areas of basic and secondary education, voca-
tional education and training, tertiary education 
and teacher training, and an overview report of the 
first two years has been discussed in the UNESCO 
Executive Committee. It comes as no surprise that 
this calls once again for “mobilization of financial 
resources to overcome the gaps in DESD imple-
mentation, in particular in countries where the 
need is greatest…” (UNESCO 2007c, YYY). 

6. Recent Developments in Europe: 1996 – 2007
The call for “Education for All” refers largely – but 
not solely – to developing countries, particularly if 
it is taken only to mean basic education. The major 
international education conferences attended by 
representatives of the governments of most coun-
tries, as well as by UN organizations, multilateral 
donors, NGOs and specialist agencies, have not al-
lied themselves with this narrow view, however. 
The EU speaks in its Memorandum on Lifelong 

1 The DUK has set up a portal http://www.bne-portal.
de which reports fully on the situation of the Decade. 
The results of the various committees and working 
groups can be found there.
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Learning of the importance of “new basic skills”; 
and the Communication on the implementation of 
the Memorandum states repeatedly that new skills 
build on old skills (see Conference Documentation 
2003; Motakef 2007; Tröster 2000). 

Various comparative international studies, es-
pecially by the OECD (Organisation for  Economic 
Co-operation and Development) have also pointed 
out that countries in transition, threshold countries 
and industrialized countries have their own prob-
lems over high-quality basic education as a foun-
dation for further learning and successful careers. 
Many of the results of PISA (Programme for Inter-
national Student Assessment) make it very plain 
that deficits in basic skills at school lead to diffi-
culties with Lifelong Learning in adulthood (e.g. 
OECD 2000; for PISA data see also www.mpib-
berlin.mpg.de/pisa/ergebnisse.pdf). 

In 2001, the EU published the Communication 
“Making a European Area of Lifelong Learning”, 
which is taken to embrace the entire education sec-
tor, hence including adult education (see www.
europa.eu.int and for the broader context Hinzen 
2007). In the process which followed, the percep-
tion of adult education as providing nationwide, 
decentralized coverage via its own learning cen-
tres within easy reach of citizens, and offering 
both general and political education, as well as 
preparation for employment and, increasingly, for 
continuing education, gained in importance. Ulti-
mately, fresh attention was paid to the four-pillar 
model of school education – vocational training, 
tertiary education and adult education – although 
great importance was then attached to the possibil-
ity of moving from one to the other, and transition 
between sub-systems, non-formal and informal 
learning, in line with what was learnt from PISA. 

In 2006, the EU Commission then brought out a 
Communication on learning in adulthood entitled 
“It is never too late to learn”. This built systematical-
ly on various other studies. One of these had been 
conducted by the European Association for the Edu-
cation of Adults (EAEA). That study (EAEA 2006) 
examines the situation with regard to educational 
policy, legislation and funding, discusses reasons 
for non-participation and how to make access easier, 
makes statements about basic skills and key skills, 
deals with certification and accreditation, sheds 
light on the quality of initial and inservice training, 
and makes broader connections with demography 
and migration. The conclusions drawn and the rec-
ommendations made culminate in five messages 
that need to be heeded: development of  a system 

of adult education; core public funding; quality in 
training and professionalization, evaluation and 
recognition of skills acquired non-formally; and de-
velopment of indicators for research and statistics.

The definition of adult education chosen in the 
EU Communication refers to “all forms of learning 
undertaken by adults after having left initial educa-
tion and training” (i.e. including tertiary education) 
(European Union 2006, 1). It also calls for the lift-
ing of barriers to participation; quality assurance 
in adult education; recognition and validation of 
learning outcomes; greater investment in the ageing 
population and migrants; and development of indi-
cators and benchmarks. Overall, the Communica-
tion is an encouragingly clear statement of the value 
of adult education. It was followed approximately 
a year later by an Action Plan, “Adult learning: It 
is always a good time to learn”. This gave concrete 
shape to the proposals, taking into account subsidi-
arity between Brussels and governments. 

It is interesting that this EU process of developing 
an adult education policy would seem overall to par-
allel the progression from CONFINTEA V to VI. The 
similarities range from the time-scale (the European 
Year of Lifelong Learning in 1976, the UNESCO In-
ternational Conference in 1997 and the call for “One 
hour a day for learning”), via the addressing of more 
specific topics (professionalization, assessment and 
recognition of informal and non-formal learning) 
to the appointment of key people to relevant com-
mittees: there were EU representatives at the CON-
FINTEA V Mid-Term Review Meeting, for example, 
and the EU is a member of the CONFINTEA VI Con-
sultative Group – while in reverse, representatives 
of UIL were members of the group advising on the 
Communication and the Action Plan.

7. NGOs – Education Watch and / or Partners?
At the early CONFINTEA conferences, governments 
were almost entirely on their own. The breakthrough 
may have started with CONFINTEA III in Tokyo, 
when civil society views, specialist organizations 
and NGOs were made welcome. To name just two 
individuals and organizations, Roby Kidd, the Gen-
eral Secretary of the Canadian Adult Education As-
sociation (CAEA), and Hellmuth Dolff, the Director 
of the German Adult Education Association (DVV), 
were each included in their national delegations. 
Only later, however, were NGOs permitted to attend 
as a separate category of representative bodies, and 
in huge numbers at CONFINTEA V in Hamburg,. 
Perhaps it was only logical that representatives of 
NGOs met to form the ICEA in 1973, just one year 
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after Tokyo. And while we are mentioning names, 
Paul Bélanger was Director of UIL for ten years and 
was heavily involved in the preparation, delivery 
and follow-up of CONFINTEA V, before returning 
to the University of Montreal and becoming, a short 
while later, President of the ICAE, to which position 
he was recently re-elected in January 2007 at the 
World Assembly in Nairobi (see Adult Education and 
Development 2006 and 2007; Voices Rising 2007a). 

The ICAE and its regional and national mem-
bers are preparing systematically for CONFINTEA 
VI, both by actively collaborating with the official 
preparation committees, and by mobilizing their 
members to discuss critically the situation and pros-
pects of adult education. In Africa, for example, two 
conferences are being held in 2007/8 in Mozam-
bique and Senegal under the banner of “Advocacy 
Tools for Civil Society Education Watch”, in order 
to prepare for the CONFINTEA VI pre-conference 
planned for July 2008 in Kenya. The three specialist 
NGOs PAALAE (Pan African Association for Liter-
acy and Adult Education), ANCEFA (African NGO 
Coalition on Education for All) and PAMOJA (Af-
rica Reflect Network) are discussing ways of work-
ing together and sharing positions (see Voices Rising 
2007b and www.icae.org.uy). 

ASPBAE (the Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult 
Education) involved itself very early on in the EFA 
process; there is no doubt that it needed to, because 
of the large numbers of out-of-school children and 
illiterate young people and adults in the Asian re-
gion. ASPBAE has been working closely with GCE 
in this context, and it has the funds to support the 
GCE campaign. It has cleverly widened the focus 
on children and schools to include a broader view, 
using the slogans “Except for Adults” – which EFA 
should not be misunderstood as meaning – and 
“Mothers Matter Most”, which opens up important 
gender issues. Maria Almazhan Khan, the General 
Secretary of ASPBAE, used UNDP documents to 
remind the 12th German Adult Education Confer-
ence in Berlin in 2006 that the underfunding of EFA 
has something to do with life styles in the North and 
South of this One World, which are frequently very 
different: citizens of Europe and the United States 
spend twice as much on cosmetics, and in Europe 
alone five times as much on alcohol consumption, 
while worldwide, military expenditure is a hundred 
times what it would cost to provide Universal Pri-
mary Education (Almazhan Khan 2005; ASPBAE 
2006; see also www.campaignforeducation.org).

The specialist contributions of NGOs are indeed 
vital. Let us take three other examples. In its re-

search report, “Writing the Wrongs. International 
Benchmarks on Adult Literacy”, which was widely 
quoted in the EFA progress report “Literacy for 
Life”, the Global Campaign for Education made a 
substantial contribution to the debate on the sig-
nificance and feasibility of universal literacy (GCE 
2006; see also www.actionaid.org). This report ex-
pressed the serious criticism that the second aspect 
of EFA Goal 4, “equitable access to basic and con-
tinuing education for all adults”, had not received 
adequate attention; a study was thereafter com-
missioned from dvv international to consider the 
relationship between literacy, adult education and 
Lifelong Learning (Duke and Hinzen 2006; see also 
www.dvv-international.de.). And lastly, the well-
founded paper produced by the ICAE, “Agenda 
for the Future. Six Years later”, uses critical argu-
ments to identify where little progress has yet been 
made in achieving the goals set by CONFINTEA V 
as we approach CONFINTEA VI (ICAE 2003). 
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10-17 October 2008 
The Week of Culture – Celebration of Learning
The aim of the event established in 2002 to set tra-
dition is to highlight the mission of adult training 
and Lifelong Learning. The series were put into fo-
cus by the Pan-European Preparatory Conference 
of the nearing Sixth International Conference on 
Adult Education (CONFINTEA VI.), of which it 
was actually the preceding event in Hungary. 

Objective and mission: in an efficient form 
to present to the public the wide range of train-
ing choice; to deepen cooperation between adult 
training organisations; to motivate those who are 
not involved in the scope of training yet by ad-
dressing the participants and make them present 
their point.

Furthermore, to make politicians, decision-
makers recognise their responsibility in develop-
ing the frameworks of adult training, extending its 
sources.

 
Four organisations – the Hungarian Institute for 

Culture and Art, the Hungarian Society of People’s 
Colleges, the Hungarian Pedagogical Society and 
the Society for Disseminating Scientific Knowledge 
– launched and coordinated various events in their 

own field that, in our hope, will form the thinking 
of several people, help the recognition that learn-
ing and quality of life are interrelated concepts.

The opening ceremony of the Adult Learners 
Week and Learning Festival was the Knowledge 
Festival held at the Planetarium in Budapest and 
its surroundings, which primarily expected fami-
lies to attend the wide range of programmes.  

During the week we spent a whole afternoon on 
presenting new books that deal with the subject of 
adult training.

A conference addressed the opportunities of 
helping disadvantaged regions to catch up through 
methods of adult training, general education.

Students of andragogy attended the extraordi-
nary theatre performance that presented the world 
of backward layers, people who have been cast out 
of the world of labour.    

The importance of adult training was empha-
sised by the press meeting with acknowledged 
personalities of science, general education and ed-
ucation as participants, who mediated as devoted 
actors the issue of Lifelong Learning to the public.   

it is neVer too lAte to leArn
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The series of events were closed by the an-
nouncement of the results of the call for propos-
als addressed to adult students and teachers who 
teach adults.  

In the call for proposals entitled ”My most fa-
vourite student” we requested the presentation of 
students of adult age who make tremendous efforts 
to obtain knowledge and whose example confirms 
the sense of learning. 

Teaching of whom gives pleasure to teachers 
because they can see that their work produces re-
sults.

Also, we wanted to know what help they need 
in order to make adult learning and adult educa-
tion more efficient.

We expected to receive the formulation of expe-
rience, joy and difficulties in the essays that adult 
learners face during the process of learning. 

In the call for proposals entitled ”Is the school 
bag heavy for adults too?” we wanted to get an-
swers to the question how people living in a family 
can solve the far from easy task of balancing caring 
for the family and learning.?
What experience they gained while sitting in the 
school bench as adults?
What help they got in their environment?
What approach the family, the place of work en-
gaged? If they clearly supported them? 
How they coped with examination fever as 
adults? 
How they received success and handled failure in 
taking examinations? 
We expected to receive answers to these questions 
and all the problems that they met while learning.

 
The closing and outstanding program of the 

Adult Learners Week and Learning Festival series 
was a meeting with people who had sent essays in 
the call for proposals ”Is the school bag heavy for 
adults too?” and ”My most favourite student”, and 
the announcement of the results. 

 We were honoured by the fact that applicants 
undertook to get up early, travel by train, and that 
we could greet them in the company of their chil-
dren, partners, students at the intimate ceremony.

Several people thanked for the interest shown, 
the attention paid, and that we had made them 
present their experience while meeting challenges 
of working and learning.  

Below you can read excerpts form the essays in 
which adult learners describe their life, joys, prob-
lems and plans regarding learning.

Excerpts from proposals
“Is the school bag heavy for adults too?”

Mrs Sándor Kiss   -  Újszilvás
On 16 April 2002 we were shocked to acknowl-
edge that my husband, father of my three chil-
dren, had died.
My elder son was an undergraduate majoring in 
medicine research at the Faculty of Chemistry of 
the Eötvös Lóránt University. My daughter sub-
mitted her application to the Foreign Trade Col-
lege of Szolnok; my younger son was attending 
form three of the primary school. What does the 
mother do in this situation? She will do what she 
needs to do: endures pain, raises their children’s 
spirits, comforts, and trusts that they will get 
along somehow. “To survive because the children 
need you.”

2003. The first diploma has been obtained. Cry-
ing and laughing. Happiness, joy and: ”I wish your 
father had lived long enough to see this!”

October 2004 my daughter and my would-be 
son-in-law announce that they will be engaged. I 
organised, conducted it.

November 2004 my son and my would-be 
daughter-in-law announce that they will be en-
gaged. I organised and conducted it.

28 May 2005. My son married.
January 2006 My daughter and my son-in-law 

want to confirm their 10-year long relationship by 
a marriage in July.

End of January 2006. I announce to my children 
that me and their younger brother having been 
left alone I will register at A college. No real idea; 
only that I want to study. I have brought up three 
children, now it is my turn. My daughter brought 
information on the entrance examination and we 
started to search. I took my secondary school leav-
ing examination in 1973 at a vocation secondary 
school of commerce. Being 51, I put the bar high 
but I had to face a lot of questions:

Do I need this? Yes, I do.
Is my intellect still capable of receiving new in-

formation? I should give it a try.
Will I bear this? While having a job and bringing 

up a child? One is able to do a lot.
Will I be admitted at all? It will come out.
What if I do not succeed? Why wouldn’t I suc-

ceed?
And I could list my questions to which I gave the 

answers myself. I had to convince myself that I am 
able to do it; however, there was nothing at stake 
whether I succeed or fail. That is what I needed to 
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be able to make the decision easily but resolutely. I 
am going to try.

…
I would like to tell the case when our philoso-

phy teacher offered the opportunity to replace oral 
examination by writing an essay in the lecture hall. 
I undertook to do it. We were given the question; 
by the time I had written the essay, I was the only 
one in the hall, everybody else had given it up. The 
teacher was reading my essay and was smiling. I 
was holding my pen in my hand and was happy 
that he liked what I had written. Then he held out 
his hand, me too, and we shook hands. It came out 
that he was only asking for my pen to write in my 
mark, and I thought he wanted to congratulate. He 
offered me an average mark because in one ques-
tion I sent the 19th c, philosopher Kant on the stake 
instead of Copernicus. I had mixed up their names. 
Both the teacher and me were laughing, and, of 
course, I did not accept the mark offered. A week 
later I took the oral examination and got the mark 
excellent.

…

Timea Tóth -  Budapest
I feel in several situations in life where one must 
hold her ground, in spite of the greatest efforts, 
there will be an area which gets a little neglected. 
In my opinion, it is not possible to act at the high-
est speed everywhere permanently because it will 
not end well. One should find the golden middle 
of the road here too, since while we are enthusi-
astically working on obtaining our certificate, and 
chiselling our career it is not a disadvantage that 
our love does not leave us or we can see our chil-
dren grow up.

Otherwise, I have not always been enthusiastic. 
I thought many times that I should keep infusion 
with me to portion coffee and meat soup at a con-
stant rate; and a button would have been also very 
useful—if I push it, I’ll get to the Maldives in an 
instant, sipping cocktail, accompanied by boys in 
grass skirt—but for not having found this button 
yet everything stayed on track as it had been origi-
nally planned..

I must mention it by all means that my direct 
superior had greatly supported me to be able to 
study. He always set work shifts so that I could go 
to school, which is in my experience a very great 
thing. It is enough to look around in my class and 
it can be seen that most of the employers pay no re-
gard to the fact that somebody is attending school. 
The support of the place of work is, of  course, not 

enough for success; it is also important that people 
around you should help you to achieve your goals. 
It really counts when one should move on after a 
halt, or need to gather force for an exam. 

Tünde Rácsai   -  Debrecen
In order of priority, after my daughter studying is 
the determining point in my life. I subordinate eve-
rything to my daughter and studying. To this end, 
I have even left my job where I had achieved con-
siderable success as an official in charge of public 
procuration. My place of work was not really sup-
porting me in taking leaves due to my studies, so 
I changed track. My experience shows that today 
most of the employers are not properly prepared 
for satisfying adult society’s needs for studying. 
I have become self-employed, so now my time 
schedule is more flexible, and I can keep balance 
in spending time with my child and studying. Bal-
ance is a key word during years spent with study-
ing since studying should not become a mania, 
studying should not make on ill, studying should 
be considered an exciting adventure!

Mariann Mikó-Tóth –  Sarkad
While I am writing these lines, our one and a half 
year old son is peacefully sleeping in the room. It 
is nine o’clock. At eight, after the evening breast-
feeding, I put him in the little bed, I told him a tale, 
sang a little, and then hearing steady panting at 
half past eight I left the room. If I am lucky he will 
not wake up until halt past five, if not until four. 
His daily schedule has now been set, he more or 
less “keeps to” sleeping times. 

Well, half a year before I would have been abso-
lutely happy about such a foreseeable time sched-
ule! That time I was writing my thesis and was 
preparing for the state examination majoring in 
librarianship and informatics in May, June. 

I admit I made one of the big mistakes of my 
life—after completing my university studies I did 
not write my theses and take the state examination 
straight away. I graduated six years ago in Hun-
garian, and I thought—what a fool I was!—that it 
would be enough to take the state examination in 
only one of my majors, Hungarian, at one time. I 
would leave the other one, librarianship/informat-
ics for the next year. The next year had become five 
years. 

…
I travelled alone to take the exam on the 21st, 

Wednesday evening. I had left Marci at my young-
er sister’s place until my husband would finish 
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work and take him home. On the train, while read-
ing the examination topics I was having a stomach 
cramp. I tried to calm myself. I knew something 
about each topic so nothing wrong could happen. 
And after all, what could be the worst? I would fail 
in the exam. But is it the most important thing in 
life? No, it isn’t. The most important ones are in our 
home – my little son and my husband. It does not 
mean, of course, that the examination is not impor-
tant at all, it only means that is not the most impor-
tant thing. If I fail, I fail. I will still have a chance in 
the next examination period. And if I fail again? So 
what? I won’t be a librarian. But I have become – I 
am a mother! 

At midnight I was already in Szeged, at my 
girlfriend’s place. I got up at dawn, once again I 
went through the examination topics, and left for 
the university department. While going there I 
called my husband asking how they had spent the 
night, when Marci fell asleep, if he ate normally, if 
he missed sucking, and … and I wanted to know 
everything about the past half day (which was ac-
tually the night). At the university department the 
only thing I was waiting for is to get over the whole 
thing. I was the first; I could speak about the topic 
– I admit, I did not have quite recent information 
but the examiner teachers were really kind; I thank 
them even now. Relieved, I left the room because I 
felt that I had completed the librarianship part of 
my state examination. The mark did not count. I 
had been over it. Until the departure of the bus (1 
p.m.) I had a little time off – alone, without child 
and husband. I wanted to take a nostalgic walk 
along the streets of Szeged, check out the places I 
often visited as a university student. It was pour-
ing with rain. I was blaming myself, I wanted sun-
shine too? It was not enough that I had taken the 
exam??! 

I arrived in Kaposvár six in the evening where 
my son and husband were waiting for me. Me and 
Marci went on to Szenna, his father had to go to 
work for the night shift. And then, I yet got my “re-
ward” – at home Marci took my hand and stood 
up. Alone. For the first time in his life. 

Mrs Halász Terézia Szabó  - Perkáta
Is the school bag heavy for adults too?
It is! Certainly it is, and much heavier than in child-
hood. 
In those days we did not carry weights that we 
could not put down even if we wanted to.
Now we have less flexibility; our ability to adjust 

to new things is not like it used to be; after thirty 
years interruption a part of our knowledge is been 
obscured by forgetting; another part of fit has be-
come outdated; wheels have got a little rusty; to cut 
it short: we have hang-ups, fears—and a lot. With 
all these drawbacks one should, as a matter of fact, 
keep up with young people having just left, or not 
even left the school bench, who has nothing else to 
do than study; and, of course, their tuition fee is 
paid by daddy or mummy.

I really do not want to make it look better than it 
was. I had grips in my stomach when I went to the 
first information meeting where I got in the middle 
of several hundreds of girls and boys younger than 
my own children vividly chatting. My angst was 
somewhat eased by seeing a few people in their 
thirties behaving more calmly.

Initial difficulties were multiplied by the fact 
that at each of the forums of the institute I was 
looked at like a fossil, or an optical delusion, and 
it was quite embarrassing to explain that I was a 
student. The tone used several times made me an-
gry; I did not think, and still do not think that they 
should have talked to me the same way as if I were 
a teenager/in my twenties.

Collective introduction got students a little clos-
er to each other; then, slowly closer relations devel-
oped too. Primarily, those who travelled together, 
shared interests and students with better progress 
accompanied and formed smaller, greater groups. I 
belong to the narrow circle of the latter.

Luckily, during the time having passed since the 
beginnings, I have had more pleasant than bother-
ing experience.

…
Teachers... Unlike most of the students, I have good 
opinion about the toughest teachers too. I attended 
their lectures with pleasure even if they lasted till 
late at night on Saturday. Most of them are good 
lecturers of great stature, helpful persons. And the 
exception proves …

What I miss is, although it is not their task since 
students are adults, to keep discipline. Consist-
ently.

Tibor Teleki -  Szászvár
In 2000 the mine was shut down, I had to find a 
new job. I got a job at the local petrol station on 
condition that I would obtain certificates of filling 
station operator and sales assistant, and propane-
butane gas exchange site operator.  Unfortunately, 
three years later, the petrol station had to be closed 
since it did not meet Union requirements. Again 
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I had to look for a job. As I did not find any that 
suited my qualifications, I decided to take a great 
turn and try my luck in a brand new field. I wanted 
to launch a business as a joiner. To this end, I want-
ed to attend a retraining program. But then I faced 
huge difficulties. I inquired at the competent filed 
labour office about opportunities. I was informed 
that support could be given for training only to 
those who had been registered as unemployed for 
at least three months. I did not want to be unem-
ployed even for a minute. The other condition was 
that I could rely on only the unemployment benefit 
during the course. At that time, it was far from be-
ing enough to provide the cost of living for a sin-
gle person but I had to provide for two children. 
Therefore, I chose another solution. I looked for 
a vocational training school where adult training 
was provided. Here applicants were expected to 
attend one theoretical consultation per week and 
certify that they obtained practical knowledge at 
a workshop. After that I applied for working as a 
semi-skilled worker at a joiner’s workshop. Here 
I was paid enough to pay the fee of the training 
course, and still had income for my family. Prepa-
ration, however, was not easy. I had to travel a lot; 
my place of work was 40 km away, so I was actu-
ally on the road from morning till evening. As a 
cherry on the top, the employer was interested in 
nothing else than his own proceeds, so the tasks as-
signed to me served this purpose, and not obtain-
ing expertise. I could study only during the night 
and at weekends; in spite of that I tried to prepare 
profoundly. My children are excellent students, so 
I simply had to bring a good record book home. I 
owe a lot to my family who understood that for a 
temporary period I would have less time to spend 
with them.

…
I do not know what retraining I will attend next 

time, the only thing I am sure of is that there will be 
several of them. I am reassured by the knowledge 
that I have expertise in so many fields, and as the 
number of good specialists is decreasing, I will al-
ways have work.

Mrs András Gabula Mónika Halmos  -  Kistarcsa
What does one need for further training? Resolute-
ness, thirst for knowledge and patience. But even 
if one professes all these, there is still need for 
diligence, endurance because it is easy to start but 
during gloomy weekdays, with lots of problems, 
working it is a task that tries a person!

And one needs, of course, a wonderful com-
panion, a good family. Who undertake extra tasks 
that it brings along, and give faith when one is 
in dismay. And I only owe gratitude to them for 
making all this possible for me. Thanking for the 
love that is manifested in helping my companion 
to fully accomplish her desires, realise her talent. 
Knowledge is what cannot be taken away from 
you—I recall my grandmother’s words. She was 
still alive to see my glass examination work but by 
the time I would make her a nice window heaven 
had called her from among us. Her endurance, 
faith and serenity give force to me even today in 
my everyday life. 

Yet, it would be good to learn English properly 
since I often escort our youth groups abroad and I 
really need to improve my language skills. And, of 
course, I would gladly learn Spanish too because I 
plan to get on a pilgrimage to Spain after all of our 
children will have left our home …but perhaps one 
life is not enough for all that? 

Mrs Farkas Hajnalka Fülöp  -  Szada
Algorithm in a cookery book 
So we were looking for the algorithm in the cook-
ery book (since a recipe is also an algorithm—we 
were told in the informatics class!), and we brought 
more and more delicious cakes on the table of the 
board of examiners.

Of course, (perhaps owing to the plenty of fine 
sweets, perhaps to our desire to prove, perhaps to 
our knowledge) everybody took the examination, 
and got on to search on the labour market with 
great expectations. 

I managed to conquer newspapers one after the 
other with my extending CV, obtain the opportu-
nity to edit columns at IT journals or the external 
status of an article writer.

I was so much on a high from my knowledge 
strengthened at school, and I was so much happy 
that I had found a job that could be adjusted to my 
family’s schedule owing to using PC and the Inter-
net that I was simply beside myself:

I wanted to tell everybody how this should be 
done!!

I felt that what I had learned being an adult, be-
side taking care of children, my family and perform-
ing my telework, had changed the quality of my life 
on the merits: I had become richer in both senses of 
the word.  (Since by fulfilling my duties in telework 
I did not earn enough to be a “rich woman” but I 
was able to get out of total inactivity, the helpless 
sate of living on maternity benefit, to earn money, 
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to appear on the job market: this was also a great 
achievement; that is how I considered it.) 

Of course, the PC, the Internet, trips cost money 
but the other side of the balance was usually equal 
to that, and we bridged “extra costs” from my hus-
band’s salary earned in a permanent job. 

So on a nice autumn day I contacted the manag-
er of the local community centre and the local tele-
house with the idea that we could hold a PC opera-
tor course in the village.  The PC’s are there, I know 
the local community well, my students would not 
be aliens, and since they know me I would be able 
to show them authentically how one could step out 
of the vicious circle.

As it is a vicious circle where mothers with lit-
tle children “dance”, who cannot go back to work 
after the maternity leave because they cannot un-
dertake a job at the place of work they had worked 
before the maternity aid, because of the child, tied 
to the nursery school, and they are not always able 
to have their child admitted to the nursery school, 
crèche because they do not have a job. So the cir-
cle is closed, if they do not step out with a sudden 
move through training, studying, the spiral will 
draw them down, and they will not be able to ex-
perience the school years of their children with joy, 
as a helpful, enthusiastic mother either … and I do 
not need to add, leaving what traces in children be-
ing, in a good case basically, thirsty of knowledge. 

My plan has been realised: a lot more applicants 
applied for the course than could be admitted, and 
during the morning courses, after having studied, I 
was able to learn the joy of teaching too.

I taught the use f the Internet, electronic mail-
ing as if I had invented them, the suddenly shining 
joy on the faces of my students: mothers with little 
children, grandmothers, farmers, company man-
agers (!), the discovery, the experience of ‘I see!’, 
re-establishing relations with family members not 
seen for a long time, or having moved abroad be-
came all personal joyous experience to me, the per-
son who passed on knowledge, too..

Ildikó Bán  -  Budapest
My first oral examination …
Even preparation for the examination was extraordi-
nary. I did not want to take much time from the fam-
ily, and beside the two little children I could not have 
been able to study during the day. Furthermore, I had 
to take care of my two grandparents almost unable to 
move; I did everything from shopping to bathing. So 
it was the nights that were left. When everybody had 
fallen asleep, I sneaked out to the kitchen (we lived 

in a flat with a room and kitchen only) and studied at 
the light of the small lamp. Quite often, the children 
noticed it, then the situation became interesting. My 
little daughter, just one year old, was lying across on 
my knees, my almost 4-year old son was standing on 
the kitchen stool, behind my back, leaned his head 
on my shoulder. And while I was learning, I was 
shaking my knee and my upper body. They slept on 
me many times. And me on the book.

Ildikó Szűcs  -  Komló
Wherever I start searching in my thoughts, arrang-
ing my experience, I must say the school bag is get-
ting increasingly heavy. 

Also for those who want to know or pursue 
their own profession better; 

For those who need to learn something totally 
different with decades’ long experience, and also 
for those who sit in the school bench and perhaps 
plenty of them are ”preparing” for unemployment. 
… Because children must be prepared for that too: 
what they should do; that they should not let them-
selves overwhelmed by difficulties and failures, 
that they should be able to use their time having 
become free. 

Mrs Novák Márta Bede  -  Szolnok
I obtained my first diploma at the age of 38 with 
excellent results. At that time I had the same ex-
perience as when I took over my skilled worker’s 
certificate and the certificate of secondary school 
leaving examination – I should not stop, I must 
continue studies. 

In this phase of my life I realised that “not know-
ing” is a terrible thing. My parents did not under-
stand why I needed that. Also, in my environment 
there was somebody who was only waiting for the 
time when I give it up. 

During my college years I was really bothered 
that I had teachers much younger than me, and 
they did not acknowledge that with a family to 
care for it was much harder for us to complete than 
for regular students. They gave us the same tasks 
as to full-time students, and in the appraisal they 
always demonstrated that we had produced weak-
er results than them.

Older teachers with extensive experience in 
teaching were more understanding, helpful to us. 
Even today I gratefully remember them and try to 
follow their example, when I have the opportunity 
to teach adults. 
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In written examinations some teachers let us use 
a crib, but just a little, of course. Oral examinations 
were a different thing since there we could hear 
one another’s answers, and I felt awfully ashamed 
if I was not able to answer the teacher’s question. 

I had humiliating experience too. Actually, it 
was at the college where I first met information 
technology, I was afraid of it like fire. The teacher 
was a young, loud-mouth, coarse man lacking any 
empathy. He was always looking for the opportu-
nity to make students feel ashamed if they did not 
know something. In three months I learned how 
to type, how to edit texts in advance. I was able to 
edit tables; we had to solve various tasks of editing, 
I memorised approx. a hundred of DOS orders and 
there was a book from which he put questions. You 
can imagine that during this period I was dealing 
with only numerical technology. I took the exami-
nation successfully in the first run, yet later on I 
had grips in my stomach whenever I saw a PC. One 
year had to pass before I could sit before it again. 

I obtained my first diploma at the age of 38 with 
excellent results. At that time I had the same ex-
perience as when I took over my skilled worker’s 
certificate and the certificate of secondary school 
leaving examination – I should not stop, I must 
continue studies. 

Andrea Szabó  -  Sarkad
On the first teaching days there were many of us in 
the hall; it was scary – there might be not enough 
place for everybody. Yet, the resolution that all of 
these forty people wanted to learn provided confi-
dence. Each age group was represented in the class 
– from teenagers to grandfather candidates. 

In the breaks everybody left the room, and so I 
was left alone because I did not smoke and there 
were stairs down to the courtyard. From the con-
versation I heard through the window I learned 
that they were talking about problems, experience 
at work, in the family. Their happy laughter almost 
filled the room, which made me suffer even more 
from being forced to stay alone. I would have loved 
to be among them. 

…
The examination in physics was before the win-

ter holidays. We were making jokes about what 
our Christmas present would be. Only a few ques-
tions and calculation tasks were on the paper. I was 
nervous, I rushed, I started to do every task, and 
could not finish any of them. It was like cold show-
er when after forty minutes had passed the teacher 
stopped in front of me saying time was off! Two 

days later I was waiting for the result keeping my 
breath back. I was sure that I had failed, yet I kept 
saying to myself, it should curve! 

’Andrea, this is, unfortunately, unsatisfactory’, 
echoed the teacher’s voice. 

It was an awful feeling since everybody else got 
marks three and four. I spent the whole of Christ-
mas, New Year’s Eve crying, in bad mood. I had lost 
my faith. Until then I had thought that although I 
was unable to compete with others physically, in-
tellectually it would be possible. 

Early January I made a big decision. My next 
examination was biology; if I could take it success-
fully, then I would continue, if not I would finish 
my grammar school studies. I learned a lot; I easily 
took this obstacle, and in addition to getting mark 
five I managed to regain my self-confidence too.

From the proposal “My most favourite student”

Mrs Miklós Ledniczky  -  Iharosberény
Well, the road to the examination in German was 
certainly not easy for him. It was in vain that he 
had learned and told me the material, subject areas, 
had done the situation with me, yet in the examina-
tion he was unable to produce the same way. In the 
written examination he would have needed only 
a few more scores first; therefore, he got really de-
pressed, especially when he achieved much worse 
results in the second written examination.

 
Then, he was ready to give it up saying that he 

would never succeed. But I tried to raise his spir-
its, claiming that ceaseless practising will bear 
their fruit, he should only be patient, persistent. Of 
course, I knew that he was very much desperate, 
and it would be hard to get him out of this point, 
give back his self-confidence. We practiced a lot 
together; he made plenty of written tests, tasks. I 
felt that he was getting better in it, he solved tasks 
much quicker, but I had to convince him. That was 
the hardest task!


